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Chapter 687: Chapter 687, the power of two male corpses

Two resplendent rays of light shot into the sky! The entire formation
stage was buzzing, as if it was brewing some powerful force!

This commotion naturally attracted the attention of the man and woman.

The two of them couldn’t help but look at the formation stage, their
brows furrowed.

“What’s going on?”The woman asked in surprise.

The Man didn’t say anything, but his eyes swept over the formation
stage.

The handlebar mustache realized what was happening in front of him. He
glanced at the two corpses on the formation stage and quickly retreated to
the side.

The two corpses were shining on the formation stage, and rumbling
sounds could be heard continuously.

Kacha

Finally, the formation stage couldn’t take it anymore and started to
collapse!

An extremely powerful force fell into the two corpses!

“Swoosh!”

The male corpses’eyes suddenly opened!



They slowly stood up from the ruins. An extremely ancient aura lingered
around the two male corpses’internal Qi.

At this moment, Qin Yu couldn’t take it anymore. He gritted his teeth
and shouted with all his might, “Quickly… save me!”

After an angry roar, the two corpses slowly turned around and looked in
Qin Yu’s direction.

Qin Yu anxiously looked at the handlebar mustache and used his eyes to
ask how to control the two male corpses.

The handlebar mustache seemed to have seen through Qin Yu’s
intentions and hurriedly said, “Qin Yu, these two corpses borrowed your
blood essence to temporarily resurrect. You have to use your spiritual
sense to control them!”

At this moment, Qin Yu’s spiritual sense was almost crushed by this spell!
It was as difficult as ascending to the heavens to separate his spiritual
sense!

“Damn it…”Qin Yu couldn’t help but curse in his heart. He endured the
pain and closed his eyes slightly, forcefully separating a strand of his
spiritual sense.

At the center of his brows, a bean-sized golden light burst out, and then
fell directly into the center of the brows of a male corpse!

The eyes of this male corpse immediately burst out with a glimmer of
light.

Qin Yu did not dare to delay any longer. He immediately used his
spiritual sense to urge this male corpse to walk towards him.



“What exactly is this thing?”Not far away, the eyes of the man and
woman from the Han Palace were filled with doubt.

“Who cares what it is. No one can break my spell unless he is a martial
saint.”The man sneered.

At that moment, the male corpse had already walked up to Qin Yu.

He slowly raised both of his hands and grabbed at the icy blue light.

“Humph, using your body to touch my spell is simply courting
death!”The Man from Han Gong could not help but sneer.

However, in the next second, his expression froze!

The male corpse grabbed the icy blue light and lightly pulled with his
palm. The icy blue light that covered the sky and earth was torn apart like
paper!

“How is this possible? !”Han gong and Qin Yu’s expressions changed
drastically!

Qin Yu was finally able to catch his breath. He got up from the ground

and the Infinity Dharma Idol on his body slowly disappeared.

“Damn it, I almost died.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but feel a lingering fear.

The Man with the handlebar mustache ran in front of Qin Yu and said
with a smile, “I’ll leave the rest to these two male corpses.”

Qin Yu also nodded and said with a hint of anticipation, “I also want to
see… What kind of strength these two male corpses have.”



Under Qin Yu’s control, the two male corpses turned around and walked
toward Han Gong and the other two.

The man immediately shook his palm, and his gloves flickered with rays
of light.

However, the woman’s beautiful face had a hint of solemnity.

She whispered, “Old Duan, I have a bad feeling. Let’s quickly retreat.”

The man who was called old Duan snorted coldly, “I am at the peak of

the Milk Martial Marquis realm, and can be said to be invincible in this
world! What Demons and ghosts? They are just playing tricks!”

Before he finished his words, old Duan’s gloves began to shine, and then
he strode toward the male corpse!

Seeing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer in his heart.

Qin Yu had personally witnessed the toughness of these two male
corpses.

Even the bronze sword couldn’t hurt them in the slightest, yet this old
Duan still dared to take the initiative to attack? He was simply courting

death!

“Go to hell!”Old Duan roared angrily, and his fist fiercely smashed
towards the male corpse’s vital point!

“Clang!”

A loud sound instantly exploded!

This unparalleled fist smashed firmly onto the male corpse’s face!



But what was frightening was that this fist actually didn’t injure the male
corpse in the slightest! It didn’t even leave a trace!

“How… how is this possible!”Old Duan’s expression instantly changed
greatly!

This fist contained almost all of his inner strength, and no one in the
world could resist it!

But this strange corpse in front of him… Was not affected at all. This
was simply illogical!

“It’s fake, it must be fake!”Old Duan was not reconciled. He roared and
threw another punch!

“Kacha!”

The male corpse finally made his move. He raised his hand and grabbed
old Duan’s gloves.

Old Duan’s face suddenly changed. He tried his best to struggle, but he
found that he could not break free at all!

Then, the male corpse pressed his palm lightly, and Old Duan’s glove
and fist were crushed into pieces!

“Ah! ! !”

The anguished wail spread throughout the entire wilderness!

For a moment, everyone couldn’t help but gasp!

The male corpse didn’t stop there. He raised his pale palm and gently

slapped Old Duan’s head.



“Pa!”

That seemingly weak palm contained a thousand-ton force!

At the moment of contact, old Duan’s head exploded like a watermelon!

“A peak-stage martial marquis is actually so weak!”Qin Yu was
overjoyed when he saw this!

The strength of these two male corpses was indeed beyond imagination!

Not far away, the woman from the Han palace had a pale face.When she

saw Old Duan’s head being smashed by a palm, she already had the
intention to retreat.

“You have already killed three members of our Han Palace. We will

definitely remember this grudge,”the woman said coldly.

Qin Yu sneered and said, “If you don’t Leave Now, the next one to die
will be you!”

As he spoke, the male corpse had already strode towards the Woman!

The woman secretly gritted her silver teeth. She fiercely glared at Qin Yu,
then turned around and left!

In the blink of an eye, she disappeared from everyone’s sight.

After she left, Qin Yu hurriedly bent down and took out old Duan’s
golden core.

“A golden core at the peak of the Martial Marquis realm… what an
unexpected harvest.”Qin Yu licked his lips and then stuffed the golden
core into his mouth.



Pure Qi/spiritual energy exploded in Qin Yu’s body.

He immediately circulated his mental cultivation method and slowly
absorbed this golden core.

At this moment, Qin Yu was already enough to step into the middle stage
of the Martial Marquis Realm.

However, after thinking about it, Qin Yu still planned to temporarily
suppress his cultivation and first go to the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association to save people!

Chapter 688: Chapter 688 wants to talk to you

Qin Yu’s purpose in reviving these two corpses was to save Yan Ruoxue.

After spending so much time, he finally succeeded in reviving. Qin Yu
didn’t want to waste a minute.

“Oh right, I have to remind you that these corpses can only last for three
days at most,”the handlebar mustache reminded him.

Qin Yu calculated the time and nodded. “Three days is enough.”

As long as the Jingdu Martial Arts Association felt afraid, it was enough.

Then, Qin Yu looked at the handlebar mustache and said, “These two
corpses… how much power can they display now?”

The handlebar mustache spread his hands and said, “After all, they are
already dead, and only a body remains. In other words, they are no
different from magic weapons. It depends on the strength of the
controller.”



“For example, the martial saint’s weapon can only be used to its
maximum power in the hands of the martial saint. The Martial Marquis is
next. If the inner strength master obtains the martial saint’s weapon, then
I’m afraid it will be no different from scrap metal.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly and roughly understood the meaning of the
mustached man.

“According to my speculation, these two corpses should be the guardians
of the path. However, I don’t know what the purpose of the Guardians

is.”The mustached man speculated.

Qin Yu touched his chin and said, “This dao protector faced a peak
martial marquis with almost no effort. It should not be difficult to deal
with a martial saint.”

When the mustached man heard this, he could not help but ridicule,
“Martial saint? If these two dao protectors can use their full strength,
then the martial saint is just an ant.”

“Cut the crap.”Qin Yu rolled his eyes.

If they could unleash their full strength, not to mention a small Jingdu
martial arts association, even a country would not be worth mentioning.

At this time, the sky had already turned white, and Xiao Yu had also
woken up from his slumber.

“You slept quite well. You can even sleep with such a loud noise.”Qin
Yu said half-jokingly and half-seriously.

Xiao Yu rubbed his sleepy eyes and said, “I don’t know why, but I feel
so sleepy and listless.”



Qin Yu didn’t think too much about it, but the handlebar mustache next
to him frowned.

He narrowed his eyes, thinking about something.

Then, Qin Yu returned to the Green Moon villa with a few people.

In the hall.

Zhen Yue looked at the two male corpses and couldn’t help but ask in
surprise, “Mr. Qin, who are these two people?”

Qin Yu opened his mouth, not knowing how to explain.

“They… They are my two friends. One is called Big Fatty and the other
is er Zhuang,”Qin Yu said.

Hearing this, the Mustache Man spat out a mouthful of water.

“These names… are so down-to-earth.”Zhen Yue couldn’t help but
laugh.

The Mustache Man rolled his eyes and said, “If they hear these two
names, they will strangle you to death.”

Qin Yu was quite satisfied with these two names.

After that, Qin Yu and Zhen Yue gave some instructions and prepared to
go to Jingdu.

“Qin Yu, remember my words. They can only last for three days at most.
After three days, they will become corpses again,”the mustache man
reminded before they left.



Qin Yu took a deep breath and said, “I’ll remember it.”

After parting with the handlebar mustache, Qin Yu rushed to Jingdu.

…

Jingdu martial arts association.

Two iron doors that were several meters high appeared extremely solemn
and solemn.

At the door, a man was smoking and scanning his surroundings.

This man was none other than Xia Hang!

Ever since he caught Qin Yu last time, his status had risen accordingly.

Not only that, the various aristocratic families had been putting pressure
on the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.

This external pressure was almost all resolved by Xia Hang. As a result,
Xia hang’s status had risen sharply, almost to the same level as Qu Qu!

“President Xia.”Those who passed by the Jingdu martial arts association
greeted Xia hang politely.

The word “Vice president Xia”had unknowingly disappeared, and this
made Xia hang quite happy.

“President Xia, what an elegant mood.”

At this moment, a familiar voice sounded in Xia Hang’s ear.

Hearing this voice, Xia Hang’s expression instantly changed slightly!



He hurriedly turned around, and it was indeed Qin Yu who stood behind
him!

A hint of nervousness flashed across Xia Hang’s face. He looked around,
and after making sure that there was no one, he pulled Qin Yu to the side.

“Are you crazy? Qu Xie is gathering people to capture you, and you still
dare to come here? Are you courting death? !”Xia hang scolded in a low
voice.

Qin Yu smiled and ignored this sentence. Instead, he said, “I’ll have to
trouble president Xia to inform him that Qin Yu wants to talk to him.”

Xia Hang’s pupils constricted, and he couldn’t help but curse, “Are you
really crazy? ! Do you think Qu Xie will talk to you?”

Qin Yu smiled faintly and said, “Just do as I say. I know what to do.”

Xia hang wanted to say something, but at this time, someone walked out
from the association.

Xia hang quickly changed his expression. He pointed at Qin Yu and said,
“Stand here and don’t go! I’ll go and inform President Qu Now!”

…

At this time, in Qu Xie’s office, there were eight black-gold robes and
three purple robes!

Not only that, Qu Xie was also holding a martial saint weapon.

This martial saint weapon was the Prajna ruler that Qu Xie had used that
day!



Looking at the people in front of him, Qu Xie took a deep breath and said,
“The aristocratic families have been pressuring the JINGDU martial arts
association to get rid of Qin Yu as soon as possible.”

Everyone remained silent and waited for Qu Xie’s next words.

Qu Xie continued, “But this Qin Yu is full of tricks. I don’t know what

method he used to kill four of our purple robes!”

At this point, Qu Xie took out the prajna ruler.

He placed the Prajna ruler on the table and said, “To prevent any
accidents, I asked the higher-ups for another martial saint weapon. As
long as we can kill Qin Yu, even if we lose a martial saint weapon, it’s
not worth mentioning!”

“President Qu, you’d better tell us where Qin Yu is,”a purple-robed man
said coldly.

“That’s right. As long as you tell us what Qin Yu has done, he will die
without a doubt.”

Qu Xie said in a deep voice, “I’ve just received news that Qin Yu has
returned to the Jade Moon Villa.”

“Got it.”The purple-robed man grabbed the Prajna ruler on the table and
turned to leave.

At this moment, Xia hang pushed the door open and walked in.

Qu Qu glanced at Xia hang and said unhappily, “Who let you in? Can’t

You Knock on the door? Get Out!”



Xia hang snorted and said, “I’m here to tell you something important.”

“You have to knock on the door first! I’m Your Superior!”Qu Qu
shouted.

Xia hang lit a cigarette and sat directly opposite Qu Xie. Then, he said
slowly, “Aren’t you looking for Qin Yu? He’s at the entrance of the

association right now.. He said he wants to talk to you.”

Chapter 689: Chapter 689, Dao Protector VS martial saint

weapon

Hearing this, qu Qu sneered, “Xia Hang, do you think I’m an idiot? How
dare he, Qin Yu, come to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association?”

Xia hang did not want to let Qin Yu in, so after hearing Qu Qu’s words,
he immediately stood up and said, “Then just pretend that I didn’t say
anything.”

After saying this, Xia hang turned his head and walked out.

Qu Xie frowned. He looked at his assistant and said, “Go to the door and
see if what Xia Hang said is true.”

The assistant agreed and then walked out.

A few minutes later, the assistant ran back while panting. There was a
clear palm print on his face.

“President Qu, that Qin Yu… is really at the door! He said he wants to
talk to you! I… I have already sent him to the conference room.”The
assistant panted heavily.



Hearing this, Qu Xie suddenly stood up, and a trace of shock flashed
across his face.

“This Qin Yu… is really hard to guess,”Qu Xie said with narrowed eyes.

Then, Qu Xie looked at the people around him and said coldly, “This
time, we must kill Qin Yu no matter what!”

…

In the conference room.

Qin Yu made a pot of tea while the two dao protectors beside him poured
tea for him.

“No one in the world has enjoyed the privilege of having two mighty
figures serve me tea and water.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but feel proud.

At this moment, the door of the conference room opened.

Then, Qu Xie Strode in with more than ten people behind him!

Eight of them were in black and gold robes, and three of them were in

purple robes!

Qu Qu held the prajna ruler in one hand. As he walked, he slapped his
own palm.

“Qin Yu, you still dare to come to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association?
You sure have guts,”said Qu Qu with a cold smile.

Qin Yu sat up from the sofa and said with a faint smile, “Qu Qu, I’m
here to negotiate with you.”



“Negotiate with me?”Qu Qu almost laughed out loud when he heard that.

The purple-robed people behind him couldn’t help but laugh as well.

“Tell me, what do you want to talk to me about?”Qu Xie said with some
amusement.

Qin Yu’s expression gradually became serious.

He looked at Qu Xie coldly and said word by word, “If you are willing to
let me take Yan Ruoxue away, I can spare your life.”

As soon as he said this, Qu Xie couldn’t hold it in anymore.

He laughed and said, “Qin Yu, do you know what you are talking about?
Spare my life? Just by You?”

“Why don’t you take a look at yourself? Do you really think you are

invincible?”

“Kid, do you know what a negotiation is? A negotiation is only qualified

to sit at the same table when both parties are equally powerful! As for
you, you are not worth mentioning in front of the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association!”

Everyone sneered and kept mocking.

Qu Xie waved his hand and sized up Qin Yu. “Qin Yu, I admit that you
have some ability. If you continue to grow, you might really be able to
threaten the JINGDU martial arts association one day.”

“But now… you are not qualified!”



As he spoke, a strong killing intent burst out from Qu Xie’s body!

The people behind him took a step forward in unison!

Qu Xie didn’t seem to want to waste any more time. He looked at Qin Yu
coldly and said, “Kill him.”

“Yes.”

Three purple-robed men walked over at the same time. Their terrifying
auras shook the Jingdu Martial Arts Association!

Qin Yu’s face turned cold and he ordered, “Kill them all. Leave No one
alive.”

The two dao protectors seemed to have received an order as they slowly
walked forward.

At a glance, these two dao protectors seemed ordinary. They did not even
have the slightest fluctuation of internal Qi!

Therefore, they did not put these two dao protectors in their eyes at all!

The pressure from the three of them was rapidly spreading, and their
bodies were emitting waves of flames!

“Go to hell!”

One of the purple-robed men shouted angrily. Then, he raised his hand
and grabbed at the Dao Protector Fatty!

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes. He immediately used his spiritual sense to
control fatty.



Fatty clenched his hand and threw a punch.

“Boom!”

The seemingly ordinary punch instantly arrived in front of the
purple-robed man!

After sensing the terrifying internal Qi on his fist, the purple-robed man’s
expression changed drastically!

“Not good!”

The purple-robed man cursed inwardly. He wanted to turn around and
escape, but it was too late!

The Big Fatty punched his head and smashed it into pieces!

Blood splashed on Qu Xie’s face.

The bloody smell filled the entire meeting room!

“How… How could this be? !”Qu Xie’s expression changed drastically!

He killed a purple robe with one punch. What kind of strength was this?
This was too ridiculous!

The remaining two purple robes’expressions were extremely unsightly.
They subconsciously looked at Qu Xie.

Qu Xie gritted his teeth. Just as he was about to speak, big fatty walked
over again!

He stretched out his two palms and grabbed the remaining two purple
robes!



Then, big fatty moved his palms slightly, and a crisp cracking sound
came from the necks of the two purple robes!

The necks of the two men were crushed by the big fatty!

The bodies of the two purple-robed men immediately went limp, and
they did not move in the big fatty’s hand.

When Xie Qu saw this, her face was even more shocked!

One had to know that the purple-robed men were the foundation of the
Jingdu Martial Arts Association’s combat strength. Even in the entire
world, they were also top-notch existences!

But now, facing this big fatty, they actually did not have the power to
retaliate! How could people accept this!

The big fatty threw the three bodies on the ground, then reached out his
hand and directly took out the golden cores of the three of them, then
turned around and handed them to Qin Yu.

Qin Yu played with the three golden cores and sneered, “Qu Xie, do I
have the right to talk to you now?”

Qu Xie’s face was extremely cold. Although he was shocked, he was not
afraid.

The reason was because Qu Xie had a martial saint weapon in his hand!
This was his confidence!

Qu Xie narrowed his eyes and looked at the big fatty. He said coldly,
“Your skills are not bad. Why Don’t you come and work for the Jingdu

Martial Arts Association?”



Qin Yu sneered when he saw this.

“Qu Xie, they only listen to my orders. Then don’t waste your
energy,”Qin Yu sneered.

When Qu Qu heard this, he immediately stood up and said, “Oh? is that

so? It’s such a pity. I can only bear the pain and kill them…”

As he spoke, the Prajna ruler in Qu Xie’s hand began to flash with light.
Streams of terrifying martial saint’s internal Qi gathered on the Prajna
ruler.

The martial saint’s internal Qi was extremely terrifying. Just a wisp of it
was enough to make people tremble in fear.

Even Qin Yu could feel the pressure of the martial saint’s weapon in his
chest. It was as if blood was about to gush out.

“In front of the martial saint weapon, everyone must die!”

Qu Xie roared furiously and the prajna ruler in his hand immediately
pressed forward!

In an instant, an intense light burst out from the Prajna ruler!

This light carried an extremely pure martial saint’s internal Qi as it
crushed towards big fatty!

Chapter 690: Chapter 690, no human or animal shall be spared!

The aura of the martial saint’s internal Qi swept over swiftly!

Just a trace of residual power had forced Qin Yu to retreat repeatedly!



Qin Yu hurriedly urged the two stalwart men to block in front of him, in
order to resist the residual power of the martial saint’s Internal Qi.

At this moment, the aura emitted by the Prajna ruler had already crushed
towards the big fatty!

Qin Yu laughed coldly. He immediately used his spiritual sense to urge
big fatty and raised his palm to meet it!

Big Fatty opened his huge palm and directly grabbed at the trace of the
martial saint’s Internal Qi!

“You’re courting death!”Qu Xie could not help but shout when he saw
this!

The internal Qi of the martial saint’s weapon became even stronger, as if
it wanted to kill big fatty in one strike!

But what kind of existence was big fatty’s body? He was the guardian of

the Masked Woman’s tomb, an existence that surpassed the Almighty!

His body was definitely not something a martial saint could injure!

Big Fatty’s big hand pressed forward and easily withstood the residual
power emitted by the martial saint weapon!

That internal Qi kept retreating under big fatty’s Palm!

Qu Xie’s eyes instantly widened, and his face turned extremely pale!

What the hell was this? ! Using his palm to easily block a martial saint’s

weapon? !

Even a current martial saint might not be able to do it so easily, right?



Before Qu Xie could regain his senses, big fatty’s palm had already

covered the front!

Qu Xie’s expression changed, and he wanted to run away.

However, how could Qin Yu give him the chance? He immediately

urged the two stout men to take a step forward and block the door!

The two stout men had a strong build and blocked the door tightly.

The big fatty even stretched out his hand and snatched the Prajna ruler.

“You… give it back to me!”Xie Qu immediately became anxious!

He stretched out his hand and wanted to snatch the Prajna ruler, but he
was slapped away by the big fatty.

Then, the big fatty handed the Prajna ruler to Qin Yu.

Qin Yu took the Prajna ruler and could not help but grin. “I didn’t expect
there to be such an unexpected harvest… This martial saint weapon
belongs to me!”

Qu Xie’s expression was extremely unsightly! Losing a martial saint
weapon was a huge matter!

“Qin Yu, return the Prajna ruler to me! As long as you return it to me, I
can agree to any conditions!”Qu Xie said anxiously.

Qin Yu raised his brows and said, “Alright, as long as you let me take
Yan Ruoxue away, I’ll return this broken ruler to you.”

When this topic was brought up, Qu Xie’s brows instantly furrowed.



He glanced at the Big Fat Man and the muscular man, then took a deep
breath and said, “Qin Yu, it’s impossible for you to take Yan Ruoxue
away.”

“Impossible?”Qin Yu narrowed his eyes. “Qu Xie, do you think I’m here

to negotiate with you in front of you? As long as I’m willing, I Can
Smash Your Jingdu Martial Arts Association!”

Qu Xie said coldly, “Although I don’t know who these two people are,
I’m telling you, no matter how strong they are, they can’t fight against
the Jingdu Martial Arts Association!”

“Cut the crap.”Qin Yu stood up.

He strode to Qu Xie and said coldly, “I’ve made myself clear. I’m not

here to discuss with you. I’ll take them away today. I’ll kill whoever
dares to stop me!”

After saying that, Qin Yu put away the Prajna ruler and strode out of the
meeting room.

Xie Qu hurriedly shouted, “Wait! Qin Yu, give me some time to think
about it. What do you think?”

“You want to stall for time? Do you think I’m an Idiot?”Qin Yu said
coldly.

The two dao protectors could only be controlled for three days at most.
Qin Yu couldn’t give Xie Qu any chance at all.

He controlled the two dao protectors and strode toward the prison.



Qu Xie was extremely anxious, but she couldn’t do anything to the two
dao protectors!

Even the martial saint weapon couldn’t do anything to them, so what
could stop Qin Yu?

With these two dao protectors, Qin Yu could be said to be able to kill
Gods and Buddhas if they were in his way.

He walked all the way to the entrance of the prison and smashed the
supposedly indestructible door with a punch!

Then, Qin Yu Strode into the prison.

“Qin Yu? Why Are You Back?”

“No Way, you were caught by them again?”

Countless people on both sides greeted Qin Yu with a warm attitude.

Qin Yu nodded his head one by one and then rushed towards the
direction of Yan Ruoxue’s prison.

Soon, Qin Yu arrived in front of the prison entrance where Yan Ruoxue
was imprisoned.

Standing in front of the door, Qin Yu’s face was extremely unsightly!

Because there was no one in this prison. There was no sign of Yan
Ruoxue at all!

“Where is she?Where is Yan Ruoxue? !”Qin Yu anxiously looked at the
other prisons.



“Miss Yan was taken away a few days ago,”said the person in the prison
next to him.

Qin Yu’s face immediately changed! He gritted his teeth and hurriedly
ran into the meeting room.

In the meeting room, Qu Xie was about to report the news when Qin Yu
rushed over.

He grabbed Qu Xie’s collar and said coldly, “Where is Yan Ruoxue?”

Qu xie frowned and asked, “What do you mean?”

“Stop pretending!”Qin Yu grabbed Qu Xie’s neck!

Qu Xie wanted to resist, but Qin Yu’s hand was so strong that Qu Xie
couldn’t move!

“I don’t understand what you’re saying!”Qu Xie gritted his teeth and
said.

“What the F * ck are you talking about! Yan Ruoxue isn’t in prison at
all!”Qin Yu roared angrily, and his hand became stronger and stronger!

Qu Xie’s face immediately turned red, and he found it difficult to
breathe.

He said with difficulty, “I… I told you, I didn’t know that the higher-ups
wouldn’t ask for my permission to bring her up…”

Qin Yu stared at Qu Xie, his anger almost making him lose his mind.

Qu Xie’s face turned purple as if he was going to suffocate at any
moment.



Qin Yu took a deep breath and let go of Qu Xie.

“You’d better not lie to me,”Qin Yu said to Qu Xie coldly.

Qu Xie panted and said coldly, “Do you think I have the final say in the
Jingdu Martial Arts Association? You think too highly of me!”

“Why do the higher-ups need to explain things to me?”

Qin Yu stood there and didn’t speak for a long time.

A moment later, Qin Yu picked up Qu Xie, grabbed his clothes, and
walked to the Hall of the Association.

At this time, there were many members of the association in the hall.

They looked at Qin Yu nervously, and there was a hint of fear in the
depths of their eyes.

Qin Yu took a deep breath and said coldly, “Tell the higher-ups of the
Jingdu Martial Arts Association that I will take Qu Xie away today and
ask them to exchange him for Yan Ruoxue.”

“If I don’t see Yan Ruoxue in three days, I will kill Qu Xie and smash the
Jingdu Martial Arts Association!”Qin Yu gnashed his teeth and said.

After saying this, Qin Yu threw Qu Xie to big fatty.

In Big Fatty’s hands, Qu Xie was like a little chick, unable to move.

Then, Qin Yu took out the bronze sword in his hand and slashed out.

The terrifying sword light instantly passed through the hall and directly
slashed toward the tall building not far away!



Under this sword attack, the roof was directly flattened, and then the
entire building began to buzz!

“If I don’t see Yan Ruoxue in three days… I’ll kill everyone!”

Qin Yu said coldly.. His voice was bone-chilling, making people tremble
in fear.

Chapter 691: Chapter 691, exchange for Yan Ruoxue!

Qin Yu looked at Qu Xie coldly, and Qu Xie couldn’t help but tense up.

As the president of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association, he had seen
countless storms.

Facing Qin Yu, Qu Xie couldn’t help but shout, “Qin Yu, don’t go too
far! I’m the President of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association! Do you
know the consequences of threatening us? !”

After Qu Xie’s reminder, Qin Yu seemed to have thought of something.

He sneered, “I’ve changed my mind. I’ll only give you two days.
Remember, two days at most.”

“If I don’t see Yan Ruoxue in two days, I’ll publicly punish the president
of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association!”

“If the higher-ups are not afraid of losing face, then go ahead!”

After saying that, Qin Yu turned around and left.

Big Fatty and er Zhuang followed behind Qin Yu. The entire journey was
unimpeded, and no one dared to stop Qin Yu.



After leaving the Jingdu Martial Arts Association, Qin Yu directly
returned to the Green Moon Villa.

Big Fatty and ER Zhuang didn’t have much time left, so Qin Yu could at
most give the Jingdu martial arts association two days.

If the Jingdu Martial Arts Association still didn’t let him go after two
days, then Qin Yu would kill the president of the Jingdu martial arts
association in front of everyone!

Very soon, this matter was spread out.

The president of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association was captured. This
was the first time in history!

“Even the president was captured alive. This is too f * cking
ridiculous…”

“Yeah, to capture a thief, one must first capture the leader. TSK TSK, as
expected of Qin Yu.”

“For Yan Ruoxue, this Qin Yu is really going all out…”

For a moment, there was a flurry of discussion. Almost everyone was
discussing this matter.

The president was captured alive, and the Jingdu martial arts association
was undoubtedly humiliated.

In the Jingdu martial arts association, Xia Hang could not help but
silently smoke.

After thinking about it, Xia hang stood up and walked into the office.



After arriving at the office, Xia Hang closed the door. Then, he took out
his phone and called Qin Yu.

At this moment, Qin Yu was sitting cross-legged in his room.

His face was cold and his eyes were slightly closed. Even so, he could
still feel the murderous aura lingering around him.

Seeing Xia hang’s phone call, Qin Yu frowned and then picked up the
phone.

“Hello.”Qin Yu picked up the phone and his tone was extremely calm.

Xia hang didn’t say any nonsense on the other end. He went straight to
the point and said, “Qin Yu, to the higher-ups, Qu Xie is just a chess
piece. They will most likely not agree to your request.”

As soon as he said that, Qin Yu’s expression turned extremely vicious.

He took a deep breath and asked, “Who are those higher-ups?”

Xia hang smiled bitterly. “No one knows their identities. Even Qu Xie
doesn’t know anything.”

Qin Yu fell into silence.

He didn’t have a deep understanding of the JINGDU martial arts
association, nor did he know anything about the higher-ups.

“After all, Qu Qu is the president. Everyone in the world knows that.
Even if they don’t care about Qu Qu’s life, they will care about Qu Qu’s
identity as the president,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.



Just as Qin Yu said, even the aristocratic families cared about their own
face, let alone the Jingdu Martial Arts Association?

Now that Qu Qu had been captured alive, it could be said that the matter
had become a hot topic.

If the Jingdu martial arts association couldn’t even save the president, it
would not only lose face, but also lose prestige and prestige!

“I hope so,”Xia Hang said in a deep voice.

Qin Yu sneered, “Even if they really gave up on Qu Xie, it would still be
beneficial to me.”

“If you kill Qu Xie, you will be the next president.”

Xia hang was stunned, then he couldn’t help but smile bitterly, “That’s
true.”

Qin Yu grunted and said, “If you have any news, remember to inform
me.”

After saying that, Qin Yu directly hung up the phone.

Then, Qin Yu got up and walked out of his room, all the way to a dark
basement.

The basement was extremely damp and there was no light. Qin Yu even
threw the coffin of the masked woman here.

The entire basement was extremely cold. Even Qu Xie was badly frozen.

In this basement, there was an extremely small dog cage.



At this moment, Qu Xie was locked in this dog cage. Big Fatty and er
Zhuang were in charge of guarding it.

Qu Xie was trembling non-stop in the cage. His face was extremely pale
and he looked like he was in extreme pain.

When he saw Qin Yu, Qu Xie immediately grabbed the cage.

“Qin Yu, let me out!”Qu Xie shouted furiously.

Qin Yu looked at Qu Xie coldly and said, “Why? Are You in pain?”

Qu Xie gritted his teeth and said, “I am the president of the Jingdu

Martial Arts Association! How could you lock me in such a small dog

cage? I… I want to kill you!”

Qin Yu couldn’t help but laugh. “Why? Do you know what it feels like

to have your dignity humiliated? Isn’t Yan Ruoxue uncomfortable being

locked in a prison by you?”

“Don’t tell me those warriors who were charged with crimes because
they disagreed with your association have no dignity!”

With a roar, the whole cage buzzed!

Dust fell from the entire basement.

“Qu Xie, I told you that I will make you suffer a thousand times more
pain,”Qin Yu sneered.

Qu Xie glared at Qin Yu and said, “The Jingdu Martial Arts Association
will not let you go. You Are Dead!”



Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with Qu Xie at all. He kicked the cage,
turned around, and walked out.

At this moment, the Jingdu martial arts association was holding a
meeting.

In the meeting room, the few higher-ups were still hiding in the darkness.

And the person presiding over the meeting this time was no longer Qu
Xie, but Xia Hang.

“Qin Yu brought two extremely powerful people and forcefully broke
into the prison,”Xia hang reported truthfully.

“President Qu was holding the martial saint weapon. Not only was he
unable to harm him, even the prajna ruler was snatched away by Qin
Yu.”

The meeting room was silent.

After an unknown amount of time, someone finally spoke, “Qu Xie is the
president after all. He can not die. Even if he dies, he can not die at the
hands of Qin Yu.”

“En, no matter what, we have to bring him back.”

Hearing this, Xia hang hurriedly said, “But… Qin Yu said that he wants

us to exchange Yan Ruoxue. Should we…. agree to his request?”

Chapter 692: Chapter 692, I’ll capture you as well!

Xia hang glanced around at the darkness, his eyes filled with surprise.



The scene fell silent again.

They seemed to have to consider this question.

“No, there’s no way Yan Ruoxue will be handed over.”At this time, a
voice finally came from the darkness.

“You’re right. Even if we don’t Save Qu Xie, we can’t let Yan Ruoxue
go,”someone else said.

“I agree.”For a moment, several higher-ups agreed to this suggestion.

Xia hang couldn’t help but sigh slightly when he heard this.

As expected, these higher-ups simply couldn’t agree to Qin Yu’s request.

“However… we still have to save Qu Xie.”At this time, someone else
said.

“Come up with other conditions to exchange.”

Xia hang said in a low voice from the side, “Qin Yu has two experts by
his side. Their strength is beyond imagination. Even the martial saint
weapon can’t hurt them in the slightest.”

“Impossible. There is no such person in this world.”Soon, someone
denied Xia hang’s statement.

Xia hang said hurriedly, “Senior executives, this is true! We saw

President Qu holding the Prajna ruler with our own eyes. He was easily
suppressed by those two people…”

“He must have used some secret technique.”A senior executive said in a

low voice.



“Immediately send someone to scout for news. At the same time,
negotiate with that Qin Yu.”A senior executive said coldly.

Xia hang slowly stood up and volunteered, “Higher-ups, I’m willing to

go!”

“No need, we already have a candidate.”A cold voice came from the

dark.

Xia hang opened his mouth and wanted to say something, but these
higher-ups slowly retreated and disappeared into the darkness.

Xia hang frowned slightly.

Already had a candidate? Could it be that even if Qu Xie died, he
wouldn’t be able to become the president?

“Everything doesn’t seem to be that simple…”Xia hang muttered.

…

Green Moon Villa.

Qin Yu was sitting cross-legged on an empty space. In front of him was

a piece of ice heart.

The ice heart was emitting streams of pure Qi/spiritual energy. This
Qi/spiritual energy surrounded Qin Yu’s body and formed a small
whirlpool.

These streams of Qi/spiritual energy were extremely pure, but Qin Yu
couldn’t calm down at all.



His forehead was sweating non-stop, and his body was trembling
slightly.

“It seems that your state of mind is very unstable.”

At this moment, a voice suddenly sounded in Qin Yu’s ear.

Qin Yu’s eyes suddenly opened.

He hurriedly looked behind him and saw a skinny old woman standing
there quietly.

Qin Yu looked at the old woman warily and said coldly, “Who are you?
Who let you in?”

The old woman put her hands behind her back and said indifferently,
“Didn’t you want to talk to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association? I’m

here.”

Qin Yu’s face darkened and he said tentatively, “You are the higher-ups
of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association?”

“Oh? You know about the higher-ups?”The old woman sat opposite Qin
Yu and even poured herself a glass of water.

“It seems that you know us very well,”the old woman said
expressionlessly.

Qin Yu’s eyes were filled with vigilance, and the internal Qi on his body
was also released.

This old woman was able to enter this room silently. Her strength was
probably far above Qin Yu’s!



“Tell me, what conditions do you have?”The old woman drank a
mouthful of water and asked indifferently.

Qin Yu said coldly, “I said, I’ll trade Yan Ruoxue for her. The rest is out
of the question.”

The old woman shook her head and said, “This is an impossible
condition. Let’s change it to another one.”

“Then there’s no need to talk nonsense. Just wait to collect Qu Qu’s
corpse,”Qin Yu said coldly.

The old woman was not anxious. She said indifferently, “Once we decide
to give up Qu Qu, we will definitely launch a large-scale attack on the
Green Moon Villa. We won’t hold back anymore! Have you thought it
through?”

Qin Yu looked at the old woman coldly and said, “Old Thing, are you
threatening me?”

The old woman sneered, “Do you think we can’t do it?”

“Then you can try!”Qin Yu shouted, and a golden light suddenly
appeared!

At the same time, the big fatty’s figure quickly appeared behind Qin Yu.

The old woman could not help but look at the big fatty behind her, her
eyes flashing with rays of light.

Then, the old woman sneered and said, “If this is what you rely on, then
your beautiful dream will probably come to nothing.”

Qin Yu frowned slightly, and his heart could not help but thump.



Could it be that this old thing had seen through something?

“If I’m not wrong, this should be a corpse, right?”The old woman
continued to say.

Hearing this, Qin Yu’s expression instantly became extremely ugly!

“Looks like I was right.”After the old woman saw Qin Yu’s expression, a
smile couldn’t help but flash across her face.

Qin Yu took a deep breath and coldly said, “So what if he is, so what if
he isn’t! Even if he is a corpse, he still has the ability to destroy the
Jingdu Martial Arts Association!”

The old woman shook her head and said, “Qin Yu, you underestimate us
too much. If you can find such a corpse for your own use, we can still
find it.”

Qin Yu’s brows were tightly furrowed, and a trace of unease flashed
across his face.

Just as the old woman had said, almost all the resources in the world
were in the hands of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.

Who could guarantee that they had not obtained even more powerful
corpses?

Even the handlebar mustache could resurrect these two corpses, let alone
the Jingdu Martial Arts Association?

“Qin Yu, you’ve already gotten a chance to talk. I hope you’ll cherish
it,”the old woman said faintly.



“This opportunity is now or never. If Qu Xie dies, you’ll have to die with
him.”

After saying this, the old woman turned around and prepared to leave.

“Stop!”At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly shouted.

Big Fatty immediately stepped forward and stood in front of the old
woman.

The old woman’s Back was facing Qin Yu, and she said indifferently,
“What else do you have to say?”

Qin Yu asked coldly, “Are you the only one who came today?”

The old woman said with a faint smile, “What else? Could it be that I’m

like you, making a big fuss and making it known to the world?”

Qin Yu’s eyes narrowed slightly, and he grinned and said, “Although I
don’t know who you are, I think you must be very important to the
JINGDU martial arts association, Right?”

The old woman seemed to have sensed something. She turned to look at
Qin Yu and asked, “What do you mean?”

Qin Yu sneered. “Nothing. Since a Qu scorpion can’t threaten you, I’ll
capture you together!”

“Big Fatty, do it!”

With a loud shout, big fatty immediately stretched out his hand and
grabbed the old woman!



Chapter 693: Chapter 693, heaven-swallowing Python

Big Fatty stretched out his two palms and grabbed towards the old
woman!

The old woman naturally wouldn’t sit still and wait for death. She
snorted coldly and a pattern immediately condensed in her palms!

This pattern was extremely complex and mysterious, as if it contained
some mysterious power!

The old woman raised her hand and slapped towards big fatty’s glabella!

Big Fatty’s palm came to an abrupt stop!

His two palms froze in mid-air, not moving at all, as if they had been
suppressed by the Old Woman’s spell!

Qin Yu’s expression changed drastically! This old woman had actually
restrained Big Fatty? How was this possible!

One had to know that even a peak martial marquis would not be able to
retaliate in the hands of Big Fatty!

The old woman placed her hands behind her back and said indifferently,
“I have to say, you are indeed quite brave, but unfortunately, it’s
useless.”

After saying that, the old woman looked at Big Fatty, her pair of black
stone-like eyes flickering with an extremely strange light.

“I have to say, this corpse can be said to be incomparably powerful, but
the technique used to control it is too crude.”The old woman shook her
head.



Qin Yu frowned. He tried to use his spiritual sense to control big fatty,
but discovered that another spiritual sense seemed to have appeared in
Big Fatty’s body!

This spiritual sense was extremely powerful, as if it was suppressing Qin
Yu’s spiritual sense!

Qin Yu subconsciously looked at the old woman, then narrowed his eyes
and controlled his spiritual sense to crazily surge out!

For a moment, two rays of light appeared in big fatty’s body.

One was a golden ray of light, and the other was a gray ray of light!

These two rays of light represented Qin Yu and the old woman’s spiritual
sense respectively! The two of them relied on their spiritual sense to fight

for the control of big fatty’s body!

The gray spiritual sense was quite powerful, suppressing Qin Yu’s
spiritual sense and forcing it to retreat.

Qin Yu gritted his teeth. He crazily urged his spiritual sense, and the
golden light instantly became stronger!

The old woman sneered and said, “It’s useless. You are only in the
middle stage of the Marquis of martial arts, and your spiritual sense is
extremely weak. It’s not worth mentioning.”

Qin Yu did not have the mood to pay attention to this old woman. He
gritted his teeth and tried his best to control his spiritual sense.

“Ah!”



Following Qin Yu’s furious roar, the golden spiritual sense in the big
fatty’s body suddenly transformed into a small golden person!

This small person was exactly Qin Yu’s appearance! His golden
appearance clenched his fist and smashed towards the old woman’s gray
spiritual sense!

“Chi la!”

The tiny golden figure went crazy and grabbed the gray spiritual sense,
tearing it into two halves!

The old woman’s spiritual sense was instantly driven out of Qin Yu’s
body, and Qin Yu took this opportunity to regain control of Big Fatty!

The old woman’s face turned slightly pale, and her hunched body
immediately took a few steps back.

Qin Yu’s face also didn’t look too good. He had never expected that
these two corpses would have such a loophole!

If they met someone with a strong spiritual sense, wouldn’t they be able
to directly seize control of them?

After taking back Big Fatty’s initiative, Qin Yu did not waste any more
time. He immediately urged Big Fatty and threw a punch at the old

woman!

The old woman snorted coldly and said, “It’s just a corpse. A walking

corpse is not worth mentioning!”

As she spoke, the old woman raised her skinny palm and directly slapped

at Big Fatty!



It was obvious that the old woman had underestimated big fatty’s
strength. The moment her shriveled palm touched big fatty, it was
immediately sent flying!

The old woman’s expression changed slightly and she could not help but
exclaim in shock, “What a tough body!”

Big Fatty did not say anything. His huge palm grabbed towards the old

woman again!

The old woman narrowed her eyes and suddenly spat out the word
‘exterminate’!

Qin Yu had experienced this technique before. It was the word
‘destroy’spell that Geng Si had used before!

However, this old woman’s Word ‘destroy’spell was clearly much

stronger than Geng Si’s. That huge word with rolling black waves
ruthlessly pressed towards Big Fatty!

Big Fatty did not use any complicated moves. He raised his hand and
relied on his incomparably fierce and huge hands!

His palm directly grabbed towards the huge word. Then, he placed his
hands in front of his chest and the word ‘destroy’instantly disappeared.

The old woman’s expression changed slightly. She shot backward while
mumbling something.

A moment later, a huge black snake appeared behind the Old Woman!

This black snake spat out its sinister tongue and its eyes revealed a
terrifying gaze!



Qin Yu’s expression changed slightly when he saw this huge snake.

This didn’t look like a spell, but a real large snake!

“Demonic Beast?”Qin Yu frowned slightly, and his eyes couldn’t help
but contain some surprise.

This old woman actually adopted a fierce beast?

Qin Yu tried to release his internal Qi to sense the cultivation of this large
snake.

What surprised Qin Yu was that this large snake was actually at the peak
of the Martial Marquis Realm!

One had to know that under the same cultivation, the strength of a
demonic beast was far above that of a human!

Whether it was the internal Qi or the physical body, they were definitely
not comparable to humans. This was a natural advantage!

The old woman narrowed her eyes and said indifferently, “I’ve adopted
this heaven-swallowing Python for more than 30 years.”

“During these 30 years, I’ve fed it elixirs, top-notch herbs, and even
some martial artists who were imprisoned…”

“For the past 30 years, it has already reached a perfect state! Be it its
body or its cultivation, it can be said to be the king of Demonic Beasts!”

Qin Yu listened to her bragging and could not help but sneer, “That’s just
right. I think its demonic beast internal Qi should be a great tonic. After
I kill it, I will definitely have a good taste.”



The old woman heard that and could not help but laugh, “My
heaven-swallowing Python’s body is like steel. With one breath, it can
destroy the world! In the past 30 years, no one has been able to hurt it at
all!”

“Qin Yu, I won’t be polite with your corpse.”

After saying that, the old woman patted the sky-swallowing Python’s
body with a kind expression.

The sky-swallowing Python seemed to have received an order. It shook
its huge head and looked at Big Fatty.

“Sou!”

In the next second, the sky-swallowing Python suddenly stuck its head
out and charged towards Big Fatty!

Big Fatty did not Dodge at all. He clenched his fist and ruthlessly
smashed it towards the sky-swallowing Python!

This punch was extremely powerful. The huge head of the sky-devouring
Python immediately tilted backwards!

Qin Yu seized the opportunity and controlled big fatty to charge at the
sky-devouring Python!

At this moment, the huge body of the sky-devouring Python suddenly
swept towards Big Fatty. Its speed was so fast that it left people
speechless!

The huge body of the sky-devouring python quickly wrapped around big
fatty’s body.



Following that, the tail of the sky-devouring Python began to tighten,
and the strength that wrapped around big fatty’s body also became
greater and greater!

“Just like that, bind its body until it explodes!”The old woman roared.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but laugh coldly.

Big Fatty was a mighty figure’s physical body. How could the hardness

of his body be compared to that of a beast?

The heaven-swallowing Python drew closer and closer. It even spat out a
mouthful of black internal Qi from its huge mouth.

This internal Qi contained a lethal poison and was extremely stinky. Even
Qin Yu hurriedly covered his mouth.

The heaven-swallowing Python coiled around big fatty for more than ten
minutes, but big fatty didn’t move at all and wasn’t affected at all.

“Swallow him for me!”The old woman gave another order.

At the same time as she gave the order, a trace of craftiness flashed
through the old woman’s eyes.

In the next second, she grabbed her shriveled palm and directly grabbed

at Qin Yu!

Chapter 694: Chapter 694, the secret realm of the Jingdu

Martial Arts Association!

The old woman seemed to have noticed something. She stretched out her
shriveled hand and grabbed at Qin Yu’s head!



This old woman’s strength was extremely tyrannical. It was obvious that
she had already stepped into the peak of the Martial Marquis realm. Even
Qin Yu would not dare to neglect her!

Without thinking, he took out the prajna ruler and slapped it.

“Boom!”

A wisp of martial saint’s internal Qi instantly exploded on the old
woman’s Palm!

“Ah! !”

That force directly pierced through the old woman’s palm, and fresh
blood instantly dyed her long robe red.

“TSK tsk, the martial saint’s weapon really lives up to its reputation.”Qin
Yu shook the Prajna ruler in his hand and laughed coldly.

The old woman’s eyes narrowed slightly as she said coldly, “Qu Xie’s
prajna ruler actually fell into your hands…”

“It seems that you are not well-informed.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but
sneer.

The old woman was indeed not well-informed. Strictly speaking, she
didn’t even belong to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association, but was only
an honored guest.

However, she had a secret connection with the higher-ups of the Jingdu
Martial Arts Association, which resulted in her high status.

“Old Thing, do you want to try the power of this prajna ruler again?”Qin
Yu shook the Prajna ruler and sneered.



A strand of internal Qi followed Qin Yu’s palm and entered the Prajna
ruler.

The Prajna ruler instantly flashed with a dark and mysterious light.

The old woman’s expression changed slightly, and her body
unconsciously took a step back.

Obviously, this old thing was also afraid of the Prajna ruler. After all, it
was a martial saint’s weapon.

Both sides were in a stalemate, and neither of them dared to make the

first move.

“Dong!”

At this moment, Big Fatty, who was tied up by the heaven-swallowing
python, suddenly attacked!

He clenched his hand and then suddenly punched the head of the
heaven-swallowing Python!

This punch was so powerful that it almost shattered the space!

The head of the heaven-swallowing Python flew out directly. Fresh
blood flowed down from the head of the heaven-swallowing Python!

The old woman’s expression changed drastically when she saw this!

“My heaven-swallowing Python!”The old woman screamed and ran
towards the heaven-swallowing Python!

The strength of the big fatty’s punch was so great that the
heaven-swallowing python almost fainted!



“As expected of a top-grade demonic beast. This punch actually didn’t
break its head.”Qin Yu sneered.

The old woman hugged the huge head of the heaven-swallowing Python
with a sorrowful expression.

“If you dare to hurt my heaven-swallowing python, I will definitely not
spare you!”The old woman screamed shrilly!

Qin Yu sneered, “Big Fatty, Peel off the skin of this heaven-swallowing
python. I want to make a Coat!”

After receiving the order, big fatty took another step towards the
heaven-swallowing Python!

The old woman’s expression changed drastically. She hurriedly took out
her dharma artifact in an attempt to stop big fatty.

However, all of her dharma artifacts were nothing in front of Big Fatty!

With a punch, the magic tool exploded like glass!

“Boom!”

Finally, big fatty’s fist smashed onto the huge head of the
heaven-swallowing Python!

With this punch, cracks immediately appeared on the head of the
heaven-swallowing Python!

“My heaven-swallowing Python! !”The old woman’s eyes were wide
open and her face was filled with anger!



Big Fatty still did not stop what he was doing. He clenched his fist and
prepared to throw a third punch!

At this moment, the old woman hurriedly put away the
heaven-swallowing python.

Then, the old woman stared at Qin Yu and said, “You hurt my
heaven-swallowing python, and I will definitely kill you! Qin Yu, from
now on, the JINGDU martial arts association will not negotiate with

you!”

“Talk about your mother. If you don’t send Yan Ruoxue back to me,
what is there to talk about between us?”Qin Yu said coldly.

The old woman’s eyes were filled with killing intent, and she hated Qin
Yu to the bone.

“Big Fatty, do it,”Qin Yu said coldly.

The old woman gritted her teeth. She took out a magic artifact and slowly
disappeared.

“Another spatial magic artifact?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

Qin Yu had seen spatial magic artifacts several times, but he had never
owned one.

“Qin Yu, your time of Death Is Here!”The old woman’s voice came from
all directions!

Qin Yu sneered, “I’ll wait for You!”

As the old woman disappeared, Qin Yu’s thoughts gradually sank.



“It seems that Yan Ruoxue is very important to the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association.”Qin Yu took a deep breath.

Even if Qin Yu kidnapped Qu Xie, they still didn’t plan to let her go.

“I have to find out what the Jingdu martial arts association has to say as
soon as possible,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

Once Qu Xie was killed, there would be no turning back. The Jingdu
Martial Arts Association would not rest until one of them was dead!

…

At this time, the old woman had already rushed back to the Jingdu
Martial Arts Association.

In the depths of the association, there was another door.

This door looked extremely mysterious and unpredictable.

Most importantly, ordinary people were not qualified to enter the door.
Even Qu Xie did not know what was behind the door.

At that moment, the old woman stood in front of the door, her hands
clasped together as she silently chanted a spell.

A moment later, the door slowly opened.

What was surprising was that behind the door was a paradise! It was
completely different from the Jingdu martial arts association’s reinforced
forest!

Stepping into it, one could smell the dense qi/spiritual energy and the
fragrance of flowers.



Behind this door was actually a small world! A small world isolated from

the Jingdu Martial Arts Association!

Such a method could not help but shock people!

It was said that only mighty cultivators could open up a small world on
their own!

Could it be that the JINGDU martial arts association had a cultivator of
the almighty realm?

It was unimaginable!

The old woman walked into this small world with a gloomy face.

Then, the gate slowly closed.

In one of the manors in this Small World, the old woman released the
heaven-swallowing Python.

At this moment, the heaven-swallowing Python was bleeding profusely,
and its life and death were unknown.

The huge snake’s head was stained with blood, which was too horrible to
look at.

“My sky-devouring Python…”the old woman caressed its head. Muddy
tears flowed out of its sunken eye sockets.

“How is it going?”

At this moment, a voice came from behind the old woman.

She turned around and saw a man in a black robe.



The old woman gritted her teeth and said with a vicious expression, “I
want to kill that Qin Yu! He hurt my sky-devouring Python. I must kill
him!”

When the man heard this, he could not help but say, “This sky-devouring
Python is at the peak of the Martial Marquis realm. Other than the
martial saint, no one can defeat it. How could that Qin Yu injure the

sky-devouring Python to such a State?”

The old woman wiped her tears and said coldly, “There are two experts
by Qin Yu’s side. From the strength of their bodies, they should be at
least at the Almighty Realm.”

“Almighty Realm?”The man’s expression immediately changed
drastically when he heard this!

“How can there be a cultivator at the almighty realm in this world? !”The
man frowned and said.

The old woman said in a deep voice, “Don’t be anxious. According to
my observations, there are only two corpses. They are at least thousands
of years old.”

“I don’t know what secret technique that Qin Yu used to temporarily
control these two corpses.”

The man was silent for a moment before sneering, “He actually managed
to obtain the physical body of a mighty figure… What a surprise.”

The old woman gnashed her teeth and said, “Those two corpses won’t be
able to survive for long. As soon as the time comes, I’ll immediately kill
that Qin Yu with my own hands!”
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The man said in a deep voice, “The higher-ups are getting more and
more dissatisfied with our JINGDU martial arts association. Try not to
use our manpower.”

The old woman frowned slightly and snorted lightly. “What’s the reason

this time?”

The man sighed and said, “The higher-ups don’t want to see an
organization monopolize, understand?”

The old woman seemed to have understood something.

Mr. Zhou’s words last time were also very clear. He wanted the Jingdu
Martial Arts Association to release the resources.

“I understand.”The old woman took a deep breath.

“As long as we are willing, we can support an organization at any time.”

“Moreover… all the sects in the world can see our figures.”

The man nodded slightly and said, “It’s good that you understand.”

The old woman didn’t say anything more, but looked at the head of the
heaven-swallowing python.

A few minutes later.

The old woman appeared in the prison of the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association.

The one following her was Xia hang.



“Pick a few martial marquises and bring them with me,”the old woman
glanced at these prisoners and said coldly.

Xia hang probed, “What do you need them for?”

The old woman’s face turned cold and scolded, “You don’t need to know
so much. Just follow my orders.”

Xia hang hurriedly nodded and said, “I understand.”

He picked eight martial marquises from this prison according to the old
woman’s request.

These eight people thought that they were going to be captured, but little
did they know that they were going to be reduced to food for the
heaven-swallowing Python.

Using the body of a Marquis as food, this kind of treatment could not
help but make people feel shocked.

…

At this time, Qin Yu was in the basement.

“The Jingdu martial arts association has already given up on you,”Qin
Yu looked at Qu Qu and said coldly.

Qu Qu frowned and shouted, “Impossible! I am the President of the

Jingdu Martial Arts Association, the owner of the highest authority, I…”

“Are you?”Qin Yu interrupted Qu Xie.

“We both know that you, Qu Xie, are just a chess piece. The real
controller is not on the surface, right?”



Qu Xie’s face turned ugly, and the expression on his face changed again
and again.

“I have worked for the Jingdu Martial Arts Association for decades, and
now I have an extremely powerful power. They will never give up on
me!”Qu Xie said coldly.

Qin Yu mocked, “Don’t Fool Yourself, Qu Xie. You can give up a chess
piece at any time, let alone them.”

“Impossible, impossible!”Qu Xie’s face was ferocious and full of
unwillingness!

His angry roar echoed in the basement.

Under this huge force, the basement began to collapse!

Qin Yu ignored Qu Xie.

He turned around and walked out of the basement with a worried
expression on his face.

“It seems… It’s time to consider a way out,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

After killing Qu Xie, the Jingdu Martial Arts Association would no
longer hold back. They could send people at any time, or even attack the
Green Moon Villa!

The Green Moon Villa now had hundreds of disciples. It was impossible
for Qin Yu to escape by himself.

“If I set up a mountain-protecting formation in the Green Moon Villa, I
wonder if it would be useful,”Qin Yu thought to himself.



With Qin Yu’s technique, it was not difficult for him to set up a

mountain-protecting formation.

But the Jingdu martial arts association had even more experts! They
might be able to break the formation at any time!

This could not help but make Qin Yu worried.

At night.

Qin Yu could not fall asleep for a long time.

Therefore, he got up and walked out of the Green Moon Villa, ready to
look for a place to walk around.

He came to a quiet bar and ordered a glass of wine.

Listening to the gentle music, Qin Yu’s mind could not help but relax a
lot.

“During this period of time, I may really be too tired.”Qin Yu sighed.

Almost every day, Qin Yu’s spirit was in a high state of tension.

This sudden relaxation made qin yu feel an indescribable beauty.

“Drinking alone?”

At this moment, a woman’s voice suddenly came from Qin Yu’s side.

Turning around, he saw an extremely plump woman with big waves

sitting behind Qin Yu.



“Why? Don’t you recognize her?”The woman took a sip of wine and
said indifferently.

This woman seemed to be familiar, but Qin Yu couldn’t remember her
for a moment.

“We met once at a bar in Jingdu,”the woman reminded him.

Qin Yu suddenly understood.

At that time, Qin Yu was still hiding in the black robe. This woman had
come to flirt with him and gave him a business card.

“If I remember correctly, you should be called… Su Qian,”Qin Yu said
as he sized up the woman in front of him.

The woman said with a faint smile, “It seems that Mr. Qin still
remembers me.”

A hint of a smile could not help but appear on Qin Yu’s face.

He sized up the woman in front of him and said with a sneer, “This is the
second time you’ve come to look for me. Tell Me, why did you come to
look for me?”

Su Qian took a sip of wine and said with a smile, “If I said that I wanted
to rope you in, would you believe me?”

“Rope me in?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and couldn’t help but want to
laugh.

Su Qian nodded seriously and said, “That’s right, rope you in. Don’t you
want to have a strong backer?”



“A strong backer? How Strong? Are they stronger than the Jingdu

Martial Arts Association? Or are they more powerful than the Yan

Family?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but laugh.

Su Qian wasn’t angry. She said with a faint smile, “Indeed, we can’t
compete with them, but that’s only limited to our country.”

“Oh, so it’s another foreign organization, the Hong Yi sect? Or that

so-called Han Palace?”Qin Yu sneered endlessly.

Su Qian was silent for a moment, then nodded and said, “That’s right, I
indeed come from the Hong Yi sect.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu immediately sneered non-stop.

“Your Hong Yi sect really doesn’t give up. It’s already been two years,
yet you’re still pestering me,”Qin Yu said with a sneer.

“From the moment I stepped into the cultivation path to the current
Marquis Wu, all of you have appeared. It’s really amazing.”

Su Qian said with a faint smile, “This also proves our foresight.”

Qin Yu said coldly, “If you don’t want to die, then hurry up and scram.
I have no interest in a notorious organization like yours.”

“Notorious?”Su Qian couldn’t help but reveal a trace of ridicule on his
face.

“What is righteous and what is Evil? If you really count, you, Qin Yu,
are also notorious, right?”

“Jingdu martial arts association is well-known. Don’t tell me you think
they are some kind of noble sect? Are they good people?”



Hearing Su Qian’s words, a trace of surprise flashed across Qin Yu’s
face.

He shook the wine glass in his hand, and then said, “Not bad. You
successfully moved me. Continue.”

Su Qian said, “Our Hong clan is indeed notorious, but we also have
extremely strong strength. It’s beneficial to you without any harm.”

“If you’re willing, we can even cooperate.”

Qin Yu thought for a moment and said, “How do you prove your

strength?”

Su Qian said with a faint smile, “Mr. Qin can make a request and see if
we can do it.”

A smile instantly appeared on Qin Yu’s face.

He shook the wine glass in his hand and said indifferently, “Alright.. If
you can find where Yan Ruoxue is, I’ll believe you. How about it?”

Chapter 696: Chapter 695, Qu Xie begging for mercy

Upon hearing Qin Yu’s words, Su Qian immediately fell into silence.

“Forget it if you can’t do it,”Qin Yu stood up and said.

“I also hope that your Hong family will never bother me again from now
on. We will not interfere with each other’s business.”

After saying this, Qin Yu was about to leave.



However, Su Qian Stopped Qin Yu.

She said in a deep voice, “Okay, I’ll agree to it.”

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said, “If you can really find Yan Ruoxue,
I’ll agree.”

Su Qian smiled and said, “In order to get Mr. Qin’s approval, we will do
our best.”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything more and turned around to leave.

At this moment, Su Qian Stopped Qin Yu again.

“What’s the matter? Do you still have something to do?”Qin Yu asked.

Su Qian smiled faintly and said, “If I’m not wrong, you’re currently
worrying about how to deal with the Jingdu Martial Arts Association
because you can’t find a place to hide, right?”

“Yes.”Qin Yu nodded.

Su Qian continued, “I can give you a suggestion.”

Qin Yu stared at Su Qian, waiting for her to continue.

Su Qian said, “Move the entire sect and go to the Massacre Immortal
sect.”

Qin Yu was stunned.

This was a good idea.



The gate of the Slaughter Immortal sect could not be opened at all.
Moreover, the Jingdu Martial Arts Association was also quite afraid of
the Slaughter Immortal sect. It was indeed a good place to hide.

However, Qin Yu quickly rejected this idea.

He shook his head and said, “First, the gate of the Slaughter Immortal
sect has been closed. I Can’t enter.”

“Second, the immortal slaying sect is at the bottom of the sea. It’s full of
killing intent and danger. I can withstand it, but it doesn’t mean that
everyone can.”

Su Qian smiled and said, “It’s precisely because of this that you can take
this opportunity to settle down.”

“As for how to get in, I might be able to help you think of a way. Of
course, that’s after we work together.”

Qin Yu sneered. He ignored Su Qian and turned around to leave.

The next day was the day Qin Yu and the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association agreed on.

In the early morning, Qin Yu called Xia hang to probe for information.

Xia hang on the other end said in a deep voice, “The Jingdu Martial Arts
Association’s attitude is very resolute. They will definitely not let Yan
Ruoxue go.”

Qin Yu heard this and could not help but sneer, “Okay, then I’ll give
them a big gift.”

After saying that, Qin Yu directly hung up the phone.



Although he had guessed that the Jingdu Martial Arts Association
wouldn’t agree, he still couldn’t bear the anger in his heart at this
moment.

“Then let’s fight to the death,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Then, Qin Yu turned around and walked toward the basement.

He raised his hand and grabbed the cage that was used to lock Qu Xie up
and stuffed him into the car.

At the same time, he asked Big Fatty and er Zhuang to escort him
personally to prevent Qu Xie from escaping.

“What are you doing!”Qu Xie couldn’t help but feel terrified.

Qin Yu glanced at Qu Xie and sneered, “The JINGDU martial arts

association has already given up on you. It’s time for me to fulfill my
promise.”

Qu Xie’s expression changed drastically! He said anxiously, “Qin Yu,
don’t be rash. I think we can talk!”

“There’s nothing to talk about,”Qin Yu said with a cold smile as he
started the car.

Qu Xie was completely flustered. Facing death, no one was not afraid!

His mind spun crazily as if he was thinking of a countermeasure.

“Qin Yu, I know many secrets of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association! If
you are willing to let me go, I can tell you everything!”Qu Xie roared
crazily!



Hearing this, Qin Yu was somewhat interested.

As the president of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association for many years,
Qu Xie naturally knew more about it than Xia hang.

Therefore, Qin Yu parked his car to the side and said with a smile, “I
have to say, your words have moved me.”

Hearing this, Qu Xie immediately heaved a sigh of relief.

Then, qu Xie said, “What do you want to ask? As long as I know, I will
tell you everything.”

Qin Yu looked at Qu Xie and said in a deep voice, “Who are the

higher-ups behind you? What are their cultivation levels?”

Qu Xie shook his head and said, “I really don’t know. They have existed
since I joined.”

“So, they have existed for many years? That is to say, they are not
younger than you,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.

Qu Xie quickly nodded and said, “That’s right. According to my
judgment, these eight higher-ups have not changed in so many years.”

“If we are talking about cultivation, their cultivation is definitely above
mine. It is very likely that they have already entered the martial Saint
Realm.”

Qin Yu’s expression changed slightly.

The Jingdu martial arts association indeed had a martial saint.



“These people might be from the previous era,”Qu Xie continued.

Qin Yu was silent for a moment before he continued, “Is the Jingdu
Martial Arts Association really holding a martial saint?”

“That’s right!”Qu Xie did not hide anything!

When Qin Yu heard this, he could not help but sneer. “The Jingdu
Martial Arts Association is so powerful, why do you still bow down to

Yan Sihai?”

Qu Xie smiled bitterly. “You said it yourself, I’m just a chess piece.
Moreover, in this era, martial artists have long been forgotten.”

“Otherwise, do you think those eight high-ranking officials are willing to
hide in the dark? I don’t think anyone is willing to hide in the dark for

decades or even centuries.”

Qin Yu nodded silently.

This was the truth.Warriors were a small group after all. There might not
be a single warrior among tens of thousands of people.

There was no other reason. It was only because warriors’cultivation
requirements were higher.

In the current era, there were very few cultivation resources, so they
needed to rely on top-notch herbs to cultivate.

And every top-notch herb was expensive. It was not something that
ordinary people could afford.

“There’s another problem,”Qin Yu continued.



“I remember that I don’t have any grudges with your Jingdu Martial Arts
Association, but why do you want to kill me time and time again?”Qin
Yu looked coldly at Qu Xie.

When this topic was brought up, Qu Xie couldn’t help but fall into
silence.

He thought for a moment and said, “This is also an order from the

higher-ups. It is said that… They are afraid that you will become a threat

to the Association.”

“Bullsh * t. at that time, I was just a nobody and didn’t deserve the
attention of the higher-ups,”Qin Yu snorted.

Qu xie nodded and said, “You are right. Not to mention the higher-ups,
even I didn’t think highly of you at that time.”

“But I don’t know why, but the higher-ups are extremely cautious when
dealing with you. It’s said that you’re a bit like a person from decades

ago.”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “A person from decades ago?”

Qu xie grunted and said, “I heard that there was a big battle back then.
That person killed dozens of martial saints from the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association.”

“Killed dozens of martial saints?”Qin Yu could not help but suck in a
breath of cold air.

Qu Xie said, “Yes, but that’s only a legend. I’ve never seen it with my
own eyes.”

Qin Yu did not say a word, but his heart sank into deep thought.



Could it be… that person was Qin Yu’s father?

Thinking of this, Qin Yu hurriedly looked at Qu Xie and asked anxiously,
“What did that person look like? And what did he end up like?”

Chapter 697: Chapter 696, public execution of Xing Qu Xie!

Qu Xie just shook his head at this question.

“These are recorded in the files of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.
I’ve never seen them,”Qu Xie said.

“Files…”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

He looked at Qu Xie and asked, “Are the files you mentioned in the
Scripture Depository?”

“That’s right.”A hint of surprise flashed across Qu Xie’s face.

Qin Yu touched his chin and said, “I think there should be a lot of things
recorded in this scroll, right?”

At the mention of this topic, qu Xie said proudly, “Of course! Almost
everything that happens in the Martial World will be recorded in the
scroll!”

Qin Yu thought to himself, “This scripture depository… I have to think

of a way to go there.”

“One last question.”Qin Yu looked at Qu Xie.

Qu Xie nodded. “Go ahead.”



Qin Yu rubbed his chin and smiled. “There should be a lot of places
belonging to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association, Right?”

“Yes, as the Palace of the martial arts world, that’s natural.”Qu Xie felt
inexplicably proud.

Qin Yu asked, “Then… which place has the most warriors?”

Qu Qu thought for a moment and said, “It’s the DAO discussion library.”

“Dao Discussion Library?”Qin Yu seemed to find the name unfamiliar.

Qu Qu nodded and said, “That’s right. The DAO discussion library is a

public library set up by the Jingdu Martial Arts Association. Many
warriors can come here to learn spells.”

This surprised Qin Yu.

He had never expected that the Jingdu martial arts association would
make such public resources.

“The DAO discussion library… are you sure there are the most people
here?”Qin Yu asked again.

Qu Xie snorted. “Of course. From great grandmasters to martial

marquises, almost all of them have gone to the DAO Discussion

Library!”

Qin Yu nodded silently and said, “Okay, I got it.”

After asking, Qu Xie looked up at Qin Yu and said, “You can let me go
now, right?”



Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and sneered. “Let you go? When did I say

that I would let you go?”

Qu Xie’s face changed. He said coldly, “Qin Yu, are you going to Break
Your Trust?”

Qin Yu laughed. “Break My Trust? Why should I Break My Trust with

someone like you?”

“Besides, if I let you go, it would go against the harsh words I said before.
Isn’t it also disobeying my word?”

“You!”Qu Xie’s face changed drastically, and he was so angry that his
face turned pale!

The internal Qi on his body quickly climbed up, and then he clenched his
fist and threw it at the cage!

But at this moment, er Zhuang raised his big hand and easily pressed
down on the cage.

All of Qu Qu’s Qi energy was easily dissolved.

“Do you know why I asked you which place has the most people?”Qin
Yu raised his eyebrows.

Qu Qu’s expression changed. He seemed to have realized something.

“What… What do you want? !”Qu Qu said in a panic.

Qin Yu laughed. “You are the president. Of course, you deserve to be
punished.”

After saying this, Qin Yu drove to the Dao discussion library.



Qu Xie’s face was livid with anger. He said angrily, “Qin Yu, you are a
despicable person who doesn’t keep his word! I will definitely kill you!”

Qin Yu ignored Qu Xie’s clamor.

He hummed a tune and rushed to the DAO discussion library.

…

The dao discussion library.

As the only welfare social resource of the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association, the nature village here attracted countless martial artists.

Just as Qu Xie had said, almost everyone, from the Marquis to the

Grandmaster, could be seen.

Even though the spells here weren’t considered top-tier spells, for an
unspecialized person, being able to learn spells was already a great
opportunity.

The entire library was rather quiet. Everyone was holding books and
silently learning spells.

At this moment, a series of noises came from the front of the library.

Looking Up, they saw a young man carrying a cage and walking

forward.

In the cage was an old man.

Seeing this scene, everyone looked over in unison.

The librarian shouted, “Who are you? What do you want? !”



Qin Yu glanced at him and pointed at Qu Xie in the cage. “Don’t you
know him?”

“How can I know such a beggar? !”The librarian snorted.

Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but burst into laughter.

“Get Out Now, or don’t blame me for being rude!”The librarian shouted.

At this moment, someone seemed to recognize Qin Yu.

“That person is Qin Yu!”

“The one in the cage… is Qu Xie, the president of Jingdu Martial Arts
Association?”

“It’s true that Qu Xie was captured?”

Seeing this scene, many people took out their phones, wanting to take
pictures of this scene.

Hearing this, the manager’s face changed drastically, and he hurriedly
retreated.

For a moment, everyone looked in Qin Yu’s direction.

“TSK TSK, I really didn’t expect that the dignified president would
actually be locked in a cage.”

“This Qu Xie looks a little pitiful.”

“Haha, he deserves it! When he imprisoned others, did he ever think of
feeling it?”



“Qin Yu is really admirable. He can even lock up the president of the
Jingdu Martial Arts Association.”

Faced with everyone’s gazes, Qu Xie’s expression was extremely
unsightly.

He had been the center of attention since he was young. He was
respected by all the martial artists, and his status was extraordinary.

But now, he was locked up in a cage and watched like a dog.

This huge difference made Qu Xie almost collapse.

“Qin Yu, let me out. I can agree to anything you want!”Qu Xie gritted his
teeth and said.

Qin Yu looked at Qu Xie coldly and said, “Don’t blame me. If you want
to blame someone, blame the higher-ups of Your Association. They were
the ones who gave up on you.”

After saying that, Qin Yu looked at everyone.

He took a deep breath and said coldly, “I said that if the JINGDU martial

arts association didn’t let Yan Ruoxue go, I would kill their President.”

“The time is up. I still haven’t seen Yan Ruoxue. According to the
agreement, I want to execute Qu Xie publicly!”

“Qin Yu, how dare you! Release our president immediately!”Someone
suddenly shouted in the library.

Qin Yu glanced at him coldly, then with a wave of his hand, he smashed
his head into pieces!



“If anyone dares to talk nonsense again, I’ll kill them all,”Qin Yu said
coldly.

The scene was instantly silent.

At this time, the old woman had already received the live broadcast.

“This Qin Yu…”the old woman gritted her teeth, her expression
somewhat unsightly.

Her relationship with Qu Xie was extremely good. The two of them even

had a relationship when they were young.

Now that she saw Qu Xie’s miserable state, how could she not be angry!

Hence, the old woman took out her phone and made a call.

“Go to the DAO theory library immediately and kill Qin Yu!”The old
woman said coldly.

In addition to the old woman, all the big families also saw this video.

Chapter 698: Chapter 698, exposing the inside story!

“This Qin Yu… wants to kill Qu Xie?”Yan Sihai couldn’t help but be
surprised when he saw the content of the video.

“Hehe, this is the efficiency of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association. It’s
really laughable,”Han Xiu sneered.

He pushed the door open, turned his head, and rushed toward the DAO
discussion library.



Other than Han Xiu, there were also several people rushing to the Dao
discussion library.

Qin Yu stood above the Dao discussion library. He looked at Qu Qu,
who was locked in a cage, and a trace of madness flashed across his face.

“Qin Yu, let me go!”Qu Qu’s face had a trace of fear.

At this moment, he didn’t care about his face anymore.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He stretched out his hand and took out the
bronze sword.

The scarlet sword was in his hand, and traces of killing intent spread
from the blade.

Qu Xie couldn’t help but tremble when he felt this killing intent.

“Qin Yu, if you let me go, I can withdraw from the Jingdu Martial Arts

Association!”Qu Xie roared crazily.

“You know that I’m just a chess piece. I don’t have the final say in the
Jingdu Martial Arts Association!”

“I’m just following the orders of the higher-ups behind me! Please spare
me!”

As soon as he said that, there was an uproar!

“What? Qu Xie doesn’t have the final say in the Jingdu Martial Arts

Association?”



“Who is the higher-ups Qu Xie is talking about? Even Qu Xie is just a

chess piece?”

“Just what kind of secret is the Jingdu Martial Arts Association Hiding?
What kind of role are the so-called high ranking officials behind this?”

At that moment, everyone was talking about this matter!

Qu Xie roared maniacally, “That’s right! I am just a chess piece. The
Jingdu Martial Arts Association has eight high ranking officials behind
it!”

“They control all the resources. They know that the fire country and even

the entire world do not possess rich and fertile cultivation resources!”

Qu Xie seemed to have gone mad as he continued to shout out: “They
have sealed off all the cultivation resources, making us deceive our
superiors and our subordinates, to keep everyone in the Dark!”

“Even the leaders of the fire country are completely unaware of this!”

“If not for the JINGDU martial arts association’s blockade of the martial
arts resources, everyone’s cultivation would not have been so difficult!”

Hearing those words, Qin Yu could not help but widen his eyes.

Qin Yu knew nothing about this information! Qu Xie had never told Qin
Yu either!

“Is what you said true?”Qin Yu looked at Qu Xie and couldn’t help but
frown.

Qu xie sneered, “Of course it’s true, it’s absolutely true!”



Qu Xie originally thought that the Jingdu martial arts association would
send someone to save him, so he hid it in his heart.

Even when Qin Yu interrogated him, he didn’t tell him about this.

But even now, no one from the Jingdu Martial Arts Association had

saved him, and this had caused Qu Xie to be in complete despair!

He looked at everyone’s camera lens and shouted: “Film me, come, I
want to tell you all the truth!”

“The Jingdu Martial Arts Association has deceived the higher ups and the
lower ups, deceiving the fire country many times, treating the public
resources as their own, going against their original intentions!”

“They have used a special method to seal their Qi/spiritual energy, and as
long as they discover it, it will definitely become their private resources!”

“Not only that, they also…”

“President Qu, what nonsense are you talking about?”At this moment, a
figure suddenly appeared at the door.

At a glance, a man with a hooked nose appeared at the entrance of the
Dao Lun Library.

This man had a short stature, white eyebrows, and a forehead full of
wrinkles.

However, his internal Qi and spirit were extremely powerful, and his
aura was incomparable after marriage. No one dared to ignore him!

Other than that, this man was holding a weapon that looked like a
crossbow.



“President Qu, you can’t say such things blindly,”the aquiline nose said
with a faint smile.

Qin Yu frowned and asked, “Who are you?”

The aquiline nose said with a faint smile, “I’m an old friend of President

Qu. I’m here to save him.”

“Who is your friend? !”Qu Xie suddenly roared!

“This person’s name is Ao Zhan! He’s the mastermind of the Jingdu
Martial Arts Association!”

“Not only that, Ao Zhan was also a criminal who committed heinous
crimes! The Jingdu Martial Arts Association announced that they were
going to execute him, but they turned him into one of their own!”Qu Xie
roared crazily!

When he said this, everyone was shocked!

Qu Xie gritted his teeth and said, “This is the virtue of the Jingdu Martial
Arts Association. On the surface, they are protecting the martial arts
world, but in fact, they are all protecting their own interests!”

“Puchi!”

Just as Qu Xie was roaring crazily, a beam of light suddenly shot over!

Its speed was far faster than Qin Yu could imagine.

In almost an instant, it entered the space between Qu Xie’s eyebrows!

A blood-red flower suddenly bloomed between Qu Xie’s eyebrows!



“You are full of nonsense.”

Qin Yu glanced at Qu Qu in the dog cage. Qu Xie’s spiritual sense was
directly blown away by his attack!

“What a vicious method,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Even Qin Yu wouldn’t kill Qu Xie’s spiritual sense like this!

“Ao Zhan? I remember now!”At this moment, someone seemed to
recognize ao Zhan!

“Just as Qu Xie said, Ao Zhan is an unpardonable criminal! The Jingdu
Martial Arts Association claimed that they had executed him!”

“Ao Zhan… Yes, that murderous maniac!”

“Not only did the Jingdu martial arts association not punish him, they
even took him under their wing? ! Is this the so-called official of the
martial arts world? !”

For a moment, everyone was cursing the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association!

Qin Yu’s face couldn’t help but flash a trace of coldness.

He looked at Ao Zhan in front of him and couldn’t help but sneer, “It
seems that as long as it is useful to the Jingdu martial arts association, no
matter what crime you have committed, you can be spared from death.”

“But if it is useless, even if you are slightly disrespectful, you will be
sentenced to death.”



“You still dare to claim that you are the official of the martial arts world?
What a joke! Right or wrong, it is up to you to decide, isn’t it?”

Ao Zhan narrowed his eyes slightly.

He had never thought that Qu Qu would suddenly become ill at this time
and reveal everything!

After all, the Jingdu Martial Arts Association didn’t allow outsiders to

know about their relationship!

Ao Zhan took a deep breath. He put his hands behind his back and said
indifferently, “Since you all know, then I can only kill all of you!”

Hearing this, everyone immediately turned pale with fright and fear!

Ao Zhan waved his hand and directly blocked the way, blocking the
door!

“No one can escape today,”ao Zhan said coldly.

Qin Yu narrowed her eyes and said, “Do you think I’m afraid of You?”

Beside Qin Yu were the two masked women guardians, Big Fatty and Er
Zhuang!

Although it was just a body, it was definitely not comparable to a
marquis!

Ao Zhan played with the crossbow in his hand and sneered, “Killing you
is just a matter of raising my hand.”

Chapter 699: Chapter 699, Han Xiu’s arrival!



That crossbow was not simple.

The light that hit Qu Xie’s glabella seemed to have come from this
crossbow.

“That seems to be a magical artifact,”Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said
in a low voice.

“No matter what he is, as long as Big Fatty and er Zhuang are still around,
he can’t do anything to me,”Qin Yu said coldly.

“It’s really lively.”

At this moment, someone else joined the battle.

Turning around, he saw a man wearing a black sable coat.

This man had a burly figure and a full beard on his mouth. He looked
extremely powerful.

“Han Xiu? The eldest young master of the Han family actually came

personally!”Someone exclaimed!

Hearing this name, Qin Yu frowned.

Han Xiu? Han Meng’s brother? He actually participated in this?

Two peak-stage martial marquis. This was practically the most powerful
force Qin Yu had ever encountered.

Qin Yu took a deep breath.

This was no longer a matter of one person.



Because of Qin Yu’s sudden appearance, everyone in the DAO theory

library was implicated.

Ao Zhan wanted to kill everyone. He had achieved his goal of sealing the
news!

Qin Yu looked around and found that the surrounding space had been
sealed by AO Zhan through a secret technique.

Some people wanted to escape, but they were blocked by a barrier.

Ao zhan sneered, “Don’t waste your energy. This space has been sealed.
No one can escape.”

“Before I kill all of you, even I can’t get out,”ao Zhan said indifferently
while playing with his crossbow.

Hearing this, everyone at the scene immediately panicked!

They all looked towards Qin Yu for help. Qin Yu in front of them had

surprisingly become their savior.

Qin Yu frowned slightly. Without saying anything, he immediately
controlled big fatty to clench his fist and Fly Up!

The huge fist instantly smashed towards the barrier on one side!

A terrifying power instantly poured out!

Under this punch, dense cracks instantly appeared on the barrier, and
then it directly exploded!

The sound of crashing could be heard continuously, and the spatial
barrier disappeared in an instant!



“Hurry up and leave!”Qin Yu swept his gaze towards the crowd and said
coldly.

This group of people naturally wouldn’t miss this opportunity, and they
desperately tried to escape.

When ao Zhan saw this, he couldn’t help but frown.

“What a powerful force.”A trace of solemnity flashed across Ao Zhan’s

face.

Then, he held the crossbow in his hand and shot towards Big Fatty!

In an instant, a ray of light shot out from the crossbow!

This ray of light was formed from pure inner strength. Its power was
extremely terrifying. Not only could it instantly shatter the body, but it
could even wipe out the spiritual sense!

Big Fatty did not panic. He casually raised his hand and grabbed that
light.

Then, he lightly exerted force with his hand and directly shattered this
light!

“How is this possible!”Ao Zhan’s expression immediately changed!

Han Xiu, who was at the side, lightly snorted and said, “It seems that
your master did not tell you that those were two corpses from several
years ago. When they were alive, their cultivation was unfathomable.”

Ao Zhan frowned and said in a low voice, “Corpses? Could it be the

corpse of a martial saint?”



Han Xiu stretched lazily and said, “More or less.”

After becoming a martial marquis, the gap between each stage would
grow bigger and bigger! It was simply impossible to make up for!

Since ancient times until now, no one in history had ever been able to
defeat a martial saint at the level of a martial marquis. In fact, no martial
marquis had ever dared to provoke a martial saint!

“If it’s a martial saint’s body, it’s really not easy to deal with.”Ao Zhan
frowned slightly.

In front of him, Qin Yu did not make a sound. His eyes narrowed
slightly.

He sized up the two people in front of him and could not help but clench
his fists.

“Big Fatty and ER Zhuang don’t have much time left. I must kill these
two people before this,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Thinking of this, Qin Yu did not waste any more time.

He used his divine sense to urge big fatty and er Zhuang to walk towards
ao Zhan!

However, at this moment, an accident happened!

Qin Yu only felt that the connection between him and the two corpses
was getting weaker and weaker! It seemed like it was going to disappear
at any time!

“Oh no!”Qin Yu thought to himself! It was actually time at this time!



The connection became weaker and weaker. Qin Yu almost couldn’t feel
the connection.

Qin Yu gritted his teeth. He tried his best to use his spiritual sense to
maintain the connection with big fatty.

Under Qin Yu’s efforts, Big Fatty and ER Zhuang didn’t fall down

directly.

“Phew.”Qin Yu let out a sigh of relief.

With Big Fatty and ER Zhuang’s current condition, it was probably
impossible to rely on them to fight. They could only use other methods.

Qin Yu swept his gaze towards Ao Zhan and Han Xiu and said coldly,
“Your guess is right. These are indeed two corpses.”

“But the difference is that they are not martial saints, but mighty figures!
They are even existences that have surpassed the mighty figures!”

Ao Zhan was stunned. A trace of panic could not help but flash across his

face.

“The corpses of the mighty figures? How is this possible! The mighty
figures have long ceased to exist!”Ao Zhan said coldly.

Qin Yu mocked, “Truly ignorant. If you don’t believe me, go ahead and
try to attack them!”

Ao Zhan’s brows were tightly knitted together, and his eyes seemed to be
somewhat conflicted.

Even though ao Zhan didn’t believe that this was the corpse of a mighty
figure, he still didn’t dare to act Rashly!



What if it really was the body of a mighty figure? That was definitely not
something he could fight against!

“I don’t believe it. So what if it’s the body of a mighty figure? The

person controlling it is only a martial marquis!”Ao Zhan gritted his teeth
and grabbed the crossbow in his hand!

The crossbow was brewing with a dazzling light, and the blazing
temperature instantly exploded!

In the next second, the light on the crossbow shot towards Big Fatty!

Countless rays of light shot out from the crossbow like bullets!

For a moment, the crackling sound was incessant, and big fatty just stood
there without moving an inch!

This light, which was enough to wipe out the divine sense of a marquis,
didn’t even leave a white mark on big fatty’s body!

Ao Zhan’s expression immediately changed drastically! He
subconsciously took two steps back, and layers of secret sweat appeared
on his forehead!

“What a tough body. Even a martial saint would not be able to leave a
white mark!”Ao Zhan said in terror.

“These two bodies… I’m afraid they really are in the Almighty Realm!”

Ao Zhan was extremely flustered, and even had the intention to retreat.

Seeing this, Qin Yu also let out a slight sigh of relief in his heart.



As long as he could deceive this idiot, he would be able to think of a way
to escape.

“What’s there to be afraid of? So what if they have the body of an

Almighty?”

At this moment, Han Xiu, who was at the side, couldn’t help but laugh.

Ao zhan frowned and said, “Han Xiu, you should know better than me

what this body of an almighty means!”

Han Xiu snorted lightly and said, “No wonder those merchants don’t like
martial artists like you. Their brains don’t seem to be very bright.”

“So what if it’s a body of a mighty being? This Qin Yu obviously lost his
ability to control it. Otherwise, why would he stand here and talk
nonsense with us? Wouldn’t it be more convenient to directly control his

body and slap us to death?”

Chapter 700: Chapter 700. Weapons were also a part of one’

s strength

Han Xiu was not a simple warrior. He also controlled a large part of the
Han family’s business.

This also caused his thinking to be much stronger than ordinary warriors.
He would not be so easily deceived.

“Qin Yu, there’s no need to put on airs.”Han Xiu rubbed his fist.

He sneered and said, “These two mighty bodies, I won’t be polite. I
believe that in my hands, they can display greater power.”



Hearing this, Qin Yu’s expression instantly changed!

These two corpses must not be lost, or it would definitely bring trouble!

Thus, without thinking, Qin Yu directly put these two bodies back into
the spatial artifact.

“Hahahaha! Did you see that?”Han Xiu said with a face full of ridicule.

Ao Zhan also came to a realization. He narrowed his eyes and said coldly,
“Little Bastard, I almost fell for your trick!”

Qin Yu’s expression was somewhat ugly.

Han Xiu, this bastard, was actually setting him up!

Without the aid of Big Fatty and ER Zhuang, Qin Yu could only fight Ao
Zhan and Han Xiu alone.

They were both at the peak of the Martial Marquis realm, and their
strength was far above Qin Yu’s. They were on par with the couple from
the Han Palace!

“Qin Yu, you killed the president of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.
You have to take responsibility for this.”Ao Zhan waved the crossbow in

his hand.

This crossbow was extremely strange. He could turn a large amount of
inner strength into an extremely fierce attack power! And it could
magnify its strength to the extreme!

At this moment, ao Zhan was operating the crossbow in his hand, and it
was emitting rays of light.



It seemed as if there were countless rays of Qi energy brewing on the
crossbow.

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!”

As Ao Zhan clenched his hand, the Rays of light on the crossbow
immediately burst out and rushed towards Qin Yu at an extremely fast
speed!

Qin Yu did not Dodge or Dodge. After he shouted, he clenched his fist
and faced it head-on!

The reason was none other than Qin Yu wanted to know how big the gap
was between him and the peak of the Martial Marquis Realm!

“Crack!”

The three rays of light went towards the Golden Light from Qin Yu’s
body!

The terrifying power of the crossbow pierced through Qin Yu’s golden
light and Shattered Qin Yu’s fist!

Blood and broken bones flowed down his wrist.

Qin Yu looked down at his fist and sneered, “This crossbow is really not

simple…”

Ao Zhan, who was not far away, frowned.

These three lights only shattered Qin Yu’s palm?

Under normal circumstances, no one could rely on their physical body to
withstand this crossbow!



“This kid’s physical body really lives up to its reputation.”Han Xiu’s eyes
were filled with a strong fighting spirit, and the internal Qi on his body
was also bursting out!

They were both Marquis Wu, but their attacking methods were vastly
different.

Han Xiu’s huge fist flickered with a strange light, and an extremely
strong pressure rushed towards him! !

This pressure was far above that of Ao Zhan!

A trace of solemnity appeared on Qin Yu’s face, but more of it was
boundless battle intent, and even a trace of excitement!

“Brat, let me test this body of yours!”Following Han Xiu’s furious roar,
the ground beneath his feet instantly exploded!

And Han Xiu’s body shot towards Qin Yu like a cannonball!

The terrifying wind tore apart the dao discussion library! Before the fist
arrived, the wind cut the air in half like a knife!

Qin Yu’s pupils constricted. He clenched his fists, and Golden Light
appeared. A destructive power gathered on his fists!

“Absolute beginning Sacred Fist!”

With Qin Yu’s furious roar, the two fists finally collided!

Waves of air spread out in all directions with the two of them as the
center!

In just a short moment, Han Xiu actually took two steps back!



On the other hand, although Qin Yu’s fist was in pain from the shock, his
body stood erect like a thousand-year-old pine!

Han Xiu looked at Qin Yu in surprise, and a trace of intense interest
appeared in his eyes.

“What a tough body. I’m afraid no one below the martial saint level can

compare to this body.”Han Xiu praised from the bottom of his heart.

“No wonder my nephew lost to you. Your ability is indeed far above
his.”

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said, “Thank you for your praise, Mr. Han.
I know very well in my heart that this is not your true strength.”

“Hahaha!”Han Xiu could not help but burst into laughter.

“That’s right! The physical body is only a part of your strength. It can’t
represent everything.”

At this point, Han Xiu paused for a moment. Then, he narrowed his eyes
and said, “But if I let you take another step forward, I might not be your
opponent…”

In a fight between experts, one move was enough to test each other’s
strength!

“Let me do it.”Ao Zhan took the initiative to take a step forward.

He held the crossbow in his hand, and there was a hint of contempt on his
face.

Han Xiu’s high evaluation of Qin Yu clearly made ao Zhan feel a hint of
displeasure.



He was only at the early stage of the Martial Marquis Realm, how could

he deserve such high praise?

Ao Zhan held the crossbow in his hand, emitting a terrifying radiance.

Qin Yu said coldly, “Ao Zhan, although you are at the peak of the
Martial Marquis Realm, all of your strength depends on this crossbow,
right?”

Ao Zhan did not hide it. He smiled faintly and said, “Yes, weapons are
also a part of strength.”

Qin Yu said coldly, “Do you dare to put down this crossbow and fight

with me?”

“Hahahaha! You’re Dreaming! I’ve said that weapons are also a part of
strength!”Ao Zhan laughed coldly.

Seeing this, Qin Yu did not say anything more.

He nodded slightly and said, “Ao Zhan, although the crossbow in your

hand is made of natural treasures and your technique is extremely
high-end, but… This isn’t a martial saint’s weapon, right?”

Ao zhan sneered and said, “It’s obvious that you don’t know about

weapons.”

“The true level of a weapon is the sky, earth, black, and yellow! The
weapon in my hand is an earth grade weapon!”

“As for the martial saint’s weapon that you mentioned, it’s just a spiritual
weapon refined by the martial saint and can activate a wisp of the martial
saint’s Internal Qi.”



“If it doesn’t have the martial saint’s internal Qi, then the martial saint’s
weapon isn’t worth mentioning. It doesn’t have the qualifications to be
compared to my crossbow!”

Looking at Ao Zhan’s proud look, Qin Yu nodded and said, “I
understand the logic. So… Your crossbow did not pass through the hands

of a martial saint, right?”

Ao Zhan said with a cold face, “When I become a martial saint, he will
naturally become a martial saint weapon. Moreover, it will be a
top-notch martial saint weapon!”

“So, what you have is not a martial saint weapon.”Qin Yu said with a
smile.

Ao Zhan said with some anger, “So what if I am? So what if I am not?
As long as I can kill you!”

Qin Yu nodded silently and said, “I agree with what you said. A weapon

is also a part of one’s strength.”

Before he had finished speaking, Qin Yu took out the Prajna ruler.

A wisp of martial saint’s internal Qi spread out.

Rays of light were even brewing on the Prajna ruler’s body!

“Prajna ruler? Why Is it on your body? !”Ao Zhan’s expression changed
drastically!

Chapter 701: Chapter 701, the power of the martial saint

weapon



“You actually know the Prajna Ruler?”Qin Yu shook the ruler in his
hand and said in surprise.

Han Xiu could not help but frown.

The martial saint weapon was the most important item. It was extremely
important even to the major aristocratic families.

Usually, the martial saint weapon would not be taken out of the house. It
would not be used unless it was a critical moment!

However, no one had expected that Qin Yu had a weapon of a martial
saint on him!

“Come, let me see that broken crossbow of yours,”Qin Yu said with a
smile.

Ao Zhan’s expression was extremely unsightly. He did not even have the
intention to attack.

“Isn’t that crossbow some Earth grade weapon? Why did you hide

it?”Qin Yu asked cheekily.

Ao Zhan said coldly, “The Prajna ruler belongs to the Jingdu Martial
Arts Association, you…”

“It’s mine now.”Qin Yu grabbed the prajna ruler in his hand and casually
waved it forward!

A terrifying martial saint’s internal Qi instantly rippled out!

Ao Zhan’s expression changed drastically! He hurriedly activated the
crossbow and exploded with light to fight against it!



However, in front of the martial saint’s weapon, his crossbow could not

withstand a single blow!

All the light disappeared in an instant, and the martial saint’s internal Qi
swept out!

“Pu!”

After suffering this blow, ao Zhan immediately spat out a mouthful of
blood!

A huge crack appeared on his waist and abdomen, and blood was flowing
out from it!

Qin Yu sneered, “It seems that your broken crossbow has failed.”

Ao Zhan stood up from the ground with difficulty.

He took a deep breath and said coldly, “Qin Yu, you’re lucky today. If
you have the ability, you can always carry the prajna-ruler with you!”

After saying this, AO Zhan ran away!

He was extremely fast and disappeared without a trace in the blink of an
eye.

Qin Yu played with the prajna-ruler and turned to look at Han Xiu.

“Mr. Han, what about you?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and asked.

As an important figure on par with Yan Sihai, Han Xiu naturally would
not show any signs of panic.



Han Xiu spread his hands and said, “Since you have the martial saint’s
weapon, of course I won’t be unlucky. However, a martial saint’s
weapon doesn’t mean anything.”

Qin Yu laughed coldly and said, “This martial saint’s weapon can at least
guarantee that you won’t dare to attack US Rashly.”

Han Xiu sneered and said, “Qin Yu, only your own strength is real.”

After saying this, Han Xiu was ready to leave.

After taking two steps, Han Xiu stopped again.

“Oh, I forgot to remind you. The martial saint weapon has a number of
uses. Each time it is used, the martial saint’s internal Qi will weaken a
little until it completely disappears,”Han Xiu said indifferently.

“The Prajna ruler in your hand… I remember that it can be used at most
three times, right? Oh, no, you just used it once. There should only be
two times left.”

After he finished speaking, Han Xiu turned around and left the DAO
discussion library.

However, Qin Yu’s expression could not help but change drastically. He
was so anxious that he bared his teeth.

“Damn it, why didn’t you say so earlier!”Qin Yu’s face was filled with
heartache!

If he had known earlier, he would not have used that attack just now!

“No wonder they don’t use the martial saint weapon so easily. It turns out
that every time they use it, they use it less,”Qin Yu muttered.



In this way, in order to get rid of him, the Jingdu martial arts association
had really put in a lot of capital.

Qin Yu didn’t stay any longer and immediately left the DAO discussion
library.

…

This matter quickly caused a huge uproar!

A hole was torn in the ugly face of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association!

For a moment, the video spread and even penetrated into the lives of
ordinary people.

Qu Xie’s words swept through the entire martial arts world!

“The Jingdu Martial Arts Association actually controls all the resources!”

“On the surface, they help us ordinary warriors, but in reality, they’re
just trying to swindle our identities and control our resources!”

“This isn’t fair. Just how many resources have the JINGDU martial arts

association blocked that should belong to us? !”

Looking at the news on the Internet, even the higher-ups of the Jingdu
martial arts association couldn’t sit still.

“Something’s going to happen.”A cold voice came from the dark.

“We have to handle this properly, or we will be in big trouble!”

“Qu Xie is dead, someone new has to replace him.”



“Qu Xie exposed the existence of the eight of us. It’s time for us to
disappear for a while.”

The figures of the eight slowly sank into the darkness.

At the same time, Xia Hang received the appointment letter and became
the new president!

Not only did Xia hang become the new president, his authority was even
higher than QU Scorpion’s!

There was no other reason other than the fact that the eight higher-ups
wanted to stay out of the limelight for the time being.

As the matter continued to ferment, this mess naturally fell on Xia Hang’s
head.

“The higher-ups will definitely question this matter.”Xia hang could not
help but have a worried expression.

The higher-ups did not give an accurate instruction on this matter, which
also made Xia Hang not know how to deal with it.

At this moment, the phone in Xia Hang’s office rang.

As soon as the call was connected, an extremely dignified voice was
heard.

“Your Jingdu Martial Arts Association is really bold! Who gave you the

right to forcefully seal off resources? !”

Xia hang did not dare to say anything. He could only smile and apologize
continuously.



“The documents you submitted are all fake!”The big secret on the other
end flew into a rage!

The Jingdu Martial Arts Association had to report their work to the
higher-ups every year, including the summary of the current resources.

But all these years, the resources reported by the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association were all fake.

What they reported was less than 1% of the true situation.

“This was all done by Qu Xie. I… I just took office,”Xia Hang said with
a bitter smile.

The Big Secretary on the other end said coldly, “Don’t play dumb with
me! Xia Hang, I don’t believe that you don’t know anything!”

Xia hang opened his mouth and was immediately speechless.

The Big Secretary was silent for a moment and then continued, “Also,
where are those higher-ups? I want to see them.”

This immediately made Xia hang in a difficult position.

Because he did not know where these higher-ups were.

“I really don’t know. I don’t know whether Qu Xie’s words are true or

not.”Xia hang smiled bitterly.

The big secret did not intend to make things difficult for Xia Hang.

He was silent for a moment and said, “You’d better come up with a
concrete plan. Otherwise, don’t blame me for being impolite!”



Xia hang quickly agreed, “Don’t worry, I Promise!”

After hanging up the phone, Xia hang could not help but lean on the sofa
and let out a long sigh.

On the other side.

After Qin Yu returned to the Jade Moon Villa, he planned to bring Little
Yu to the immortal slaying sect.

The coffin was unearthed in the immortal slaying sect. Little Yu might be
able to obtain something.

But to enter the immortal slaying sect, he would probably need an array
platform. The current Qin Yu didn’t have any information on the array
platform.

Even if he were to search through the inherited memories, it would
probably take some time.

…

That evening.

Qin Yu strolled around the Green Moon Villa as usual.

At this moment, Su Qian’s voice suddenly sounded from behind Qin Yu.

“Mr.. Qin, we have already found out what you wanted us to
investigate,”Su Qian said indifferently.

Chapter 702: Chapter 702, The Legend of the mystic realm



Hearing Su Qian’s words, Qin Yu quickly turned around.

“Where is she?”Qin Yu’s tone was somewhat anxious.

Su Qian smiled faintly and said, “This doesn’t seem like a place to talk,
right?”

Qin Yu frowned. Although he was anxious, he still brought Su Qian to a
coffee shop.

After ordering two cups of coffee, Qin Yu said impatiently, “You can tell
me now, right?”

Su Qian took a sip of coffee and said in a deep voice, “According to our
information, Miss Yan is still in the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.”

“Impossible.”Qin Yu shook his head.

“I went to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association and released my spiritual
sense to look for Yan Ruoxue, but I didn’t find her,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Su Qian wasn’t in a hurry. She smiled and said, “Mr. Qin, have you ever
thought that the Jingdu martial arts association might have a small world,
which is also a secret realm?”

“A Small World?”Qin Yu was instantly stunned.

To Qin Yu, this was a completely new concept. He had never heard of it
before.

Su Qian explained, “Yes, it’s said that the Almighty realm can create a

small world by itself. It’s also called a secret realm.”



“Human history has a long history. There are naturally many small
mystic realms in the world.”

“And I can tell you that the real resources are sealed in the Mystic
Realm!”

“This secret is almost impossible to keep. The higher-ups have already
sent people to investigate this matter.”

Qin Yu could not help but widen his eyes.

This completely overturned Qin Yu’s understanding.

Before this, Qin Yu had never even considered this question! Because
this sounded too unbelievable!

“Are you kidding me?”Qin Yu said with narrowed eyes.

“What you said is really hard to believe. What mystic realm, what Small
World, it’s simply hard to believe.”

Su Qian seemed to have guessed Qin Yu’s attitude long ago, so she was
not surprised. Instead, she smiled and said, “You don’t believe it?”

“Of course I don’t believe you,”Qin Yu said with a cold smile.

Su Qian said indifferently, “I can only tell you that the Hong Yi sect
controls a secret realm in the country, and that place is also our base in
the country.”

Qin Yu’s pupils suddenly constricted! He stood up and said, “Is what you
said true?”



“If Mr. Qin doesn’t believe me, you can follow me to take a look. It’s
clear at a glance whether it’s true or not,”su Qian said indifferently while
shaking the coffee in his hand.

Qin Yu’s frown instantly tightened.

Su Qian didn’t look like he was lying, but his words were really hard to
believe.

Moreover, the enmity between Qin Yu and the Hong family was not a
day or two. Qin Yu was really worried about following Su Qian rashly.

“Let me think about it.”After thinking for a while, Qin Yu looked at Su
Qian.

Su Qian smiled and said, “Of course. Mr. Qin, we are very sincere to
you.”

Qin Yu didn’t say much about it. He said goodbye to Su Qian and left the
cafe.

…

Qin Yu humiliated Qu Xie in public and even let him die tragically in the
DAO theory library.

This news had spread throughout the entire martial arts world.

Everyone was waiting and waiting for the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association’s Revenge.

But what was surprising was that the JINGDU martial arts association
did not take any action.



The reason was none other than Qu Xie’s words, which caused the eight
higher-ups to not dare to act in a high-profile manner.

This also gave Qin Yu a chance to catch his breath.

At night.

Qin Yu took out his cell phone and called Xia Hang.

After the call was connected, Xia hang took the lead and said, “I just
have something to tell you.”

Qin Yu grunted and signaled Xia hang to continue.

Xia hang said, “I am now the president of the Jingdu Martial Arts

Association.”

“Then congratulations,”Qin Yu said lightly.

Xia hang continued, “The information released by Qu Xie has already
attracted the attention of the higher-ups. The Big Secretary personally
gave me an order to come up with a suitable plan.”

Qin Yu smiled. “So?”

Xia Hang said in a deep voice, “I plan to make use of the Jingdu Martial
Arts Academy once again and release a portion of the resources
controlled by the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.”

Qin Yu’s expression did not look too good when the Jingdu Martial Arts
Academy was mentioned.



Xia hang seemed to have guessed something on the other end. He
hurriedly explained, “Qin Yu, don’t worry. The martial arts academy this
time has nothing to do with Miss Yan.”

“At the same time, the Jingdu Martial Arts Association isn’t in the mood
to target you anymore. In this period of time, I’m afraid they will have to

keep a low profile for a while.”

Qin Yu took a deep breath and said, “Continue.”

Xia Hang said in a deep voice, “Previously, the Jingdu Martial Arts
Academy had a list. On this list were all the young masters of the various
aristocratic families. However, because of you, the academy wasn’t able
to launch it.”

“Now, I plan to let this batch of people become the first batch of students.
I’ll treat it as an experiment. If it’s possible, I’ll openly recruit students.”

Qin Yu was silent for a moment and said, “Do as you wish.”

“Okay.”Xia hang agreed.

Then, Xia hang asked, “Why are you looking for me?”

Qin Yu took a deep breath and said in a deep voice, “Let me ask you,
does the Jingdu Martial Arts Association control the so-called secret
realm?”

Xia hang said in surprise, “How do you know?”

“It’s actually true.”Qin Yu frowned.

“Where are those secret realms?”Qin Yu continued to ask.



Xia hang shook his head and said, “I don’t know either. The Secret
Realms should be distributed in every corner of the world.”

“Right, the secret realms are also one of the resources of the Jingdu
Martial Arts Association.”

Seeing this, Qin Yu said coldly over the phone, “Xia Hang, help me
check if there are any secret realms near the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association and how to open this secret realm.”

Xia hang was stunned and frowned. “Qin Yu, what do you want to Do?”

“No need to ask. Just do as I say,”Qin Yu said.

After hanging up the phone, Qin Yu couldn’t help but frown.

What Su Qian said was actually true.

It seemed that this Hong Yi sect was really not simple…

In the next few days, Qin Yu also had a rare moment of leisure.

Ever since Xie Qu’s death, everything seemed to have calmed down a lot.
Even the various aristocratic families had become rather low-key.

These few days, Qin Yu didn’t leave the Green Moon Villa.

He struggled for a long time, but in the end, he still took out his phone
and dialed Su Qian’s number.

After the call was connected, Su Qian smiled and said, “Mr. Qin, have
you thought it through?”



Qin Yu said in a deep voice, “I want to see the so-called mystical realm
of your Hong family.”

“Of course, you’re welcome anytime,”Su Qian said with a faint smile.

“See you at Qingcheng Airport Tomorrow Morning.”

After saying this, Su Qian directly hung up the phone.

Su Qian said that the mystical realm was the real precious resource, and
what exactly was in it.

This could not help but make Qin Yu look forward to it.

Chapter 703: Chapter 703, the secret of the secret realm!

Originally, Qin Yu had planned to bring little fish to Qing city, but he
was afraid that the people of the Hong family would notice the oddity on
Little Fish, so Qin Yu could only give up.

The next day.

Qin Yu rushed to Qing city early in the morning.

Qing city was a relatively marginalized city.

It was said that this city used to be very glorious, but it gradually
declined without any signs.

The local government thought of many ways, whether it was to attract
investment or to invite Feng Shui Masters, they were all ineffective.

Many businessmen who came to invest ended up losing everything.



Because of this reason, Qing city received another name, the cursed city.

Qin Yu sat at the airport, his eyes scanning the surroundings.

The airport was huge, but there were very few people, which was very
different from the size of the airport.

Qin Yu frowned. He released his spiritual sense, trying to sense
something, but he couldn’t.

“Strange.”Qin Yu touched his chin.

There was nothing unusual about this city. There was no special yin qi,
but it couldn’t be developed.

“Could it be… because of the mystic realm?”Qin Yu thought to himself.

At this moment, Su Qian patted Qin Yu’s shoulder.

“Mr. Qin, what are you thinking about?”Su Qian asked with a smile.

Qin Yu did not hide anything. He said in a deep voice, “Qing city is
called the cursed city because of that secret realm?”

Su Qian heard this and could not help but shake his head. “You’re
wrong.”

“Do you know why the secret realm is the most well-preserved
cultivation resource? It’s because the location of the secret realm does

not produce any special phenomena.”

“It’s also because of this reason that the mystic realm is rarely explored.”



Hearing this, Qin Yu said with some confusion, “Then how did you find

it? And how did the Jingdu Martial Arts Association find it?”

Su Qian curled his lips and said, “I’m not sure either. After all, I’m just

a part-time worker.”

Seeing this, Qin Yu didn’t say anything more.

He followed Su Qian to get a car and left the airport.

The car sped all the way and finally arrived at an ancient street.

This street was quite similar to the Snack Street. There were restaurants,
teahouses, and all kinds of snacks on both sides.

Su Qian brought Qin Yu to a small teahouse and sat down. Then, she
ordered a pot of tea.

Qin Yu looked at the surrounding environment and said, “Teahouses…
are really rare to see.”

Su Qian smiled and said, “How is it? Isn’t this place a little out of place

with other places?”

Qin Yu nodded silently.

In the entire Qing city, there were very few tall buildings.

In the 21st century, this was a rare sight.

“Wait a moment. Someone will come to pick us up later,”Su Qian said.

Qin Yu grunted in gratitude. He picked up the Teacup and took a sip, but
a trace of surprise flashed in his eyes.



“There’s… a trace of Qi/spiritual energy in this tea?”Qin Yu couldn’t
help but widen his eyes.

He hurriedly picked up the teacup and poured it into his mouth again.

As expected! There was indeed a trace of Qi/spiritual energy in this tea.
Although it wasn’t dense, he could clearly feel it!

“Su Qian, where did this tea leaf come from?”Qin Yu asked with a
frown.

Su Qian said, “I’m not sure either. What’s Wrong?”

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “Nothing.”

This made Qin Yu even more interested in this so-called secret realm.

Even the small teahouse on the street had Qi/spiritual energy. What kind

of God was this secret realm? And what kind of treasure did it have?

“Let’s go somewhere else to have a look,”Qin Yu stood up and said.

Then, he turned around and walked out of the teahouse, wandering
around the small street.

Along the way, Qin Yu was more and more surprised!

All the snacks on this small street had a trace of extremely weak
qi/spiritual energy!

“It seems that it’s not the tea leaves, but the problem of this street.”Qin
Yu frowned.



He looked at Su Qian and said, “Do you feel that whether it’s the food or
the drinks here, they are all a bit strange?”

Su Qian lowered his head and ate a mouthful of candied haws. He shook
his head and said, “No…”

“Really?”Qin Yu said in surprise.

“Really? How could I Lie to You?”Su Qian said helplessly.

“That’s really strange.”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

Su Qian was a martial marquis!

With the acuity of a martial marquis, he would definitely be able to
discover the Qi/spiritual energy contained in it!

Could it be that… There’s something strange about this Qi/spiritual
energy? Qin Yu thought to himself.

Thinking of this, Qin Yu released his internal Qi. In an instant, almost
every pore felt the surrounding Qi/spiritual energy.

He tried to use his body to absorb the Qi/spiritual energy here, but the
flow of this Qi/spiritual energy was extremely slow.

“HMM?”

At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly discovered something!

He could feel the density of the Qi/spiritual energy, and through the
density of the Qi/spiritual energy, a channel of Qi/spiritual energy that
looked like a “Path”appeared in Qin Yu’s heart!



In other words, through his perception of the Qi/spiritual energy, Qin Yu
could clearly see the density of the Qi/spiritual energy around him.

The density of the Qi/spiritual energy was like a road sign and a path!

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said in a low voice, “Is this the
phenomenon of the mystic realm?”

As long as it was different from the surroundings, there would definitely
be a phenomenon! The mystic realm was no exception!

And the reason why Su Qian said that the mystic realm would not
produce any phenomenon was probably because they did not have this
ability!

“According to the direction of this Qi/spiritual energy, the place in front
is the densest. That mystic realm might be there,”Qin Yu narrowed his
eyes and said in a low voice.

Thinking of this, Qin Yu lifted his foot and walked in that direction.

He couldn’t wait to prove his method.

At this moment, a figure suddenly shot out from the second floor and

blocked Qin Yu’s path!

This person was eight feet tall and had a strong build. There was an
unspeakable malevolence on his face.

A strong killing intent burst out from his body, and this killing intent
directly blocked the connection between Qin Yu and the aura of the
mystic realm.



“Who are you?”This made Qin Yu very angry. He couldn’t help but look
at this person with a sullen face.

This person crossed his arms over his chest and said coldly, “You must
be Qin Yu. I’ve heard of you for a long time.”

“Heard of me for what? Are you sick?”Qin Yu said impatiently.

“Get lost quickly, or don’t blame me for being rude!”

The man sneered. “Many people boast that you are the number one
person of the younger generation. I, Hu Feng of Qing city, am not

convinced!”

“Hu Feng? The son of sect leader Hu?”It seemed that someone had
heard of this name.

“Hu Feng?”Su Qian frowned slightly at the side.

Qin Yu glanced at her and said, “You know him?”

Su Qian said, “I don’t know him, but I have heard of sect leader Hu’s
name.. There is a legend that the reason Qing City declined was because
sect leader Hu stole the fortunes of Qing city.”

Chapter 704: Chapter 704, seizing the fortunes

“Seizing the fortunes of a city?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but be surprised.

Qin Yu had heard of this technique before.

It was said that some extraordinary people could forcibly seize the
fortunes of others and achieve the goal of changing fate.



However, Qin Yu had never heard of someone like sect leader Hu who
forcibly seized the fortunes of the entire city!

“Are you guys done chatting?”At this moment, Hu Feng stood not far
away and said coldly.

Qin Yu glanced at Hu Feng and said, “You should take me to see your
father. You are not my match.”

Hu Feng’s pupils constricted and he shouted, “Bullshit! I, Hu Feng, am
the number one person in Qing city! You, Qin Yu, are just an empty
title!”

Qin Yu could not help but laugh. “Hu Feng, you should go out and take
a walk. If you keep hiding in Qing city, it will be easy for your eyes to be
limited.”

Hu Feng’s strength wasn’t weak. He had already stepped into the realm
of a martial marquis.

However, such strength was no longer worth mentioning in front of the
current Qin Yu.

“What arrogant words. Let’s see how you’ll say those words after I kill

you!”Hu Feng shouted loudly. The internal Qi on his body suddenly
exploded!

Following that, two round plates of material energy appeared on Hu
Feng’s hands!

“Go to hell!”Hu Feng roared and pushed his hands forward!

A terrifying internal Qi rushed towards Qin Yu’s neck in an instant!



“What a vicious technique.”Qin Yu’s expression turned cold!

This Hu Feng actually tried to behead Qin Yu!

The two large plates slashed towards Qin Yu

At this moment, Qin Yu waved his hand and the golden palm sent the

two large plates flying!

Hu Feng’s expression changed. Before he could react, Qin Yu was
already in front of him!

“Bang!”

Qin Yu raised his palm and a terrifying force slammed onto Hu Feng’s
shoulder!

Under this huge force, Hu Feng fell to his knees! Both his knees were
instantly shattered!

“Ah! ! !”Hu Feng immediately cried out in pain!

He tried to struggle, but found that he could not break free at all!

The surrounding onlookers were even more shocked!

This Hu Feng was actually restrained with just a raise of his hand? What

kind of strength was this?

Qin Yu looked at Hu Feng coldly and said, “I have no enmity with you,
and you actually want to take my life?”

Hu Feng gritted his teeth and said, “You better let me go, or my father
will not spare you!”



Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer when he heard that, “Hu Feng, I’ll spare
your life for the sake of your young age. I’ll only break your legs as a
lesson.”

After saying that, Qin Yu raised his finger, and two streams of Qi
directly shattered Hu Feng’s thigh!

“Ah! ! !”

Another wave of painful wails! Fresh blood instantly filled the air!

Qin Yu said coldly, “Get lost.”

Although Hu Feng felt indignant, he did not dare to say anything. He
climbed up with difficulty.

Qin Yu did not really take this matter to heart. To Marquis Wu, healing
his legs was not a problem at all.

“Mr. Qin, sect leader Hu is not someone to be trifled with,”Su Qian
reminded.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “I’m not even afraid of the Jingdu Martial Arts

Association. Do you think I’m afraid of sect leader Hu?”

“That’s true.”Su Qian seemed to be deep in thought.

“However, I’m quite interested in sect leader Hu. If he can really seize
the fortunes of a city, I really want to meet him,”Qin Yu said faintly.

Su Qian waved his hand and smiled. “This might just be a legend. If he
really had this ability, he wouldn’t have stayed in Qing city.”



Qin Yu didn’t say anything more. He brought Su Qian and continued to
follow the guidance of the Qi/spiritual energy as they walked forward.

After walking for hundreds of meters, the “Connection”became stronger.

Soon, Qin Yu stopped in an empty space.

He looked around and frowned. “Normally, it should be around here.”

Then, Qin Yu looked around.

The surroundings were quite empty, and there was nothing unusual.

But that strong feeling could not be erased.

“Strange, it should be here,”Qin Yu said in a low voice while stroking his

chin.

Su Qian, who was beside him, was already shocked.

“What’s Wrong?”Qin Yu asked.

Su Qian shook his head and said, “Nothing.”

As soon as he said that, the space in front of Qin Yu suddenly rippled like
water!

A moment later, a ray of light actually appeared in this space!

After the light faded, a man in brocade clothes walked out from inside.

“It really is here!”Seeing this, Qin Yu was instantly overjoyed!



In other words, Qin Yu’s feeling was not wrong! This was the entrance to
the mystic realm!

“Su Qian, you brought him here?”The man in Brocade clothes said
coldly.

Su Qian quickly shook his head and said, “Brother song, he came here by
himself.”

The Man Called Brother Song couldn’t help but sneer and say, “He came
here by himself? Su Qian, when did you learn to lie?”

Su Qian was about to explain, but brother song ignored Su Qian.

He looked at Qin Yu and said with a faint smile, “Qin Yu, you have
made our Hong family lose a lot of people.”

Qin Yu sensed the hostility from brother song, so he didn’t stand on
ceremony.

He said with a smile, “Then you can only blame the people you sent here
for being too useless.”

Brother Song’s pupils suddenly shrank and he said coldly, “You’re really
as arrogant as the legends say!”

A trace of displeasure flashed across Qin Yu’s face, and his eyes
narrowed slightly.

He looked at Su Qian and said, “Is this the attitude of your Hong Yi sect
when inviting people? If that’s the case, I think it’s better to forget about
it.”

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and left.



Su Qian hurriedly tried to smooth things over. “Mr. Qin, Brother Song
didn’t mean anything by it. He just…”

“There’s no need to say more,”Qin Yu interrupted Su Qian.

“Remember, it was your Hong Yi sect who invited me, not me who
begged your Hong Yi sect.”

After that, Qin Yu ignored Su Qian and turned around to leave.

Brother song gritted his teeth, snorted coldly, and turned around to leave.

After Su Qian struggled for a long time, he finally caught up with Qin
Yu.

“Mr. Qin, don’t misunderstand. He can’t represent the Hong Yi sect,”Su
Qian said with a sigh.

Qin Yu glanced at him but didn’t say anything.

“Mr. Qin, don’t be angry. Our leader will definitely send someone else to
see you,”Su Qian continued.

Qin Yu wasn’t too interested in this.

He stared at Su Qian and said, “Do you know how to open the Mystic

Realm?”

Since Qin Yu already knew how to find the mystic realm, as long as he
knew how to open it, why would he go to the Hong Yi sect?

“I don’t know.”Su Qian shook his head helplessly.

“If I knew, I wouldn’t have to wait for someone to come pick us up.”



Seeing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but fall into deep thought.

“Looks like I have to think of a way to trick this way into coming
here,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

It was already late at night, so Qin Yu wasn’t in a hurry to leave Qing
city.

He and Su Qian temporarily found a place to stay and made other plans.

At night.

Qin Yu stood on the balcony and called Xia Hang.

Once the call was connected, qin yu asked, “Xia Hang, do you know how

to open the secret realm?”

Chapter 705: Chapter 705, entering the secret realm

Xia hang could not help but frown, “The method to open the secret realm?
This is a secret, I don’t know about it at the moment.”

“But if this academy can be established, I will definitely get the method
to open the secret realm.”

Qin Yu heaved a sigh of relief, he smiled and said, “Okay, you can
quickly establish this academy.”

Xia hang agreed and then asked, “Do you want to join this academy?”

“Me? Forget about me. My relationship with those Young Masters has
never been good,”Qin Yu said with a bitter smile.



“That’s really a pity. The Jingdu Martial Arts Association’s Scripture
Pavilion still has many good things,”Xia Hang said.

“Scripture Pavilion?”Hearing this, Qin Yu immediately changed his
mind.

He quickly said, “I’ll participate! Help me sign up.”

Qin Yu was still very interested in this scripture pavilion.

Not only did it have many spells, but it also recorded the history of the
martial arts world!

This was a rare opportunity for Qin Yu.

…

In a mansion in Qing city.

Hu Feng limped back to the mansion. As soon as he entered the door, he
roared angrily, “Damn it, damn it!”

In the mansion, a man who looked to be in his thirties slowly opened his
eyes.

This man looked very young, but in fact, he was more than sixty years
old!

He was the famous sect Master Hu! Hu Feng’s father!

Sect Master Hu looked at Hu Feng and asked, “What happened to your

legs?”



Hu Feng gnashed his teeth and said, “It’s that Qin Yu! He broke my legs
in front of so many people!”

“Qin Yu?”Sect leader Hu frowned immediately.

“Is it that Qin Yu who killed Qu Xie?”

Hu feng nodded and said, “Yes, it’s him!”

“Why did he come to Qing City?”Sect leader Hu couldn’t stay calm
anymore.

He stood up from the ground, and there seemed to be some worry in his
eyes.

“Hu Feng, why did you provoke this Qin Yu? Don’t you know that this

Qin Yu is not to be trifled with?”Sect leader Hu scolded loudly.

Hu Feng snorted lightly. “Why should I be afraid of Him?Who knows if

he has a false reputation?”

“Father, you’re not afraid of that Qin Yu, are you?”

Sect Master Hu said with a cold face, “Even a big shot like Qu Xie died
at his hands, let alone me!”

“Do you know those big aristocratic families in Jingdu? They are not on

the same level as us!”

“If your father really had great abilities, why would he hide in this small
Qing City?”

Hu Feng laughed coldly and said, “Father, he broke your son’s legs. Not
only did you not take revenge, but you blamed me instead?”



“I only broke your two legs. It’s already good enough that I didn’t take
your life,”sect leader Hu said with a cold snort.

“I’m warning you, don’t provoke that Qin Yu again!”

Hu Feng didn’t say anything. A moment later, Hu Feng suddenly said,
“Father, have you ever thought that this might be an opportunity for us?”

“Opportunity? What bullshit opportunity?”Sect Master Hu said with a
cold face.

Hu Feng said, “Who doesn’t know that the great families of Jingdu all

want to kill that Qin Yu? If he falls into our hands, does our hu family
still need to stay here?”

“And I heard that the Jingdu martial arts association is going to recruit
students! With our relationship, it’s impossible for us to enter that
Academy!”

“But if we kill this Qin Yu, they will definitely give me a spot! That’s a
huge matter that transcends classes!”

These words made sect leader Hu somewhat moved.

“Dad, the opportunity is right in front of us! We absolutely can not miss

it!”Hu Feng struck while the iron was hot and said anxiously.

Sect leader Hu furrowed his brows and said, “But… I am not a match for

Qin Yu at all.”

A strange smile flashed across Hu Feng’s face. He then said, “Father,
you were able to seize the good fortune of Qing city back then. Now,
why don’t you use the same trick to seize the good fortune of Qin Yu?”



“When Qin Yu’s fate is over, why do you need us to kill him?”

Sect leader Hu glanced at Hu Feng. A trace of hesitation flashed across

his face.

A moment later, sect leader Hu gritted his teeth, and a trace of
viciousness flashed across his eyes!

“Good! The winner takes all. Then I’ll give it a try!”Sect leader Hu said
coldly.

Seeing this, Hu Feng immediately heaved a sigh of relief.

He sneered, “Qin Yu, you’re dead meat!”

…

The sky gradually brightened, and Qin Yu had just woken up from his

sleep.

At the entrance of the hotel room, there were already two people waiting.

One of them was brother song from yesterday.

At this moment, he had a respectful and apologetic smile on his face.

Looking at brother song in front of him, Qin Yu could not help but frown.
“Why are you here again?”

Brother song hurriedly said, “Mr. Qin, I’m really sorry about yesterday. I
hope you don’t mind.”

The man beside him took a step forward and introduced himself. “My
Name Is Ning Kun. I can be considered as the person in charge of Hong



Yi’s family in the country. Today, I specially brought Song Shan to
apologize to you.”

Qin Yu’s eyes rolled around before he smiled and said, “Mr. Ning, right?
Come in and have a seat.”

Ning Kun hurriedly walked in and explained, “Mr. Qin, I’m really sorry.
Among the people you killed, there was song Shan’s brother, so he has a
certain degree of hostility toward you.”

“I see.”Qin Yu nodded slightly.

Ning Kun said in a deep voice, “Mr. Qin, if it’s convenient for you, we
don’t want to waste time.”

“Hong Yimen has always been very sincere to Mr. Qin. The gate of the
arcane realm is even opened for Mr. Qin!”

Qin Yu said in surprise, “Are we leaving now?”

“There’s no time to lose. The sooner the better,”said Ning Kun.

Qin Yu thought for a moment and said, “Alright then.”

The few of them walked out of the hotel. Su Qian was already waiting at
the door.

After seeing Qin Yu, Su Qian also let out a sigh of relief.

She ran to Qin Yu and whispered, “Ning Kun is the biggest leader here.
Don’t worry, he’s here.”

Qin Yu grunted in gratitude and didn’t say anything.



Ning Kun looked quite humble, but Qin Yu always felt that Ning Kun
was like a smiling tiger, hiding a knife in his smile.

The few of them came to the open space from yesterday again.

Standing there, Ning Kun wasn’t in a hurry to open the secret realm.
Instead, he asked, “Mr. Qin, I heard from Song Shan that you found this

place by yourself yesterday?”

Qin Yu thought for a moment and said with a smile, “No, I was just
strolling around and happened to walk here.”

“I see.”Ning Kun seemed to be deep in thought.

Then, he saw Ning Kun raise his palm and mumble something.

In a moment, a round light appeared in front of them.

“Mr. Qin, Please.”Ning Kun politely cupped his hands and said.

Qin Yu didn’t waste any time.. He suppressed the excitement in his heart
and strode into the secret realm.

Chapter 706: Chapter 706, the conditions of the Hong Yi sect

The moment they stepped into the mystic realm, the surrounding
environment suddenly changed drastically.

As the few of them stepped into the mystic realm at the same time, the
entrance immediately began to close.



Qin Yu scanned his surroundings and discovered that the environment of
this so-called mystic realm was not much different from the outside

world.

However, the Qi/spiritual energy in this mystic realm was indeed more

abundant.

Besides that, Qin Yu could feel traces of an ancient and simple aura in
this mystical realm.

Obviously, this mystical realm had existed for many years.

“Mr. Qin, how is it?”Ning Kun said with a smile.

Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “It’s not quite what I imagined.”

“Let me show you around,”said Ning Kun.

Then, Ning Kun led the way and strolled around in this mystical realm.

This secret realm was not big, but the space was quite stable. It would
almost not collapse.

As for the secret realm, apart from the internal Qi/spiritual energy that
had been left over from many years ago, there was also a trace of a
different aura.

This kind of aura was very magical. It was a bit like the feeling brought
by the three pure ones ancient tree.

Under the environment of the internal QI/spiritual energy, the entire
secret realm’s environment was extremely beautiful.

The beautiful scenery couldn’t help but make people look forward to it.



“There are experts in the Hong family, to actually be able to create such
a space.”Qin Yu sighed from the bottom of his heart.

To create a space by himself, what kind of method was that! !

“Mr. Qin, you think too highly of us.”At this moment, Ning Kun shook
his head.

He smiled and said, “This kind of mystic realm isn’t something that we

can create. It’s all left behind by our ancestors.”

Qin Yu thought for a moment. That was true.

Such a stable space would probably require the help of a mighty figure.

If the Hong family had a mighty figure, they wouldn’t need to fear the
authorities.

After a round, Ning Kun brought Qin Yu to a villa.

“Mr. Qin, you can stay here for the time being,”said Ning Kun.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “No need. I still have something to do.
I Won’t stay here for too long. I’m leaving today. Let’s discuss some
serious matters.”

Ning Kun said with some surprise, “So soon? Alright then. Mr. Qin, this
way please.”

The few of them came to a hall.

In the hall, there were more than ten people sitting upright.



These ten people didn’t look friendly, and there was a faint killing intent
on their bodies.

“You are Qin Yu?”At this moment, a man stood up.

Qin Yu looked at him and said in a neither servile nor overbearing
manner, “Yes, how about it?”

“Do you know who I am?”The man continued to say.

Qin Yu could not help but laugh, “Does who you are have anything to do
with me?”

“Hahahaha!”The man immediately burst into laughter.

“You have done a lot of great things using my name.”The man’s palm
shook, and a long sword fell into his hand.

“Took your name?”Qin Yu frowned.

Looking at the man’s attire, Qin Yu seemed to have guessed something.

“You are Guan Zu?”Qin Yu asked tentatively.

“That’s right!”The man stabbed the long sword into the ground and said
coldly, “I am Guan Zu. You took my name and did something improper.
Shouldn’t you apologize to me?”

Qin Yu frowned slightly.

This guan zu seemed a little strange.

According to Qin Yu’s knowledge, Guan zu and the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association had never been on good terms.



If someone used his name to take care of his enemy, normally, Guan zu
should be happy. At least he wouldn’t be angry.

Guan zu looked at Qin Yu coldly and said, “What? Don’t you

understand what I’m saying?”

“I’ve never said that I’m ancestor Guan. Moreover, I don’t know you at

all,”Qin Yu said quietly.

Ancestor Guan shook the long sword in his hand and then said coldly,
“Good! I heard that your swordsmanship is not weak. Then let me
experience it!”

Before he finished his words, ancestor Guan held a sharp blade in his
hand and came straight for Qin Yu’s glabella!

The Sharp and crafty sword light stabbed ruthlessly at Qin Yu’s glabella!

Qin Yu’s expression changed. He immediately used the shrinking ground
to become an inch and shot backwards explosively.

The sword ray missed and slashed onto the ground.

A long scar instantly appeared on the ground, and then the entire ground
directly exploded!

Seeing this scene, Qin Yu’s expression instantly turned cold.

“You Want to kill me?”Qin Yu looked at ancestor Guan coldly.

Ancestor Guan snorted coldly and said, “So what if I am? So what if I

am not?”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He looked around.



The entire Hong family seemed to have a strong hostility toward Qin Yu.

“Mr. Guan, Mr. Qin is our distinguished guest. You…”Su Qian hurriedly

came out to smooth things over.

Ning Kun, who was beside him, also smiled and said, “Qin Yu, you have
indeed caused great losses to the Hong family. They are unhappy. I hope
you can understand.”

Qin Yu’s expression was cold and he did not say a word.

Ning Kun hurriedly smiled and said, “Take a seat.”

Qin Yu casually found a place to sit down. Then, he looked at Ning Kun
and said, “Let’s get down to business.”

Ning Kun nodded and said in a deep voice, “Our Hong family has always
appreciated talents. As long as you have the strength, we are willing to
give you our resources.”

“Mr. Qin, if you are willing to join our Hong Yi School, I think the Hong
Yi School will agree to all your requests.”

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “It’s impossible to join the Hong Yi
School. Everyone knows that the Hong Yi School is on the official
blacklist. If I join you, I’m afraid I’ll have to go on the road of escape.”

“That’s true.”Ning Kun was not surprised.

He smiled faintly and said, “What if our Hong clan can help you save

Yan Ruoxue?”



“Save Yan Ruoxue?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows, and the expression on
his face became somewhat unnatural.

Ning kun nodded and said, “That’s right. I think you’ll be tempted by
this condition.”

Qin Yu’s brows furrowed even more tightly.

Just as Ning Kun said, Qin Yu was indeed tempted.

Everything he did was to save Yan Ruoxue.

If the Hong family could really save Yan Ruoxue, what reason did Qin
Yu have to refuse.

After a moment of silence, Qin Yu took a deep breath, shook his head
and said, “I don’t believe that you have the ability to save Yan Ruoxue.”

“Hahaha!”Ning Kun immediately laughed when he heard that.

He stood up and said, “It’s true that we can’t save Yan Ruoxue, but if
you and I are willing to cooperate, we can definitely save her!”

“Cooperate?”Qin Yu was somewhat puzzled.

“How?”

Ning Kun said with a faint smile, “There is only one way to save Yan
Ruoxue, and that is to enter the secret realm of the Jingdu Martial Arts

Association. As long as we enter the secret realm, we can naturally take
Yan Ruoxue away.”



“Mr. Qin, you only need to find the location of the secret realm. At that
time, we will send people to help you open the secret realm and take her

away. What do you think?”

Ning Kun’s words did indeed make Qin Yu somewhat moved.

He looked at Ning Kun and frowned. “Is what you said true?”

“It’s absolutely true. As long as you can find the location of the secret
realm, we will be able to take her away..”Ning Kun drank a mouthful of
tea and said faintly.

Chapter 707: Chapter 707, the meaning of Yan Ruoxue

Ning Kun’s words had indeed moved Qin Yu.

Even if he found the secret realm, he did not know how to take Yan

Ruoxue away.

More importantly, Qin Yu had already failed many times.

Facing the powerful Jingdu Martial Arts Association, no matter how hard

Qin Yu worked, it would be difficult for him to rely on himself to save

her.

Unless the Jingdu Martial Arts Association disappeared from this world.

However, that was a long process. Before he became a martial saint,
there was no chance at all.

“Mr. Qin, what do you think?”Ning Kun continued to ask.



Qin Yu raised his head and said in a deep voice, “Then what do you hope
to get from me?”

Ning Kun drank a mouthful of water and said with a faint smile, “Our
goal is very simple. We want to be on good terms with Mr. Qin, because
we see great potential in you.”

This answer made Qin Yu not know what to do for a moment.

Ning Kun looked quite sincere, but Qin Yu felt that something was not
right, as if there was some hidden conspiracy.

After thinking for a moment, Qin Yu said in a deep voice, “Okay, as long
as I can save Yan Ruoxue, I can promise you anything.”

“Hahaha!”Ning Kun was immediately overjoyed.

He stood up and walked to Qin Yu. He shook hands with Qin Yu and
said, “Then I wish us a happy cooperation!”

“Wait.”At this moment, Qin Yu changed the topic.

“Your Hong family has always emphasized that they will pour resources
for me, right?”Qin Yu asked.

Ning kun nodded and said, “Of course.”

“Okay.”Qin Yu nodded.

“I urgently need a 10,000-year-old herb right now. I don’t think the
Hong family will refuse me, right?”Qin Yu smiled and said.

Upon hearing this, Ning Kun’s old face could not help but darken.



Ancestor guan sneered, “10,000-year-old herbs? Do you know what a

10,000-year-old herb means? The appearance of such a herb is enough

to attract the attention of all the aristocratic families! Now you’re asking

for 10,000-year-old herbs?”

Qin Yu rolled his eyes and said, “TSK TSK, then what are you talking
about? What exactly can you bring me?”

One sentence instantly made ancestor guan speechless.

“Mr. Ning, if you can’t do it, then forget it,”said Qin Yu.

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and was about to leave.

At this time, Ning Kun’s body flashed and blocked Qin Yu’s way.

He smiled and said, “Mr. Qin, just as ancestor Guan said, these
ten-thousand-year-old herbs are of extraordinary significance. Even for
the Hong family, there is a lot of pressure. I’m afraid I have to apply to

the higher-ups. Why Don’t you wait for My News?”

“Sure.”Qin Yu put his hands behind his back and looked relaxed.

“Then in three days, I’ll ask Su Qian to bring you the news,”said Ning
Kun.

“Okay, I’ll wait for Your Good News.”Qin Yu nodded.

Then, Qin Yu turned around and walked out of the hall.

The resources in this mystical realm were probably all emptied out by the
Hong family. Qin Yu walked around and didn’t get anything.



Therefore, there was no need for Qin Yu to stay, so he left the secret
realm.

After Qin Yu left, Ning Kun’s face instantly darkened.

“Mr. Ning, do you really think that Qin Yu will work for us?”Ancestor
Guan said coldly.

“I also think it’s unlikely. This Qin Yu is rebellious. He will never
become one of us,”the others said coldly.

Ning kun snorted and said, “No need to say anything. I have my own
plans.”

After saying this, Ning Kun turned around and left the hall.

A man in a black robe was sitting in his room.

The Man’s face seemed to be covered by some kind of spell. At a glance,
there was only a black hole.

“How is it? Did he agree?”The black-robed man asked coldly.

Ning kun nodded and said, “He has agreed, but he has a condition. He
wants a 10,000-year-old herb.”

“10,000-year-old herbs… HMPH, 10,000-year-old herbs. Our Hong
clan doesn’t have many of them,”the black-robed man said coldly.

Ning kun frowned and said, “Then what should we do? If we can’t get

this 10,000-year-old herb, this Qin Yu can change his mind at any
time.”



The black runner was silent for a moment, then said, “We can’t take out

ten-thousand-year-old herbs, but we can tell him where to find

ten-thousand-year-old herbs.”

“As for whether he can get it or not, it depends on his own luck.”

Ning Kun nodded slightly, then said with some confusion, “Is it really
worth paying so much for Qin Yu?”

“You should know that if we really help him save Yan Ruoxue, then we
will have completely offended the JINGDU martial arts association.”

“Moreover… This Qin Yu will betray us at any time.”

The black-robed man sneered, “Do you really think that we are doing
this to help him?”

Ning Kun said with some confusion, “Or else?”

The black-robed man snorted lightly, “We are doing this to snatch Yan

Ruoxue from the hands of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association!”

“Snatch Yan Ruoxue Away?”Ning Kun was even more confused.

The black-robed man said indifferently, “Yan Ruoxue is in the hands of
the Jingdu Martial Arts Association. We have no chance to take action,
nor do we know where Yan Ruoxue is being held. Only through Qin Yu
can we find Yan Ruoxue.”

Ning kun frowned, “Didn’t you say that Yan Ruoxue is being held in a
secret realm?”



“That’s right, but the JINGDU martial arts association controls too many

secret realms. We can’t search them one by one,”said the black-robed
man.

“And we don’t even know where the Jingdu Martial Arts Association’s
Secret Realm Is!”

“As long as we bring Yan Ruoxue out of the secret realm, Qin Yu will
lose his value.”

As soon as he said this, Ning Kun immediately understood.

He said with some surprise, “Then you said that Yan Ruoxue was locked
in the secret realm because…”

“I guessed,”the black-robed man said lightly.

“The Jingdu Martial Arts Association will definitely bring her into the
secret realm because it’s the safest place.”

Ning Kun could not help but be shocked. He could not help but mutter,
“What kind of identity does this Yan Ruoxue have that she’s worth us
going through so much trouble?”

The black-robed man smiled faintly and said, “Let me put it this way. As
long as we get Yan Ruoxue, our Hong Yi sect will no longer need to hide
overseas.”

This made Ning Kun even more shocked!

A woman who had never cultivated before actually had such a great
effect?

It was really hard to imagine!



…

After leaving this mystic realm, Su Qian said with a slightly apologetic
tone, “Mr. Qin, you won’t take the matter of Guan Zu to heart, right?
The Hong Yi sect is still looking forward to your joining.”

Qin Yu smiled faintly and said, “Of course I won’t mind. Moreover, I’ve
killed so many people from the Hong family. Their attitude will naturally
not be any better.”

“On the contrary, if their attitude is too humble, it will instead make me
feel strange.”

Su Qian nodded and said with a smile, “That’s good, that’s good.”

Qin Yu was not in a hurry to leave Qing city. Instead, he planned to wait
for Ning Kun’s news.

If he could really obtain a stalk of ten-thousand-year-old herbs, then this
trip would not have been in vain.

At night.

Qin Yu sat alone on a mountain range in Qing city.

His body was bathed in white light, and the internal Qi in his body was
slowly surging.

“In my current state, I am enough to step into the middle stage of the

Marquis of Martial Arts,”Qin Yu could not help but think as he sensed
the internal Qi in his body.

However, he was not in a hurry to break through. Instead, he continued
to suppress his internal Qi.



Stepping into the intermediate stage of the Martial Marquis realm too
quickly would be detrimental to Qin Yu’s subsequent breakthrough.

He planned to wait for an opportunity, an opportunity to directly step into
the advanced stage of the Martial Marquis Realm.

Chapter 708: Chapter 708, terrifying fortune!

In the current era, almost no martial saints were seen.

Even the extremely powerful Jingdu martial arts association had never
seen a martial saint make a move.

Even a bodyguard with top-tier capital like Yan Sihai was only at the
peak of the Martial Marquis Realm.

The next day.

Accompanied by Su Qian, Qin Yu toured more than half of Qing city.

“By the way, how long have you been a member of the Hong Yi

Sect?”Walking on the street, Qin Yu suddenly asked.

Su Qian Thought for a moment and said, “About three years.”

“Three years… that’s quite a long time.”Qin Yu nodded slightly.

“What’s Wrong?”Su Qian asked.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “Nothing.”

For some reason, Qin Yu felt that this Hong Yi sect was not very
trustworthy.



However, Su Qian did not seem to be lying at all.

“What exactly is Hong Yi sect after?”Qin Yu had been thinking about
this question for the entire day.

No matter how he thought about it, he felt that Hong Yi sect was making
a losing deal.

Even if it was like what Ning Kun said, it was because they admired Qin
Yu, but they would not throw out a stalk of 10,000-year-old herbs just
because they admired him.

Qin Yu’s condition was to deliberately make things difficult for the Hong
family.

If they really agreed, Qin Yu had no choice but to doubt the Hong
family’s intentions.

“HMM?”

At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly felt a strange feeling flow through his

body.

Although this feeling was fleeting, it still couldn’t escape Qin Yu’s
perception.

“What’s Wrong?”Su Qian asked.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “Nothing.”

At night.

Qin Yu and Su Qian returned to the snack street and randomly found a
tavern to eat.



Although with Qin Yu’s cultivation, he didn’t need to rely on food to
survive, the delicacies in the world were really hard to resist.

After sitting down, Su Qian handed over the menu.

“Mr. Qin, take a look at what you want to eat,”Su Qian said politely.

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “You can order. Just order a few of

your signature dishes.”

Before he finished his sentence, that strange feeling appeared again.

This time, it was even more intense than the last time.

Qin Yu suddenly stood up. He frowned and looked around.

“Mr. Qin, What’s Wrong?”Su Qian asked in confusion.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He looked around coldly and released his
spiritual sense.

“What’s wrong with this strange feeling?”Qin Yu frowned and asked.

Under the coverage of Qin Yu’s spiritual sense, no one could hide.

Soon, Qin Yu caught a figure.

“Hu Feng?”Qin Yu narrowed his eyes. With a shake of his feet, he
disappeared into thin air.

In the next second, Qin Yu suddenly appeared in front of Hu Feng.

This action immediately gave Hu Feng a fright.



He trembled and said, “What… What are you doing? I didn’t do

anything. Don’t do anything!”

Seeing Hu Feng’s nervous expression, Qin Yu was even more puzzled.

“What are you afraid of?”Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and asked.

A trace of panic flashed across Hu Feng’s face, and then he said in a low
voice, “I. . . I’m not. Hurry up and get out of the way. I. . . I’m going

home.”

After saying this, Hu Feng turned his head and left.

Looking at Hu Feng’s panicked footsteps, Qin Yu could not help but
smile coldly.

At this time, Hu Feng ran home desperately. From time to time, he would
turn around to look, afraid that Qin Yu would catch up.

After running all the way to the villa at home, Hu Feng hurriedly walked
towards a secret room.

This secret room was engraved with densely packed dao patterns, and the
stone door had a strong sense of solemnity.

“Dad, you… how are you!”Hu Feng said anxiously.

Sect Master Hu’s voice came from inside.

He said coldly, “Don’t worry, it will take some time.”

Hu Feng gritted his teeth and said, “Dad, you have to speed up. I have a
feeling that Qin Yu seems to have sensed something!”



“This kind of spell will not be detected at all. I think you are scared silly
by him.”Sect Master Hu snorted coldly.

Hu Feng said with a vicious face, “Dad, I can’t wait to see Qin Yu kneel
in front of me and beg for mercy!”

“Hehe, as long as I complete my spell and take away his great fortune, he
will become a cripple,”sect leader Hu said indifferently.

“At that time, killing him will be as easy as flipping a hand.”

Hu Feng hurriedly nodded and said, “I must make him kneel in front of

me and beg for mercy in front of everyone! Let him die without a burial

ground!”

“What a vicious thought.”

At this moment, a cold voice came from behind him.

He turned around and saw Qin Yu standing at the door coldly.

“Qin… Qin Yu! You… Why are you here!”Hu Feng was so scared that
he sat on the ground!

Qin Yu said coldly, “I see that you have good talent and can’t bear to kill
you, but you want to harm me?”

Hu Feng was already panicking. His lips trembled as he said in a
trembling voice, “You… Don’t come over, or else… my father will not

spare you!”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He raised his finger, and a ray of light
directly shot into the center of Hu Feng’s brows.



His divine sense instantly exploded!

Then, Qin Yu took out the golden core from Hu Feng’s body and stored

it into the spatial divine weapon.

“Sect Master Hu, the guest has come to our door. Do you want to close
the door and not see him?”Qin Yu said indifferently.

Sect leader Hu’s expression was extremely ugly inside. He could feel that
Hu Feng’s internal Qi had disappeared!

“Qin Yu, you… you actually killed my son. I will not let you off!”Sect
leader Hu said furiously.

“Wait until I seize your good fortune. I will definitely tear you into
pieces!”

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said coldly, “Seize My good fortune?
That strange feeling just now… is it because of your spell?”

Then, Qin Yu patted the stone door and said coldly, “Open the door.”

Sect Master Hu ignored Qin Yu and sneered, “In your dreams! You
killed my son, I must avenge him!”

Qin Yu didn’t bother to talk nonsense with sect master Hu. He clenched
his fist and threw it at the stone door!

“Boom!”

The huge boom shook the entire villa!

However, the stone door did not move at all! Only a bit of dust fell!



“Hehe, it’s useless. This door is made of a special material and there is a
spell placed on it. You Won’t be able to open it!”Sect leader Hu sneered.

“Is That So?”Qin Yu squinted his eyes and a bright golden light burst out
from his fist!

“I want to see how hard this door of yours is!”

Qin Yu held the golden light in his hand and threw a punch!

“Boom!”

With this punch, the stone gate was directly shattered into ruins!

Sect leader Hu’s expression changed, and he exclaimed, “How… how is

this possible!”

Qin Yu ignored sect leader Hu, and his eyes widened!

The scene in front of him was simply beyond Qin Yu’s imagination!

“This…. is the fortune that was seized? !”Qin Yu couldn’t help but
mutter in a low voice.

Chapter 709: Chapter 709, the absorption of the power of

creation

Looking at the scene in front of him, Qin Yu’s eyes widened.

In this room, other than a huge array platform, there were walls filled
with bottles and jars!



There seemed to be something flowing inside this jar. It was like internal
QI, but also like liquid. They seemed to have life consciousness as they
squirmed inside the jar.

At a glance, there were at least tens of thousands of such jars!

“These… are good fortune?”Qin Yu murmured softly.

For some reason, he felt uncomfortable.

Sect leader Hu got up from the ground. Beside his array platform, there
was a huge earthen jar.

At this moment, there was some golden internal Qi in the earthen jar.

“Qin Yu, you killed my son. I must take revenge!”Sect leader Hu gritted
his teeth and said.

Although he had said those harsh words, sect leader Hu’s words were
very lacking in confidence. Even his body was trembling.

Qin Yu ignored his harsh words. Instead, he pointed at the jar on the
surrounding wall and said, “This is fate? What kind of object is this and

how should it be used?”

Sect leader Hu was stunned. He said angrily, “Qin Yu! You broke into
my house and killed my son, yet you act as if nothing happened. You are
not putting me in your eyes!”

Qin Yu frowned. He took a step forward and suddenly stretched out his
golden palm.

This palm grabbed sect leader Hu’s neck and lifted him into the air.



The terrifying qi force immediately grabbed sect leader Hu’s life vein! It
made him unable to move!

“You are not my match at all. What are you saying here?”Qin Yu said
coldly.

Sect leader Hu struggled with all his might. His eyes were filled with
terror!

He was also a martial marquis, but in front of Qin Yu, he was like a
three-year-old child. He did not have the strength to fight back!

Qin Yu let go of sect leader Hu and threw him to the ground.

Then, Qin Yu patted his palm and said coldly, “If you don’t want to die,
then answer my question honestly.”

Sect leader Hu was also afraid. He got up from the ground and braced

himself, saying, “You… Tell Me.”

Qin Yu pointed at the bottles and jars around him and said, “What

exactly are these?”

Sect master hu whispered, “These are the powers of creation that are
drawn from the bodies of humans…”

“Powers of creation? What are those things?”Qin Yu narrowed his eyes.

Sect master Hu explained, “Powers of creation are an extremely strange
divine power. I don’t know how to explain it either, but this power brings
great benefits.”

Qin Yu motioned for sect master Hu to continue.



Sect Master Hu coughed and continued, “I don’t know if you’ve heard of

the power of faith.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “It’s said to be a kind of power in
religions.”

“To be more precise, it’s the power of human faith. This power is both
pure and terrifying!”Sect Master Hu said.

“As for this power of creation, it’s the power formed by Creation. This
power is not limited to humans, but all objects that have fate will produce
the power of creation.”

Hearing these words, Qin Yu could not help but be shocked.

There was actually such a strange power in the world? It was simply

unheard of!

These few days had almost overturned Qin Yu’s worldview!

“In other words… The good fortune of Qing city has really been
absorbed by you?”Qin Yu frowned and asked.

Sect leader Hu did not hide it. He nodded and said, “Indeed. Most of the
power of creation you see before you comes from Qing city.”

Qin Yu did not say anything. He lowered his head and looked at the jar
on the array platform.

Inside the jar was a golden internal Qi.

“Is this my own internal Qi?”Qin Yu asked.

Sect leader Hu nodded and said, “Yes, but I only absorbed a part of it…”



Qin Yu was even more shocked. He picked up the jar and examined it
carefully.

The so-called power of creation in the jar was balls of internal Qi.

These auras didn’t even have any fluctuations. They were no different
from air.

“What’s the use of this power of internal Qi?”Qin Yu asked.

Sect leader Hu said, “The power of internal QI is simply fate. The power
brought by fate is endless.”

“Not only can it increase a person’s cultivation, it can even change a
person’s fate and upper limit! It is one of the most powerful powers and
also one of the most precious powers!”

Qin Yu was immediately even more shocked.

There was actually such a technique in the world?

It was one thing to forcefully take another person’s cultivation, but he
could actually forcefully take another person’s fate?

“What are the consequences for a person who has his power of creation
taken away?”Qin Yu asked.

Sect leader Hu quickly said, “Once the power of creation is taken away,
a person will be especially unlucky. It takes a long time to recover…”

Speaking up to this point, sect leader Hu hurriedly explained, “I have
only absorbed ten years of Qing City’s luck. Next year will be the last
year!”



Qin Yu swept his gaze around him. He said somewhat confusedly, “Then
why did you choose to stay in Qing City? Why didn’t you choose

another city?”

Sect leader Hu frowned, as if he had some misgivings.

Qin Yu said coldly, “If you don’t want to die, I will take your life now.”

Sect Master Hu was helpless. He could only say, “Many cities are unable
to seize the power of creation. It is very difficult to seize the fate of a city.
There are many conditions to be met.”

“For example, this city must be a new city. It must have a very long fate.
There are also great restrictions on the terrain…”

“I have searched for many years, but only Qing city meets the
requirements…”

Qin Yu still had some doubts. He could not help but ask, “Then why
didn’t you seize an individual? Like a genius or a young master. Their
luck must be very good, right?”

Sect leader Hu hummed in gratitude and said, “Normally, that is indeed
the case, but in reality, it is not that easy to operate.”

“When it comes to seizing an individual, it is very easy to be
discovered.”

“Moreover, the luck of a large family is usually a large amount. With my

ability, I can’t forcefully seize it, and it might even invite disaster.”

Qin Yu’s expression was a little displeased.



He said with a cold face, “In other words, this BULLSH * T spell of

yours can only bully the weak and fear the strong? Seize the luck of the

weak?”

“Yes… Yes, that’s more or less what it means…”sect master Hu

muttered in a low voice.

Qin Yu suddenly had the urge to slap sect leader Hu to death.

The Luck of ordinary people was already not good enough to begin with,
yet it was still being secretly seized by this kind of warlock. It was really
too difficult.

“Return this luck.”Qin Yu looked at the wall full of bottles and jars, and
couldn’t help but frown.

Sect leader Hu said awkwardly, “Once the power of creation is absorbed,
it’s impossible to return it…”

“Just like the power of faith, it flows in one direction.”

Qin Yu’s brows furrowed even more tightly.

He stood there for a long time before sighing helplessly, “Sigh, then I can
only endure the pain of absorbing this power of creation.”

Chapter 710: Chapter 710,10,000-year-old herbs

This full room was filled with the power of creation that sect leader Hu
had absorbed.

And most of this power of creation originated from Yiqing City.



In other words, the prosperity that Qing city should have had was
forcibly taken away by sect leader Hu.

“What a good method.”Even Qin Yu couldn’t help but sigh.

The world was so big that there were all kinds of strange things. If one
offended such a spell master, one might be unlucky for the rest of his
life.

Qin Yu picked up a bottle of Qi/spiritual energy and then took a light
breath.

The Qi/spiritual energy in the bottle flowed into Qin Yu’s body.

Sure enough, after long-term storage, the Qi/spiritual energy was quite
similar to spiritual Qi, and the method of absorption was also quite
similar.

“This Qi/spiritual energy seems to be different from ordinary spiritual

qi,”said Qin Yu.

Sect leader Hu nodded and said, “It is indeed different. According to the
old saying, a place with dense spiritual energy is a place with outstanding
people.”

“And the two words ‘Qi/spiritual energy’in this sentence refers to the
Qi/spiritual energy. It is purer than the Qi/spiritual energy that we use for
cultivation.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly. This Qi/spiritual energy was indeed different.
Compared to ordinary spiritual energy, it was easier to absorb, and the
effect it brought was better than ordinary spiritual energy.



“I’ll take this Qi/spiritual energy,”Qin Yu said as he looked at the jars on
the wall.

Sect leader Hu’s pupils constricted. He hurriedly shook his head and said,
“No, I can only give you three bottles!”

Qin Yu sneered, “Do you think you have the right to negotiate with me?”

Sect leader Hu’s face turned a bit ugly. He seemed to be reluctant to part
with this Qi/spiritual energy.

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered to waste time with sect leader Hu. He
grabbed the bottle and put it into his spatial divine artifact.

In this way, Qin Yu didn’t lack things for cultivation for the time being.

Qi/spiritual energy had ice heart and the power of creation.

And yin energy relied on that coffin.

“I should have killed you, but since you’ve provided me with so much
power of creation, I’ll spare your life.”Qin Yu glanced at sect leader Hu
and said.

After saying this, Qin Yu planned to leave.

At this moment, sect leader Hu’s eyes shone brightly! A sharp blade

appeared in his hand!

“Go to hell!”Sect leader Hu roared. He held the sharp blade in his hand
and stabbed it fiercely at Qin Yu’s body!

“Clang!”



However, not only did the sharp blade not enter Qin Yu’s body, it was
directly split into two!

Qin Yu slowly turned his body and sneered, “You want to kill me with
this thing?”

A trace of fear flashed across sect leader Hu’s face. He hurriedly begged
for mercy, “Mr. … Mr. Qin, please spare my life. I… I know I’m

wrong…”

“You want to kill me, and you want me to spare your life. Do you think
that’s possible?”Qin Yu sneered.

Sect leader Hu wanted to say something, but Qin Yu didn’t give him the

chance and directly smashed sect leader Hu’s head into pieces.

After that, Qin Yu took out the golden core from sect leader Hu’s body.

Including the one from Hu Feng, Qin Yu now had four golden cores in

his hands!

If he went into seclusion, he would definitely be able to enter the middle
stage of the Martial Marquis Realm.

However, Qin Yu still decided to temporarily suppress his cultivation,
because it was too dangerous to break through now.

Not only would it take a very long time, but it could also lead to a fatal
disaster.

The Jingdu Martial Arts Association and the various aristocratic families
could send people over at any time.



“Wait a little longer, and strive to enter the late stage of the Martial
Marquis Realm in one go,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

After leaving sect leader Hu’s place, Qin Yu returned to the tavern.

Su Qian was still sitting there, looking left and right.

Qin Yu’s departure without saying goodbye made Su Qian appear
somewhat at a loss.

“What are you looking at?”Qin Yu walked directly to Su Qian’s side and
sat down.

Su Qian said in surprise, “Mr. Qin, where did you go? Why did you

suddenly disappear?”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “I went out to do something.”

Su Qian did not ask further and only nodded.

After dinner, Su Qian received a text message from Ning Kun, requesting
her to return to the mystic realm immediately.

Seeing the contents of the text message, Su Qian shook his phone and
smiled. “The condition you mentioned should have news.”

Qin Yu looked calm on the surface, but in his heart, he was growing
more and more suspicious.

Could it be that this Hong Yi sect really wanted to give him a stalk of
ten-thousand-year-old herbs?

A stalk of ten-thousand-year-old herbs was a peerless treasure! Even to
the various aristocratic families and sects, it was a rare holy item.



Ten-thousand years, even if it was a big tree, it would have its own
intelligence, let alone a stalk of top-notch herbs.

“Mr. Qin, wait for me for now. I’ll inform you if there’s any news,”Su
Qian said as he packed his things.

Qin Yu nodded.

He didn’t continue to think about it. As for what Hong Yimen was
planning, he could only wait for it to change.

After returning to his residence, Qin Yu roughly calculated the resources
in his hands:

Four golden cores in the martial marquis’body, the remaining half of an
ice heart, and nearly 10,000 bottles of the power of creation.

Other than that, there were also some miscellaneous herbs.

“If I can get a 10,000-year-old herb, I might really be able to step into
the late stage of the Martial Marquis Realm,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

At the moment, Qin Yu was only in the early stage of the Martial
Marquis Realm. However, with his powerful physical strength, he was
already able to use most of the Martial Marquis realm.

As long as he did not meet someone at the peak of the Martial Marquis
Realm, Qin Yu could basically do whatever he wanted.

“With my current strength, it’s still very difficult for me to face someone
at the peak of the Martial Marquis Realm,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.

The couple from the Han palace last time almost killed Qin Yu.



No one knew how many more people at the peak of the Martial Marquis
realm were like this.

“Oh No.”

When he mentioned the Han Palace, Qin Yu suddenly thought of
something.

Little Fish!

The Han Palace had already set their eyes on Little Fish’s mask, so they
would definitely not let it go!

“No, I have to go back quickly.”Qin Yu frowned.

Thinking of this, Qin Yu put away all the herbs and other things in front
of him, turned around, and prepared to leave Qing city.

He had just walked to the entrance of the hotel when he ran into Su Qian.

“Where are you going, Mr. Qin?”Su Qian asked with some surprise.

Qin Yu said in a deep voice, “I have something to do, so I have to go
back quickly.”

Su Qian asked in surprise, “Are you in such a hurry?”

“Yes.”Qin Yu nodded.

Seeing this, Su Qian didn’t say anything more. She smiled and said, “I’m
here to tell you some good news.”

“Good News?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows.



“Did you bring the ten-thousand-year-old herbs?”

Su Qian blinked and said, “Something like that.”

Chapter 711: Chapter 711, the vicious and merciless old woman

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows, and a trace of surprise flashed in his eyes.

“Is what you said true?”Qin Yu stared at Su Qian.

If Hong Yimen was really willing to take out a stalk of
ten-thousand-year-old herbs, it would really make people feel conflicted.

Su Qian shook his head and said, “I didn’t bring the herbs, but Mr. Ning
asked me to bring you a piece of news.”

“A piece of news?”Qin Yu’s frown deepened.

Su Qian continued to say: “This piece of news involves ten thousand year
old herbs. One month later, a ten thousand year old herb will be born.”

As he said that, Su Qian took out his phone.

On the map on his phone, there was a location marked.

And this location, was in the southwest direction of the fire country,
located at the Pyro.

Qin Yu stared at the location and asked: “The ten thousand year old herbs
will be born here?”

Su Qian nodded and said: “That’s right. The news has not spread yet and
not many people know about it.”



Qin Yu could not help but laugh coldly and said: “Not many people know
about it now. That is because it is still very far away from the birth of the

herbs.Who knows how many people have already made plans behind the

scenes.”

Su Qian spread his hands and said, “This is the limit that the Hong Yi
sect can afford.”

Qin Yu said jokingly, “It seems that the resources of the Hong Yi sect are
only so-so.”

Su Qian didn’t say anything about this.

Qin Yu silently remembered this position and said, “Alright, I should go
back. As for this ten-thousand-year-old herbs, I’ll go and try it out.”

“Mr. Qin, you have to be careful. The appearance of the
ten-thousand-year-old herbs will definitely attract the attention of
various powers,”Su Qian reminded.

“This power is not limited to the aristocratic families in the country. It
may also attract foreign powers and many old monsters who have yet to
appear.”

Qin Yu casually said, “Since you know about it, you still want me to go
and retrieve it myself. I suspect that you’re using me as a tool.”

Su Qian smiled bitterly and said, “That’s impossible, Mr. Qin. It’s just
that it’s inconvenient for us to move around in the country. However, I
believe that they will secretly help you.”

Qin Yu did not continue this topic.

He and Su Qian waved their hands and left.



Qin Yu could not completely trust the Hong Yi sect.

Especially after they threw out such an important piece of news, it made
Qin Yu even more suspicious of the Hong Yi sect’s purpose.

When Qin Yu rushed back to the Green Moon Villa, it was already the
next morning.

The first thing he did when he came back was to run into Little Fish’s
room.

At this time, little fish was still sleeping soundly. Qin Yu’s intrusion
immediately gave little fish a fright.

She hurriedly hugged the blanket and covered her chest. She cried out in
alarm, “You… What are you doing? Pervert, hurry up and get out!”

Seeing that Xiao Yu was fine, Qin Yu also let out a sigh of relief.

He teased, “With your figure, even if you don’t cover it, you won’t be
able to see anything.”

After saying this, Qin Yu hurriedly ran out to avoid being angered by
Xiao Yu.

At this moment, in Jingdu.

For a moment, the martial arts academy had officially made the decision,
and there were countless people who came to register.

This time, the Jingdu Martial Arts Association announced to the outside
world that they did not restrict their status, as long as they had talent.

This seemingly selfless display actually concealed their selfish motives.



As a result, the JINGDU martial arts association only needed to pay a

small amount of resources, and they could plunder most of the genius
disciples in the world! Unknowingly, they continued to expand the
JINGDU martial arts association’s ranks!

Qin Yu could see through their intentions, and so could the higher-ups.

However, the JINGDU martial arts association had existed for too many

years, and it had an extremely powerful power in the martial arts world.

Thus, even the authorities weren’t willing to easily cut through them.

Everything was proceeding according to schedule, and the talented
disciples of the various aristocratic families also began to join the
academy.

At this moment, in the Jingdu Martial Arts Association, a hunchbacked
old woman was standing in the square in the dark.

In front of her stood a total of eighteen black-gold robes!

“Granny Qin, why have you summoned us?”Someone asked.

A trace of viciousness flashed through the eyes of the old woman called
Granny Qin.

She took a deep breath and said through gritted teeth, “My
heaven-swallowing Python was severely injured by that Qin Yu, but it
still has a hidden disease…”

Granny Qin was furious when she mentioned this!

The black-gold robes looked at each other, and a hint of awkwardness
flashed in their eyes.



With their current strength, they could no longer threaten Qin Yu. Other
than the purple robes, no one dared to provoke Qin Yu.

“We… We will take revenge for the heaven-swallowing Python.”The
black-gold robes braced themselves and said.

A hint of viciousness flashed in Granny Qin’s eyes. She narrowed her
eyes and said, “Are you really willing to take revenge for the
heaven-swallowing Python?”

“It’s… It’s absolutely true!”The eighteen people said one after another.

“Alright, then I’ll give you a chance to show off.”Granny Qin waved her
hand, and the huge heaven-swallowing Python instantly appeared behind
Granny Qin!

The heaven-swallowing Python spat out its scarlet tongue, and a pungent
smell assailed their nostrils.

Its dark flesh shone brilliantly under the sunlight, and it was
incomparably fierce.

However, if one looked carefully, one could see a huge wound on its
body.

This wound was left by big fatty with a punch.

Seeing this heaven-swallowing python, many of the black gold robes
were a little afraid.

“Granny Qin, what…What do you need us to do?”One of the black gold
robes asked tentatively.



Granny Qin opened her mouth and said, “There’s no need to do anything.
You just need to stand there and don’t move…”

As soon as she finished speaking, the sky-swallowing Python shot
towards everyone!

That huge head appeared in front of everyone in the blink of an eye!

The sky-swallowing Python opened its mouth and swallowed the
black-gold robes one by one!

Seeing this scene, all the black-gold robes turned pale with fright and
started to run!

“You want to run?”Granny Qin sneered.

She stretched out her skinny palm and the black-gold robes were
immediately restrained and could not move!

“Granny Qin, you… you actually want to kill us!”

“You Vicious Old Woman!”

Granny Qin did not care at all in the face of everyone’s curses.

She sneered, “A bunch of useless trash. Becoming the food of the
heaven-swallowing Python is your final value.”

The eighteen black-gold robes were all swallowed by the
heaven-swallowing Python!

At the same time, the enormous body of the heaven-swallowing Python
began to squirm. Internal Qi was constantly brewing in his body!



In the next second, the body of the heaven-swallowing Python suddenly
burst out with a burst of extremely dazzling black light!

“Boom!”

A loud sound spread through half of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association!

The body of the heaven-swallowing Python suddenly became tougher,
and its internal Qi also became several times richer!

“I’ve finally broken through…”Granny Qin said with a smile, her hands
behind her back.

At this moment, the heaven-swallowing Python had officially stepped
into the peak of the Martial Marquis Realm!

With such strength, as long as a martial saint didn’t appear, it could be
said to be invincible in this world!

And the body of a demonic beast was much tougher than that of an
ordinary cultivator!

“Babe, come, eat it.”Then, the old woman took out a jade-green pill
from her hand.

This pill was like a night pearl, shining brightly in the old woman’s hand.

The heaven-swallowing Python slowly stretched its head over and
swallowed the pill.

“Buzz!”

As the pill entered its stomach, the body of the heaven-swallowing
Python immediately began to tremble violently!



Half a minute later, the heaven-swallowing Python disappeared and was
replaced by a young man who was cold all over!

Chapter 712: Chapter 712, I am the strongest

Looking at the heaven-swallowing boa in human form, Granny Qin was
so excited that she almost cried.

She gently held the young man’s face and said in a trembling voice, “My
good child… I will definitely make you the most powerful person in the
world!”

A young man at the peak of the Martial Marquis Realm appeared.

…

On this day, Jingdu Martial Arts Academy officially began to recruit
students.

Early in the morning, Zhuang Teng and the others arrived at the vicinity
of the Academy.

These young masters of the aristocratic families seemed to like to gather
together.

A few people stood at the door, instantly attracting the attention of
countless people.

“I heard that Yan Jinyao has been in closed-door cultivation
recently?”Zhuang Teng asked casually.

“En, after learning that Qin Yu was the black-robed man, Yan Jinyao
directly went into closed-door cultivation.”Chu Heng nodded slightly.



“TSK tsk, it seems that that matter dealt a great blow to him.”

“With Yan Jinyao’s personality, he would absolutely not allow anyone to

surpass him. If I’m not wrong, the first thing he did after he came out of
seclusion was to send a challenge to Qin Yu.”

The few of them nodded one after another. They understood Yan
Jinyao’s personality too well.

As the true genius of the Yan family, his talent was absolutely
unparalleled.

Even in Jingdu, he was a well-known figure and always ranked first
among the younger generation.

Now that his title had been seized by a young man from the countryside,
he would definitely not be satisfied.

More and more people came to the academy’s entrance. Many people
came because of his reputation.

However, the requirements for martial artists here were extremely strict.
Very few people could be selected.

“By the way, have you all heard about the secret realm?”At this time,
Zhuang Teng seemed to have remembered something.

“Yes, the secret realm is indeed shocking. If there really is such a place
for cultivation, then it would be good news for us.”

“The Jingdu Martial Arts Association is actually secretly hiding such
resources. I seriously suspect that the outside world’s judgment of the
Jingdu martial arts association’s strength might be wrong.”



“Indeed, if the Jingdu martial arts association really controls more than
half of the secret realm, then they might be able to create a top martial
saint realm expert.”

Martial Saints were the palace in the hearts of almost all martial artists,
but no one had ever set foot in it.

Even Jiang he and ye Qing, who were known as the number one, were
only at the peak of the Martial Marquis realm.

“Let alone a martial marquis, a late-stage martial marquis is not someone
we can compare with.”Then, Zhuang Teng laughed bitterly again.

The strength of a late-stage martial marquis was far above that of a
middle-stage martial marquis.

And a peak-stage martial marquis was the strongest person in the current
era.

It was said that the outstanding person at the peak of the Martial Marquis
could rely on his physical body to resist the martial saint weapon!

If he had a physical body like Qin Yu’s, once he stepped into the peak of
the Martial Marquis Realm, the martial saint weapon would not be able
to harm him at all!

Thus, the greatest reliance of the JINGDU martial arts association

seemed to be helpless against Qin Yu.

Just as everyone was discussing, Qin Yu’s figure suddenly appeared in
everyone’s field of vision.

He wore a light-colored sportswear and looked extremely refreshing.



“Qin Yu, why is he here?”Everyone was somewhat surprised when they
saw this.

For a moment, everyone’s gazes fell on Qin Yu!

“Could it be that he also wants to participate in this academy?”Chu Heng
exclaimed.

“Brother Qin, I didn’t expect you to come.”Zhuang Teng Thought for a
moment and then politely walked toward Qin Yu.

Qin Yu nodded at him and didn’t say anything.

Zhuang Teng said with a smile, “Brother Qin, why are you here?”

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “I’m here for the same reason you are

here.”

As soon as he said this, Zhuang Teng’s mouth opened wide.

“Brother Qin, you killed Qu Xie and made the Jingdu martial arts
association lose face. Aren’t you afraid that they will attack
you?”Zhuang Teng couldn’t help but ask.

Qin Yu sneered. “I didn’t kill Qu Xie. It was one of their own people.”

Chu Heng gave Qin Yu a thumbs up and said, “Brother Qin, I really
admire your courage.”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything more. He closed his eyes slightly and waited
for the academy to open.

To Qin Yu, he came here for two purposes.



The first was for the Scripture Depository, and the second was to explore
the secret realm and find the secret realm that imprisoned Yan Ruoxue.

Of course, Qin Yu knew that there would be danger, but if he didn’t
come, he might never be able to save Yan Ruoxue.

Just as everyone was waiting, Qin Yu suddenly felt a familiar internal
Qi.

He frowned slightly and looked in the direction of this internal Qi.

He saw Granny Qin and Xia hang walking over.

Beside Granny Qin was a black-haired young man.

The young man had a head of waterfall-like hair, and his long and
narrow eyes were cold.

The Moment Qin Yu looked at Granny Qin, Granny Qin also noticed Qin
Yu’s figure.

“Qin Yu…”Granny Qin’s body suddenly burst out with a ruthless aura!

She walked toward Qin Yu step by step, narrowed her eyes, and said,
“Little Bastard, what are you doing here?”

Qin Yu pointed at the gate of the martial arts academy and said, “Of
course I’m here to participate in the trip to the Mystic Realm.”

“Are you worthy?”Granny Qin said angrily.

Qin Yu sneered, “Old Bastard, it’s not up to you to decide whether
you’re worthy or not. Don’t think that I don’t know. The officials will be



monitoring the recruitment this time. I don’t believe that you dare to go
against the officials.”

Xia hang told him all this information.

Ever since Qu Xie revealed the secret, the officials were furious.

In order to prevent the Jingdu martial arts association from using the
same trick again, they had sent people to keep an eye on them.

“You Little Bastard…”Granny Qin was so angry that she was trembling.

At this moment, the black-haired young man behind him took a step

forward.

A cold killing intent instantly assaulted his face!

Qin Yu frowned slightly after feeling this chill.

This youth’s internal Qi seemed somewhat familiar, but he couldn’t
remember where he had seen it before.

“If you dare to talk nonsense again, I’ll kill you.”The black-haired
youth’s long and narrow eyes emitted a chill.

Qin Yu raised his brows and said, “Kill me? With just you? Who Are

You? How come I’ve never seen you before?”

The black-haired youth didn’t say a word. He only said quietly, “I’m
stronger than all of you. In My Eyes, all of you are just a bunch of ants.”

The moment these words were said, everyone was shocked.

Zhuang Teng and the others were extremely displeased.



Stronger than all of them? And he even treated the descendants of the

aristocratic families as ants? This tone was too arrogant!

“Your tone is even louder than your feet. Where did you jump out

from?”

At this moment, a figure walked over from not far away.

This person was none other than Kong Yun, who was second only to Yan
Jinyao!

During this period of time, Kong Yun had also been in closed-door
cultivation. Now, he had stepped into the advanced stage of the Marquis
Realm!

This time, Kong Yun had only one purpose for coming out of
closed-door cultivation. That was to become the number one person on
the ranking list!

Chapter 713: Chapter 713: Swords Drawn and bows drawn

After coming out of seclusion, Kong Yun wanted to establish his might.
Seeing the black-haired young man in front of him, Kong Yun naturally
wouldn’t miss it.

He took a step forward and coldly looked at the black-haired young man,
saying, “You have such big words.”

The black-haired young man quietly said, “You’re not bad, but in my
eyes, you’re Not Enough.”

“Madman!”Kong Yun immediately flew into a rage!



He held the destructive power in his hand and fiercely punched at the
black-haired youth!

The black-haired youth did not Dodge. He raised his fist and met it
head-on.

“Clang!”

A sound that sounded like steel clashing was immediately heard!

Under this tremendous force, Kong Yun was forced back three steps in
succession. His fist was even shaken until it was in pain!

On the other hand, the black-haired young man was not affected at all!

All of a sudden, everyone was shocked!

“What a tough body!”Zhuang Teng exclaimed.

“His skin is like a layer of armor…”Chu Heng murmured in a low voice.

Kong Yun’s face was extremely ugly, but he had always been a person
who refused to admit defeat, so how could he just let it go!

“This punch is nothing,”Kong Yun said coldly.

The internal Qi on his body was rapidly increasing, and the power of the
late stage of the Martial Marquis Realm instantly erupted.

After sensing the internal Qi on his body, a powerful pressure
immediately pressed down on him!

“Late stage of the Martial Marquis Realm?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.



These geniuses of the aristocratic families indeed lived up to their
reputation! It had only been a short while, but Kong Yun had actually
stepped into the advanced stage of the Martial Marquis Realm!

The black-haired young man’s expression was still calm. He could not
even feel the slightest fluctuation of internal Qi.

“Alright, let’s stop here.”At this moment, Granny Qin suddenly stood up.

She looked at Kong Yun and said, “If you want to fight in the future,
there will be plenty of opportunities.”

Although Kong Yun was unwilling, he still agreed to face Granny Qin.

Not far away, Blackie quietly looked in Qin Yu’s direction.

“My Target is you.”Blackie stretched out his finger and pointed at Qin
Yu.

The moment he raised his arm, Qin Yu realized that there was a palm
print on Blackie’s abdomen.

Looking carefully, Blackie’s face seemed to have been injured.

These wounds seemed familiar.

“What do you mean!”Blackie’s words infuriated Kong Yun once again!

“Do you think that I’m inferior to him, Qin Yu!”Kong Yun flew into a

rage.

Blackie completely ignored Kong Yun. He only shot a cold glance at Qin
Yu before leaving with Granny Qin.



Kong Yun’s face was livid with anger. He gritted his teeth and looked at
Qin Yu, saying, “Qin Yu, does he think that I’m inferior to you!”

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “You’re the best. You’re the best in the
world.”

After saying that, Qin Yu turned around and left.

He walked toward the martial arts academy.

On the way, Qin Yu couldn’t help but think of the palm print on Blacky’s

chest.

“I must have seen that palm print before…”Qin Yu touched his chin and
thought to himself.

“HMM?”

Soon, Qin Yu seemed to have thought of something!

Wasn’t this fist print on the body of the heaven-swallowing python?

And the injury on Little Black’s face was also caused by a punch from
Big Fatty!

“Could it be… that little black is the heaven-swallowing Python?”Qin
Yu immediately turned pale with fright!

If that was the case, it was quite reasonable.

As an apothecary, Qin Yu knew of a kind of pill that could transform

demonic beasts into human forms.



That pill was called the shape-changing pill, but the refining conditions
were extremely harsh. Even Qin Yu might not be able to succeed with
100% success.

“Looks like Granny Qin is very interested in the heaven-swallowing
Python.”Qin Yu touched his chin and said in a low voice.

“No wonder his body is so tough. I remember that this
heaven-swallowing python… is at the peak of the Martial Marquis Realm,
right?”Qin Yu’s expression immediately became somewhat ugly!

Even if it was an ordinary peak of the Martial Marquis Realm, Qin Yu
couldn’t do anything to it, let alone a demon beast at the peak of the
Martial Marquis Realm!

“Qin Yu! Go and tell that black-haired young man for me. Tell him that

I, Kong Yun, will invite him to battle at Daming Mountain three days

later!”At this moment, Kong Yun suddenly caught up.

Qin Yu rolled his eyes at him and said, “If you don’t want to die, don’t
touch his eyebrows.”

“That black-haired young man didn’t use his full strength just now.
Otherwise, you would have died a long time ago.”

“What nonsense!”Kong Yun was instantly furious!

“I am in the late stage of the Martial Marquis Realm. How could I fear

him? Among my peers, even Yan Jinyao is nothing to me!”

Qin Yu sneered and said, “If you want to go, then go by yourself. But I
have to remind you that this black-haired young man is in the peak stage
of the Martial Marquis Realm.”



After saying this, Qin Yu shook off Kong Yun.

That day, Yan Jinyao did not show up.

However, Han Wei and the others came to the scene one after another.

As disciples of an aristocratic family, they had high talent. Naturally,
they easily joined this academy.

As for ordinary people, they had to go through layers of selection, even
for Qin Yu.

Just as Qin Yu was queuing up, a sinister voice suddenly came from the

side.

“Qin Yu, we meet again…”that voice could not help but give people

goosebumps!

Turning around, he realized that the person who came was actually he
teng!

“He Teng, you’re actually still alive!”Qin Yu’s body immediately
erupted with a terrifying killing intent.

He Teng narrowed his eyes and said, “You’re not dead, of course I won’t
die…”

Qin Yu did not want to waste time with He Teng. He said coldly, “Let
me ask you, what’s going on with Fang Yue? Tell me and I’ll spare your

life.”

“Hehe, Fang Yue… is just an ant at the bottom. Why are you so

persistent…”He Teng said darkly.



“F * ck you!”Qin Yu couldn’t help but clench his teeth.

Fang Yue’s talent was very high. If it weren’t for he teng, she would
definitely occupy a place among the younger generation!

But now, Fang Yue was still staying in the Divine Alchemist Pavilion,
her life and death unknown.

“Are you going to tell me or not?”Qin Yu asked coldly.

He Teng narrowed his eyes and said, “Qin Yu, do you think I’m afraid of

You?”

The two people’s internal Qi immediately collided with each other.

In the middle of the two people, waves of air currents even formed.

“If you want to fight, I’ll fight with you!”

At this moment, a rough voice suddenly came from not far away!

Turning around, he saw a strong man descending from the sky!

Seeing this person, Qin Yu was instantly stunned.

Because the person who came was none other than Chang Mang!

“Chang Mang? Weren’t you captured?”Qin Yu asked in a daze.

Chang Mang Strode in front of Qin Yu and said, “Qin Yu, let’s catch up
later. Let Me Kill this bastard first!”

He Teng smiled sinisterly and said, “Saintly being Chang Mang… Tsk

Tsk, interesting.”



“Don’t worry, we still have a long time. We have plenty of opportunities

to fight.”He Teng snorted lightly.

He put away his arrogance and turned around to leave.

“Don’t go!”Chang Mang’s temper flared up again. He was just about to
chase after him when he was stopped by Qin Yu.

“This is not the right time to fight. We have plenty of time to deal with

him..”Qin Yu shook his head and said.

Chapter 714: Chapter 714, Yan Jinyao came out of seclusion

Chang Mang looked at He Teng’s back and then at Qin Yu, and his
internal Qi started to disappear.

“Okay, I’ll listen to you.”Chang Mang snorted.

Qin Yu patted his shoulder and said, “Why are you here? Didn’t Zhen

Yue say that you were taken?”

Chang mang nodded and said, “Yeah, I was almost taken. Fortunately, I
woke up and escaped.”

“After I escaped, the Jingdu Martial Arts Association sent many
black-gold Robes to hunt me down, so I didn’t dare to show myself.”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “I didn’t expect them to attack you as well.”

Chang Mang waved his hand and said, “The outside world said that you
died in the immortal slaying sect. You…”

“I was lucky to escape,”Qin Yu said with a smile.



Chang Mang patted Qin Yu’s shoulder and said, “There must be good
fortune after surviving a great disaster! Qin Yu, it’s all thanks to you that
I owe you my life back then!”

Qin Yu said with a smile, “Alright, let’s not talk about this anymore.
Let’s Register first.”

Both of them were extremely talented people, so it was not a problem for

them to join this academy.

After completing the relevant procedures, Qin Yu and Chang Mang
walked out of the Academy together.

The official opening of the Academy would be three days later. As for the
exact movements, no one knew.

“Follow me back to the Jade Moon Villa first.”Qin Yu looked at Chang
Mang and said.

Chang mang nodded and said: “Alright!”

And so, the two of them left the Jingdu together, hurrying towards the
blue sky city.

After returning to the Jade Moon Villa, Zhen Yue prepared a large table
of food.

At night, the few of them sat under the moonlight and drank with each

other.

“Brother Qin, over the past few months, I have traveled almost half of the
Yan country before I was able to escape from the pursuit.”Chang Mang
said as he took a sip of his wine.



Having said that, Chang Mang tore off his clothes, revealing his strong
muscles.

“Look, this is what they have done.”Chang Mang said as he pointed at a
shocking wound on his chest.

“Of course, they are not much better. I killed six of their black gold
robes!”Then, Chang Mang changed the topic and said with a smile.

Qin Yu took a sip of wine and said in a low voice, “The Martial Arts
Association of Jingdu is not that simple. Rumor has it that the purple
robes are their strongest combat strength, but the truth of these words is
not high.”

Chang Mang stared at Qin Yu and waited for him to continue.

Qin Yu continued, “Now I seriously suspect that they might have a top

martial saint.”

“Martial Saint?”A trace of surprise flashed across Chang Mang’s face.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “That’s right, I have a strong premonition that
they don’t only have a martial saint, there might even be more than one.”

Chang Mang’s expression gradually became solemn.

If there really was a martial saint, then no one would be able to go
against the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.

No matter how many martial marquises were gathered, they were not
worth mentioning in front of a martial saint.

“If they really have a martial saint, why didn’t they just send out a
martial saint?”Xiao Yu tilted his head and said with some doubt.



Qin Yu shook his head and said, “I don’t know either. Perhaps for some
reason, they can’t attack at will.”

This feeling was very strong. Putting everything aside, just these eight
high-ranking officials made Qin Yu feel a sense of danger.

“I have a thought. Do you think the martial saint of the Jingdu Martial
Arts Association will cultivate in a secret realm?”Zhen Yue, who had
been silent all this time, suddenly asked.

Qin Yu’s eyes lit up slightly, then he nodded and said, “I have the same
thought as you.”

“Before the matter of the secret realm was exposed, I didn’t think that the
Jingdu martial arts association had such a powerful force.”

“But ever since I found out that a large number of resources were hidden
in the secret realm, I changed my mind.”

When he said this, Qin Yu swept his gaze across the crowd and
continued, “Even if they don’t have a martial saint, there will definitely
be someone who will step into the martial saint realm. Anything is
possible in the secret realm.”

The atmosphere instantly became somewhat heavy. Chang Mang, who
had always been optimistic, could not help but frown.

“Then what should we do? What can we do?”Chang Mang asked.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “What we can do is to increase our

strength as soon as possible. At least, before their martial saint makes an
appearance, we will have a certain amount of battle strength.”



“This is the only way.”Chang Mang sighed with emotion.

Qin Yu could not help but sigh slightly.

At this moment, he felt that the Jingdu martial arts association was like
an insurmountable mountain.

However, in order to save Yan Ruoxue, Qin Yu had no choice but to go
forward.

After dinner, Qin Yu and Zhen Yue returned to the hall.

Qin Yu took out the Prajna ruler from his bosom and placed it in front of
Zhen Yue.

“This object is called the Prajna ruler. It’s a martial saint’s weapon,”Qin
Yu said.

Zhen Yue stared at the Prajna ruler in front of him, and his eyes emitted
a strange light.

Qin Yu handed the prajna ruler to Zhen Yue and said, “I’ll be returning
to Jingdu tomorrow. I’ll leave this prajna ruler to you.”

“If anything happens, I think the Prajna ruler should be able to handle it.
But don’t use it unless it’s a critical moment.”

Zhen yue frowned and said, “Will you be gone for a long time?”

“I don’t know.”Qin Yu shook his head.

“In short, you have to guard the Green Moon Villa Well.”



Seeing Qin Yu’s grave expression, Zhen Yue didn’t dare to ask further.
He could only nod carefully.

The Green Moon Villa might become Qin Yu’s base.

After all, it was impossible to pull out the Jingdu martial arts association
by one person.

…

At this moment, in a manor in Jingdu.

In a secret room in the manor, there was a strange sound, as if something
was about to explode.

“Boom!”

A moment later, the secret room exploded with a strange color. The light
slowed down for half a second, and then spread out like water ripples in
all directions!

The loud sound immediately woke up Yan Sihai who was sleeping
soundly.

Yan Sihai frowned slightly. He put on his clothes and hurried downstairs.

He saw a young man standing at the door of the secret chamber.

The Young Man’s face was as white as paper. There was no color of
blood on his face. He looked like a sickly man.

However, the aura on his body was extremely powerful. No one dared to
look at him directly!



“Jinyao, have you come out of seclusion?”Yan Sihai walked up quickly.

After walking in, Yan Sihai realized that there was a crazy smile on Yan
Jinyao’s face.

Half a second later, Yan Jinyao laughed out loud, “Hahaha, I understand,
I understand!”

Yan Sihai was confused and frowned, “Jinyao, what’s Wrong?”

Yan Jinyao glanced at Yan sihai and then sneered, “Dad, I finally
understand the secret of this bloodline.”

“The mystery of the Bloodline?”Yan Sihai was stunned.

“You mean…. the bloodline of Yan Ruoxue?”

Chapter 715: Chapter 715, heaven-devouring Python V S Yan
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Yan Jinyao’s eyes were filled with madness as he nodded and said,
“That’s right, it’s the bloodline of Yan Ruoxue!”

“I really didn’t expect that such a holy object would awaken in Yan
Ruoxue’s body!”

Yan Sihai was confused as he listened. He knew nothing about the power

of this bloodline.

“Dad, has there ever been a great cultivator in our family’s history?”Yan
Jinyao asked.



Yan Sihai still shook his head and said, “I’m afraid you’ll have to ask

your grandfather about this.”

Hearing this, Yan Jinyao immediately said, “Father, find him right away.
I have something to ask him.”

“Is it very important?”Yan Sihai seemed to be somewhat unwilling.

During this period of time, he had almost given up on hunting down old
Mister Yan.

Of course, through the means of the Yan family, Yan Jinyao was also
secretly suppressing the development of old Mister Yan’s career.

“It’s very important,”said Yan Jinyao.

“I’ve already comprehended 80% of this bloodline! Just 80% is enough

to enlighten me!”

“Do you know what this means? The talent of this generation that

worships me has been forcefully enhanced under this bloodline!”

Speaking up to this point, Yan Jinyao clenched his fist. Rays of
resplendent light gathered on his palm.

This casual grip seemed to contain a destructive energy!

The heat caused Yan Sihai’s expression to change slightly.

“Boom!”

Then, Yan Jinyao gently waved the light in his hand.



This light instantly swept across, and a mountain peak in the distance was
instantly split into two halves!

A casual attack could move mountains and overturn seas, and this could
not help but cause Yan Sihai to turn pale with fright.

“I’ve only comprehended 80% ! If I could possess all the bloodline
power, the number one person in the world would definitely be me.”The
more Yan Jinyao spoke, the crazier he became.

“I even feel that I would become the first person to step into the Martial
Saint Realm!”

When he heard this, Yan Sihai’s expression turned grave.

“Alright, I’ll think of a way to bring him back,”Yan Sihai said.

Then, Yan Sihai continued, “Oh right, Qu Xie was killed by Qin Yu, and
there’s an important piece of news.”

Yan Sihai told everything he knew to Yan Jinyao and uncle Chen.

After Yan Jinyao heard it, he immediately frowned.

“Mystic Realm? What is this? Why have I never heard of it?”Yan
Jinyao frowned.

“Not to mention you, even I haven’t heard of it before,”Yan Sihai said
coldly.

“It’s said that this mystic realm contains a real heritage.”

Yan Jinyao said coldly, “Mystic realm… I got it.”



At this moment, Yan Jinyao didn’t seem to be interested in the mystic

realm.

Compared to the mystic realm, Yan Jinyao hoped to obtain all the
bloodlines!

Because that power was too tyrannical, it was as if a new world had

opened up!

…

Time flew by, and in the blink of an eye, three days had passed.

At nine o’clock in the morning, the entrance of the academy was already
filled with people.

To Qin Yu’s surprise, there were at least close to a hundred people here!

The weakest among them was only a martial grandmaster!

“Why are there so many people?”Qin Yu asked with a frown.

Chang Mang said in a deep voice, “Could it be that the conscience of the
JINGDU martial arts association has been discovered?”

“Impossible.”Qin Yu shook his head.

Having crossed paths with them so many times, Qin Yu already knew
what kind of person this association was.

“Sigh, let’s not bother about him. Having more people won’t be a bad
thing,”Chang Mang said.



Qin Yu didn’t say much. He and Chang Mang walked into the inner part
of the academy in large strides.

They were the first batch of students, and their strength was at the
Martial Marquis Realm. Therefore, there were almost no restrictions in
this academy.

Of course, no one would come to impart spells.

The only benefit of joining this academy was that they could enter the
mystic realm together.

After a simple ceremony, they could be considered to have officially
joined this academy.

As for their first experience in the mystic realm, they would have to be
notified separately.

Qin Yu and Chang Mang walked in the Martial Arts Academy. He
released his spiritual sense, wanting to rely on the method from the last

time to find the mystic realm.

Unfortunately, there were too many people here, and the aura was
chaotic. Qin Yu couldn’t even catch a trace of the internal Qi.

Looks like I can only try again tonight, Qin Yu thought to himself.

Just as Qin Yu was about to leave, a black-haired youth blocked Qin
Yu’s way.

This person was none other than the sky-devouring Python’s Blackie.

Blackie looked at Qin Yu coldly, the killing intent in his eyes was not
concealed at all.



Even though he had completely restrained his internal Qi, he could still
feel the powerful aura from his body.

“What are you trying to do!”Chang Mang took a step forward and his
voice was like thunder.

Blackie glanced at Chang Mang and said coldly, “It has nothing to do
with you. Get lost.”

Chang Mang was instantly enraged. He was about to speak, but was
stopped by Qin Yu.

“Chang Mang, step aside. This is my own business,”Qin Yu said.

However, Chang Mang’s bad temper couldn’t take this in. Without

saying anything, he clenched his fist and rushed towards Blackie’s face!

Blackie stood there without moving, allowing Chang Mang’s fist to land
on his face.

“Dang!”

After a loud sound, Blackie was unharmed!

A black light burst out from his body.

This black light was extremely familiar, it was the color of the
heaven-swallowing Python!

“HM?”Chang Mang glanced at his fist, seeming to be somewhat
suspicious.

“You don’t know death.”Blackie snorted coldly, and then slapped
towards Chang Mang!



The terrifying power directly forced Chang Mang back dozens of steps!

In the next second, Blackie opened its mouth slightly and spat out
streams of internal Qi!

This internal Qi had a pungent smell and a foul stench.

The moment this internal Qi appeared, Qin Yu felt that something was
wrong!

Because this internal Qi was poisonous!

Qin Yu hurriedly pulled Chang Mang up and blocked him behind him.

Following that, Qin Yu raised his palm and a stream of purple flames

immediately flew forward!

Internal Qi was an extremely yang item, and it could restrain all yin and
evil. Naturally, Blackie’s aura was no exception.

After that aura was successfully extinguished, a strange smile appeared in
Blackie’s eyes.

“You have some ability,”Blackie said coldly.

As he spoke, he took off his black robe, revealing his extremely smooth
skin.

“It really is the heaven-swallowing Python.”Seeing his skin, Qin Yu
frowned.

The heaven-devouring Python was a top grade demonic beast!

Moreover, his strength was far above Qin Yu!



“There’s a good show to watch.”The people at the side quickly
surrounded him.

“I didn’t expect that I would encounter such an interesting thing as soon
as I came out of seclusion.”

At this moment, a familiar voice was heard.

Turning his head, he saw Yan Jinyao slowly walking over with his hands

in his pockets.

“Yan Jinyao?”Seeing Yan Jinyao, Qin Yu’s face darkened again.

This B * Stard actually came too.

Yan Jinyao ignored Qin Yu and looked at little black. He acted like a
senior and said, “Don’t worry. Just do it. I will protect your life.”

Little black frowned slightly.. He looked at Yan Jinyao in front of him
and said coldly, “Get lost.”

Chapter 716: Chapter 716, the power of the heaven-swallowing
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“What did you say?”Yan Jinyao frowned slightly, and his face quickly
turned cold.

“I told you to get lost. If you don’t want to die, then get lost a little
further,”Blackie continued.

As soon as he said this, Yan Jinyao immediately became furious.



He looked at Blackie coldly and said with a faint smile, “Why? I’ve been
in closed-door cultivation for a few days, and there’s already someone
who doesn’t know me?”

Blacky didn’t know Yan Jinyao at all, not to mention Yan Jinyao’s
words, which made him quite unhappy.

Qin Yu, who was watching the two of them argue, was happy to see it.

“It’s really dog-eat-dog,”Chang Mang snorted at the side.

Blacky didn’t pay attention to Yan Jinyao anymore. A black light that

was like skin burst out from his body, and his aura was also unleashed at
this moment.

An extremely strange aura surrounded his body. This feeling made
people feel numb all over and fear from the bottom of their hearts.

Even Yan Jinyao couldn’t help but frown.

“Qin Yu, die,”Blackie said coldly.

Before he finished speaking, he clenched his fist and rushed towards Qin
Yu.

His fist was brewing with a force of ten thousand tons.

A force that could topple mountains and overturn seas carried gusts of
wind.

Qin Yu’s expression did not change. With a loud shout, he raised his
golden fist.

In the next second, the two incomparably fierce fists collided.



“Boom!”

The collision brought about waves of terrifying collision force. This force
exploded between the two of them and then spread out in all directions!

Some who could not dodge in time were directly shaken until they
vomited blood.

A large locust tree beside the two of them was directly shaken into
powder!

Dust fell, and the two of them stood on the spot without moving an inch.

The collision of the two rays of light appeared especially dazzling under
the sunlight.

“Not bad.”After a while, little black spat out a word.

Qin Yu remained silent, but he was greatly shocked in his heart!

The physical body of this heaven-swallowing python was indeed
extremely tyrannical!

With Qin Yu’s current physical body, he was no weaker than anyone
below the martial saint level!

However, against the heaven-swallowing Python, Qin Yu could not gain
any benefits at all!

“If I was at the same realm as him, I would have the confidence to win.
However, the gap between our realms is too big.”Qin Yu frowned.

The advantage of the physique seemed to have disappeared in front of the
demonic beasts.



And little black was a genuine peak-stage martial marquis! He was three
realms higher than Qin Yu!

If they were to really fight, Qin Yu had no chance of winning!

Everyone held their breaths as their eyes fell on the small battlefield.

Yan Jinyao’s brows slightly furrowed.

He could feel the power of Xiao Hei’s punch! Moreover, he could clearly
feel that this was not his full strength at all!

“When did such a pervert appear again?”Yan Jinyao said coldly.

“Brother Yan, you might not know this, but Xiao Hei is Granny Qin’s
disciple. It is said that he is half her son,”Zhuang Teng said as he walked
forward.

“Granny Qin?”Yan Jinyao seemed to have understood.

Granny Qin’s status in the Jingdu martial arts association was very high.
She was even higher than Qu Xie.

As for her strength, it was even more unfathomable.

Since she was one of her people, it was easy to understand.

Yan Jinyao retreated to the side, seemingly not planning to attack Blackie
anymore.

At this moment, Blackie’s internal Qi was still climbing.

An invisible pressure was pressing toward Qin Yu.



Qin Yu’s shoulders seemed to be carrying two mountains, and his body
emitted crackling sounds.

“Your realm is too low. I can kill you with just a raise of my
hand,”Blackie said coldly.

“Is that so?”Qin Yu took a deep breath, and the internal Qi on his body
suddenly exploded!

When the two internal Qi collided, Xiao Hei was obviously stronger. Qin
Yu’s internal Qi seemed to be unable to resist.

Just as the swords were about to be drawn, a man wearing a brocade robe
walked over.

“Fighting is not allowed in the academy.”This person was none other
than Xia Hang.

Xia hang stood between the two of them and said coldly, “Both of you,
stop.”

Blackie frowned and seemed to be a little unhappy.

However, due to Xia Hang’s identity, Blackie finally withdrew the

murderous aura from his body.

“President Xia, there’s nothing wrong with interacting and
communicating among the same generation.”Right at this moment,
Granny Qin suddenly walked out.

She took an old step, and her face that was full of wrinkles bloomed with
a smile that was like a steamed bun.



“Granny Qin.”Xia hang hurriedly greeted Granny Qin.

Granny Qin smiled faintly and said, “The younger generation should
interact more. Otherwise, how can they improve?”

With Granny Qin as a backer, Blacky was instantly relieved.

His long hair fluttered in the wind, and his aura at the peak of the Martial
Marquis realm was even more obvious!

“Peak of the Martial Marquis Realm!”After sensing this internal Qi, Yan
Jinyao’s pupils suddenly constricted! His expression instantly became
extremely unsightly!

“It’s really the peak of the Martial Marquis Realm!”Kong Yun also stood
out and shouted loudly!

He recalled what Qin Yu said, but he didn’t believe it at that time.

Now that he thought about it, he really felt a lingering fear!

If this little black really accepted his challenge, then Daming Mountain
would probably become a burial ground!

“Granny Qin, today is the first day of school, it’s not suitable to see
blood.”Xia hang continued to smooth things over.

Granny Qin was silent for a moment, as if she felt that Xia hang’s words
made sense.

She said with a smile, “Xiao Hei, have you remembered President Xia’s
Words?”



“Granny Qin, I’ve remembered it.”Xiao Hei nodded and looked at Qin
Yu at the same time.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but frown.

Granny Qin’s meaning was very obvious. She was telling Xiao Hei that
he could make a move at any time after a few days.

Xiao Hei left with Granny Qin while Qin Yu stood where he was.

“Qin Yu, who told you to stir up trouble!”Xia hang shouted.

Qin Yu glanced at Xia hang and snorted, “He came to provoke me. Are
You Blind?”

“You still dare to argue? Follow me to the Office!”Xia Hang said
angrily.

“YOU MOTHERF * cker…”Chang Mang, who was at the side,
suddenly became anxious and opened his mouth to scold.

Qin Yu hurriedly stopped Chang Mang and waved his hand, “I’m fine.”

After saying that, Qin Yu followed behind Xia Hang and walked into the
office.

After arriving at the office, Xia Hang locked the door.

At the same time, he released his spiritual sense to ensure that there was
no one around.

“Qin Yu, you’d better leave this place quickly,”Xia Hang said coldly.



“That little black is the incarnation of the heaven-swallowing Python.
His strength is unfathomable. You are definitely not his match!”

“Other than the heaven-swallowing python, Yan Jinyao, Ao Zhan, and
even Han Xiu will attack you at any time!”

Qin Yu said jokingly, “Aren’t you the president? You can protect me.”

Xia Hang said with a cold face, “I’ll protect you? Don’t you know that

Granny Qin is still in charge here!”

Qin Yu was puzzled, “Why? She doesn’t seem to have any official

position, right?”

Xia Hang said in a deep voice, “She doesn’t need an official position..
She controls the transfer of the purple robe, as well as many honored
guests of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.”
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“In other words, Granny Qin is in control of a very powerful force?”Qin
Yu said.

Xia hang nodded and said, “Yes, her status is much higher than Qu
Xie’s.”

This immediately made Qin Yu in a dilemma.

He originally planned to let Xia Hang find an opportunity to evacuate the
purple robe of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association in the future.

Or rather, he would directly ask Xia Hang to betray the purple robe.



But now, it seemed that this was almost impossible.

“Xia Hang, what do you think is the most powerful force of Jingdu
Martial Arts Association?”Qin Yu asked in puzzlement.

Xia Hang said in a deep voice, “On the surface, the most powerful force
is the purple robe.”

Qin Yu nodded silently and said, “What exactly do you think the strength

of those higher-ups is?”

“This… I don’t know either,”Xia Hang said.

“But I’ve never seen their real faces since I’ve been in the job for so
long.”

“Not only me, but even Qu Xie has never seen them.”

Qin Yu touched his chin and said in a low voice, “Is it possible that these
eight higher-ups can’t show their faces at all?”

“For example… they are restricted in a certain secret realm?”

Xia hang’s mouth opened wide when he heard Qin Yu’s words.

This thought was a bit crazy.

Eight executives controlled the JINGDU martial arts association by
relying on their shadows?

“Otherwise, why are these eight executives so eager to expand their
power?”Qin Yu said in a low voice.



“Also… Qu Xie said last time that they sealed all the resources and
controlled them. What are the biggest benefits of doing this?”Qin Yu
looked at Xia Hang.

Xia hang thought for a moment and suddenly said, “In order to prevent
outsiders from cultivating too quickly! In case they threaten the Jingdu
Martial Arts Association!”

“Yes.”Qin Yu nodded.

This idea was also what Qin Yu had just guessed.

Before the secret realm was exposed, Qin Yu had never thought of it this
way.

However, this secret realm was not only hidden from the various

aristocratic families, even the higher-ups had been deceived by them.

Wasn’t its purpose to prevent anyone from threatening them?

Other than that, people like Qin Yu who could threaten them, they would
immediately kill them!

And Yan Ruoxue’s bloodline would also be unable to escape their claws.

From the looks of it, the JINGDU martial arts association seemed to be

deliberately suppressing the strength of martial artists.

“These higher-ups have existed for many years. Their cultivation level is
very likely at the Martial Saint Realm,”Qin Yu said.

“If they were martial saints, there’s no need to be afraid of anyone.”



“But now, they haven’t shown up for a long time. Therefore… they are

most likely just a shadow.”

Speaking up to this point, Qin Yu looked at Xia Hang and said in a deep
voice, “Xia Hang, I will think of a way to let you go one step further and
try to get in touch with those eight higher-ups.”

Xia hang said nervously, “What do you want to Do?”

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “No need to ask.”

“Oh right, when will the first Secret Realm Open?”Qin Yu asked.

Xia hang said, “I don’t know yet. I need to have a meeting to discuss it.”

“Okay.”Qin Yu agreed.

“Remember to tell me when you have news.”

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and walked out of the office.

As soon as he walked out of the door, Qin Yu bumped into Kong Yun.

Kong Yun’s whole body was full of flames, and his eyes were as wide as
copper bells.

Qin Yu frowned and said, “What? You still want to fight with me? Then

go and queue up.”

Kong Yun was silent for a moment, then he snorted and said, “Count it as
I owe you a favor.”

After saying this, Kong Yun turned around and left.



Qin Yu was confused.

Owe Me a favor? What does this mean?

“Inexplicable,”Qin Yu muttered.

…

In this academy, there was a dormitory.

After Qin Yu returned to his residence, Chang Mang quickly walked up
to him.

“That bastard Xia hang didn’t do anything to you, right?”Chang Mang
asked.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “No.”

Chang Mang grunted in gratitude, and then he said in a low voice, “You
have to be careful. I heard from them that that black-haired kid won’t let
you off.”

This indeed gave Qin Yu a bit of a headache.

Xiao Hei was a peak-stage martial marquis, and his strength was far
above Qin Yu’s.

In a fight, he really wasn’t a match for him.

I have to find a time to break through as soon as possible, Qin Yu
thought in his heart.



He originally planned to wait until he entered the mystic realm to obtain
the treasure, then strive to step into the late-stage martial marquis in one
go.

At that time, there was no need to be afraid of Xiao Hei.

But now it seemed that it was a bit too late.

“Forget it, let’s take it one step at a time.”Qin Yu sighed slightly.

He got up and left the dormitory building. He came to the square of the
academy once again.

“There are few people now. Maybe I can try to find the location of the
Mystic Realm,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

He released his spiritual sense and tried to find the connection with the
mystic realm.

This was a meticulous job. Qin Yu didn’t dare to be distracted at all. He
tried hard to find this trace of connection.

However, at this moment, Qin Yu suddenly opened his eyes.

He frowned and said in a low voice, “Could it be that my senses are
wrong?”

Thinking of this, Qin Yu closed his eyes again. His powerful spiritual
sense spread out in all directions.

Very soon, Qin Yu caught sight of that figure again.

“It really is him!”Qin Yu could not help but curse in his heart.



He did not find the mystic realm, but he did find an acquaintance: the
handlebar mustache!

This bastard actually came!

Qin Yu cursed in his heart. He followed his spiritual sense and ran in the
direction of the handlebar mustache.

At this moment, the handlebar mustache was sitting by the roadside and
talking with confidence.

“There is no place in this world that I don’t dare to Go! I can do anything
from heaven to Hell!”

Just as the handlebar mustache was bragging, Qin Yu patted his shoulder
with a dark face.

“When did you come?”Qin Yu asked with a dark face.

Hearing Qin Yu’s voice, the handlebar mustache hurriedly jumped up
from the ground.

Then, he took off and said as he walked, “Who are you? I don’t know

you. Don’t come over!”

As he spoke, the handlebar mustache had already fled hundreds of meters
away while Qin Yu was chasing after him relentlessly.

The handlebar mustache only heaved a sigh of relief when he arrived at
an empty place.

“What’s wrong with You Again?”Qin Yu could not help but curse.



The mustached man patted his own chest and said, “Qin Yu, don’t think
that I don’t know that everyone in this academy wants to kill you.
Whoever gets close to you will suffer! Don’t drag me into this.”

Qin Yu rolled his eyes and said, “Don’t worry. The person they are
looking for is me. It Won’t involve you.”

The moustache man mumbled, “Who knows? It would be bad if he was

injured by accident, especially the heaven-swallowing python. It is a
peak-level demon beast at the peak of the Martial Marquis realm. Who

would dare to provoke it…”

“You know about the heaven-swallowing Python?”Qin Yu raised his
eyebrows.

The moustache man said, “Of course! Let me tell you, among demon
beasts, the heaven-swallowing Python is equivalent to the concept of a
chaotic body among humans. They are all invincible among the same
level. Do you understand?”

“The heaven-swallowing Python is invincible in the same level among
the demon beasts, let alone compared to humans.”

Chapter 718: Chapter 718, the method to open the secret realm

The promise made by the moustache made Qin Yu more worried.

“In other words, he has the advantage in terms of physique,”Qin Yu said
in a deep voice.



The moustache waved his hand and said, “That’s not true. The special
physique of human cultivators is not inferior to his heaven-swallowing
Python.”

“Take you for example. If you two were at the same level, who knows
what would happen.”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “There’s no need to be at the same level. As
long as I step into the late stage of the Marquis Realm, I Won’t be afraid

of his heaven-swallowing Python.”

“I don’t refute that.”The mustached man spread his hands and said.

“Let’s not talk about this.”Qin Yu changed the topic and continued to ask,
“Do you know how to open the secret realm?”

The mustached man shook his head and said, “If I knew how to open the

mystic realm, I wouldn’t need to come here.”

Qin Yu frowned.

He didn’t expect that even the mustached man didn’t know about the
mystic realm.

“Alright, Don’t Talk to me if you have nothing to do these few days. I
don’t want to be implicated,”the mustached man muttered.

After saying this, he walked away happily.

After taking two steps, the moustache man suddenly stopped and said,
“Where’s the little girl by Your Side?”

“Little Girl?”Qin Yu was stunned.



“Are you talking about Little Yu?”

The moustache man nodded and said, “That’s right. The people of the
Han palace have their eyes on her. Why didn’t you bring her here?”

Qin Yu was silent for a moment.

The moustache man’s words were indeed reasonable. After all, this was
the territory of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association. It was likely that the
Han Palace wouldn’t dare to come and act impudently.

“I’ll go back and pick her up now,”Qin Yu said.

Just as Qin Yu was about to leave, a voice suddenly came from within

the academy.

The voice seemed to be transmitted through some kind of spell and came
from all directions.

“Everyone, go to the square.”

The voice was extremely short, only a few words.

Qin Yu didn’t think too much and immediately walked towards the
square.

The square was already filled with people.

Xia hang and Granny Qin were already standing in front of them.

“Why are you suddenly calling us to gather?”Chang Mang frowned.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “I’m not sure.”



After about ten minutes, Granny Qin finally spoke.

She glanced at the crowd and said faintly, “I believe that everyone has
heard about the secret realm. As the leader of the martial arts world, we
will naturally announce the secret realm that we control to the public.”

Hearing this, almost everyone present became excited.

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes slightly and waited for Granny Qin to
continue.

Granny Qin continued, “The first opening of the mystic realm will be in

half a month’s time. I hope that everyone will arrive on time.”

“Half a month? That Long?”Chang Mang could not help but frown.

It was not just Chang Mang. Almost everyone could not help but
complain.

“Half a month, that’s too long.”

“Didn’t they say it was just these few days?”

“Why did the timeline have to drag on so long?”

Everyone complained, but Qin Yu remained silent.

“Half a month?”

Qin Yu frowned.

This number seemed somewhat familiar.

A moment later, Qin Yu suddenly thought of something.



He took out his phone and calculated the time.

As expected, half a month later was the day that the
ten-thousand-year-old divine herb was born! It just happened to clash
with the Mystic Realm!

Qin Yu looked up at Granny Qin and suddenly had some doubts in his
heart.

Could it be… That Granny Qin also got the News? So she deliberately

opened the mystic realm half a month later?

One had to know that a stalk of ten-thousand-year-old herbs had
extraordinary significance. Even the mystic realm could not be compared

to it.

Once a herb reached 10,000 years old, it would step into another level.

Even a 9,999-year-old herb would be worlds apart from a

10,000-year-old herb.

“Is it a coincidence, or is it intentional?”Qin Yu frowned.

He looked at Granny Qin in front of him and shouted, “Are you going to
lead the team to the Secret Realm?”

Granny Qin glanced at Qin Yu coldly and said, “President Xia and the
three purple robes will lead the team.”

“What About You?”Qin Yu continued to ask.

Granny Qin looked at Qin Yu coldly and said, “Do I need to report to
you what I Do?”



After saying this, Granny Qin snorted coldly and ignored Qin Yu.

Qin Yu touched his chin and said in a low voice, “This… doesn’t seem

like a coincidence.”

This put Qin Yu in a dilemma for a moment.

Qin Yu was filled with curiosity towards the secret realm.

Although he had been to the secret realm of the Hong Yi sect last time,
the resources of that secret realm had long been exhausted.

However, the attraction of these 10,000-year-old herbs to Qin Yu
seemed to be even greater!

As long as he obtained this 10,000-year-old herb, Qin Yu would be
able to step into the late stage of the Martial Marquis Realm! Even to the
peak!

Once he stepped into the late stage, the Jingdu Martial Arts Association
would be like entering an uninhabited realm to Qin Yu!

And Qin Yu also planned to attack the Jingdu martial arts association
after he stepped into the late-stage of the Marquis of martial arts and
forcefully save people!

“Forget it.”After hesitating over and over again, Qin Yu finally decided
to give up on this trip to the mystic realm and focus on the
ten-thousand-year-old medicinal herbs that had been born.

After the meeting ended, Qin Yu found the handlebar mustache.



He grabbed the handlebar mustache that he wanted to escape and said in
a deep voice, “You don’t have to be so nervous. With your ability, I
believe that the heaven-swallowing Python can’t do anything to you.”

The handlebar mustache muttered, “You can’t say that. I’m nothing

except for Archaeology.”

Qin Yu was not in the mood to argue with him. Instead, he said in a cold
voice, “Let me ask you, is there any way to resurrect the two male
corpses?”

The handlebar mustache widened his eyes and said, “Are you crazy?
You think too highly of me! Last time, I spent a lot of effort to help
you!”

“Is there really no way?”Qin Yu frowned and said.

The mustached man shook his head and said, “There’s no way. If we
continue to forcefully resurrect, those two male corpses will very likely
develop their own consciousness.”

“When that time comes, it will be a disaster for the entire world.”

Qin Yu fell silent.

If two mighty figure corpses were to develop their own consciousness, it
would really be a disaster.

Not to mention martial artists, even modern weapons couldn’t do
anything to him.

Looks like I can only rely on myself, Qin Yu thought to himself.



The moustache man pulled Qin Yu’s arm and said, “Do you have any
bad ideas?”

Qin Yu sized up the moustache man and said with a smile, “Moustache
man, I’ll seriously talk to you about something. If you can find a way to
open the secret realm, I can tell you a secret. How about it?”

“A way to open the secret realm?”The handlebar mustache touched his
chin as if he was weighing the pros and cons.

“It seems that this handlebar mustache really has a way to open the secret
realm,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

The handlebar mustache opened his mouth and was about to speak when
a figure walked toward the two of them.

Seeing this figure, the handlebar mustache hurriedly took two steps back
and ran away.
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